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ABSTRACT

AGILITYMOD: A SOFTWARE AGILITY REFERENCE MODEL FOR AGILITY ASSESSMENT

Özcan Top, Özden
Ph. D., Department of Information Systems

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Onur Demirörs

December 2014, 148 pages

Agile software development methodologies have gained significant interest in IT community proposing solutions to problems of traditional, plan-driven software development approaches. However, not every organization that tries to adopt agile methods succeeds, that is mostly because practitioners misinterpret the agile values, principles or practices during the adoption and transformation or see a single agile method as a complete solution to all problems. There is a gap in the field to assist software organizations in assessing their agility levels and introducing roadmaps in adopting agile principles/practices. In this thesis study we propose a Software Agility Assessment Reference Model that will be used for assessing organizations’ position in agility and indicating the gaps that prevents fully obtaining the benefits of agile software development and providing roadmaps to roadmaps to organizations in adopting agile principles/practices. The model is based on the meta-model structure of ISO/IEC 15504-Process Assessment Standard to create a common basis for performing assessments of agility and present the assessment results using a common rating scale. We performed exploratory case studies and obtained the opinions of the experts to improve the Model. Validation of the proposed model is achieved through one of the qualitative research methods, case studies. We performed a multiple case study including six cases for validation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Agile software development methods have proved their success since the publication of agile manifesto in 2001, and have gained significant acceptance by IT community by increasing business value, speeding up delivery, eliminating non-value adding activities to software development process and reducing the overall risk associated with software [1].

However, adopting agile methods is not easy or straightforward instead of common sense. [2] Agile concepts were extensively misinterpreted or “agile” was used as an excuse for being undisciplined by some of the organizations. [3]. As a result, organizations need assistance in adopting agile methodologies and identifying how far they are to be truly agile [4]. Structured approaches such as maturity models or frameworks aim to assist the transition of organizations to agile by providing comprehensive guidance on agile processes, introducing roadmaps and describing what it means to be “agile”.

This thesis presents a structured Software Agility Assessment Reference Model (AgilityMod) developed with the aim of assessing agility level of software projects, identifying gaps that prevent to obtain maximum benefits from agile principles, and providing roadmaps on the way to be fully agile.

This chapter includes the specification of the background and the discussion of the problem. The purpose of the study is clarified before the discussion on the significance of the study. Next, research strategy to develop a Software Agility Assessment Reference Model are stated.

1.1. Background of the Problem

Traditional, plan-driven software development approaches rely on at least 60 years of assumptions about business, technology and organization structures [5]. They are obsolete and therefore counterproductive for rapidly changing business environments. Agile software development approaches are developed as a reaction to traditional methods that are characterized with extensive planning, heavyweight processes and bureaucracy [6]. Origins of agile software development approaches go back to early
1980s where like iterative, incremental and evolutionary software development emerged [7-10].

Agile software development methods are characterized with delivering working software to customer through short, time-boxed iterations and encouraging people to minimize bureaucracy, collaborating, self-organizing, embracing variability, balancing up-front work and just-in-time work, favoring adaptive and exploratory approaches and providing fast-feedback [11, 12].


The models which are developed for varying real life conditions share a set values which is later defined with agile manifesto in 2001 [31]. Agile manifesto which is signed by seventeen experts from different disciplines describes the following values:

"Individuals and interactions over processes and tools"
"Working software over comprehensive documentation"
"Customer collaboration over contract negotiation"
"Responding to change over following a plan"

This brief description of values inspired so many people, on the other hand, it created some significant misunderstanding in some software circles. The purpose of agile manifesto is to highlight the gap the between traditional approach and agile approach with strong terms. Doing agile does not mean to choose left side over right side, but rather maintaining the balance between two sides [1], [32], [33], [34].

Agile values described in manifesto are supported by twelve agile principles which are also published by members of Agile Alliance [31]. The principles, which can be found in Chapter 2, are like a bridge that connect the agile values and agile practices together. Principles and values construct a foundation of agile sense together and explain how agile practices work in practice [1].

1.2. Statement of the Problem

Agile software development methods are frequently adopted in the recent years by software community as they are seen as a complete solution for the problems like missing deadlines, exceeding budgets, delivering final products that do not meet the needs of the customer [1]. VersionOne presents in the state-of-agile survey that 52% of the projects are managed with agile techniques in software organizations [35].

Ambler explored how effective the five most common software paradigms: Lean, Agile, Iterative, Ad-Hoc and Traditional in the 2013 IT Project Success Rates Survey conducted in December 2013 [36]. The survey was performed with 173 participants. Lean
strategies such as Kanban are found most successful among other strategies for the delivery of the product and meeting projects’ success criteria. Iterative and Agile strategies are followed that with a 5% percentage decrease. What is noticeable in these results is that agile and iterative strategies have approximately identical results with 64-65% success, 28-30% challenge and 6-7% failure rates. Similarly 2008 and 2011 IT Project Success survey found agile and iterative projects produced similar statistical results in terms of quality, success in deliveries, and return on investment [1].

As mentioned before, 30% and 6% of participants of the 2013 IT Project Success Rates Survey reported that they had experienced challenge and failure in an agile project respectively [36]. In the Agile Development Survey, 85% of the participants reported that they had experienced a kind of failure in agile project because of lack of cultural transition, lack of experience in agile methods and communication problems [35].

Ambler [1] also states there are an increasing numbers of project failures associated with agile strategies.

Both failure stories and identical success rates of agile and iterative software development projects indicate that organizations do not get a full benefit from agile software development techniques.

What we also observed from our personal experiences is that the organizations new at agile software development techniques start by selecting a few agile practices, adapting them in the way they prefer and convince themselves as doing agile software development until they see no improvement or even getting worse situation or “agile” is being used as an excuse for being undisciplined by some of the organizations.

Because of these reasons there is a fundamental need to assist organizations in adopting agile methods/practices and to guide them for improving their agile capability [3]. Structural approaches such as agile maturity/assessment models or frameworks aim to assist the transition of organizations to agile by providing comprehensive guidance on agile processes, introducing roadmaps and describing what it means to be “agile”.

In the current state, there are about forty models related to agile maturity, including both academic publications and Internet publications [37, 38]. These models are grouped into three based on the classification of Schweigert et al.: ones that are influenced by the structure of CMMI, ones that have a specific leveling structure and ones that do not use explicit leveling structure [37]. They argue that these models do not measure the real agility and support guidance. Instead, they check for the implementation of some specific agile practices.

A more detailed discussion about current agile maturity/assessment models are given in the related research chapter.

In one of our previous studies [39] five of the most frequently referenced agile maturity models are applied in an organization and evaluated (Table 1). The evaluation is based on six quality criteria: fitness for purpose, completeness, definition of agile levels, objectivity, correctness and consistency.
Table 1 List of the Agile Maturity Models/Frameworks Evaluated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Model Owner[20]</th>
<th>Name of the Model/Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Patel and Ramachandran</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Yin</td>
<td>Scrum Maturity Model [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Sidky</td>
<td>Agile Adoption Framework [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Benefield</td>
<td>Benefield's Model [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Ambler</td>
<td>Agile Scaling Model [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the study indicated that none of these models satisfies all the expected criteria and need to be improved in terms of scope, definitions of agility levels and objectivity. The most obvious deficiency of the models is that they do not support an agile process architecture holistically. Each model focuses on different parts of the software development life cycle. None of the models has a well-defined structure with process inputs, practices and outputs forms.

Among this model quagmire, there is no commonly accepted agile maturity/assessment model. The need for a structured Software Agility Assessment Reference Model remains valid.

1.3. Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to develop a structured Software Agility Assessment Reference Model (AgilityMod) to be utilized for the agility assessment of software projects and organizations. Such an assessment model shall enable the assessment artifacts to be utilized as a guideline for organizations to get better at agile values and principles through levels. We aimed AgilityMod is fully compatible with the agile process architecture (the structural design of the processes). The model shall provide a complete guidance so that organizations observe their weaknesses and problematic areas and implement the agile processes and practices correctly and in consistency with agile manifest. The model also shall provide means for helping them avoid incorrect tailoring.

We will be assessing the “agility”, neither software process capability nor maturity. Erickson et al. [43] define agility as follows:

“Agility means to strip away as much of the heaviness, commonly associated with the traditional software-development methodologies, as possible to promote quick response to changing environments, changes in user requirements, accelerated project deadlines and the like.”

From AgilityMod's perspective, “agility” is being able to give and obtain feedback rapidly, being adaptive to changing conditions, having a confidence on producing solutions to complex problems, being creative and innovative, respecting others, working with humility, learning from mistakes, improving continuously, solving problems/issues with communication and moving away from complex and bureaucratic procedures.

The model we developed ensures the achievement of these values level by level.
The need for structured models is accepted by whole IT community [38]. ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) and CMMI are the models which solve software process assessment model quagmire and brought standardization to Software Process Improvement initiatives.

AgilityMod’s meta-model structure is defined in accordance with ISO/IEC 15504-Process Assessment Model. Our purpose of using ISO/IEC 15504’s structure is to create a common basis for performing assessments of agility and present the assessment results using a common rating scale.

To briefly describe; the model mainly consists of two dimensions: Aspect dimension and Agility Dimension. In the aspect dimension, aspect purposes, aspect practices, outcomes, outputs and agile elaborations to aspect practices are defined. In the other dimension agility dimension, level of agility with agility indicators are defined. Agility indicators include aspect attributes, generic agility practices, generic resources and generic work products. Overall view of the Model can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Structure of AgilityMod

1.4. Significance of the Study

Agile software development methods cover different phases of software development life cycle except for the DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method) and ISD (Internet Speed Development) [9]. They are collection of a group of practices that either focus on project management practices, technical practices or else. Before the adaptation of a specific agile method, its purpose and fitness to the organization's needs should be investigated. It is not suggested that organizations select and adapt a combination of practices from various agile methods especially if agile development is never used before [44]. In cases where this selection is performed, it is very possible left significant practices out that will provide a true solution to problems.

AgilityMod is developed being independent of any specific agile method. Its holistic structure enables the assessment of organizations being independent of the agile model used. Thus, the model can be used for capturing missing practices and proposing a complete and useful improvement solution to organization.
The model will also produce comparable results even for the organizations which use different types of agile software development methods.

Agile software development processes provide flexibility to project teams at the same time they require a certain type of discipline. However, it is observed that agile methods can be used as an excuse for developing undisciplined software development. From this perspective, AgilityMod, with its all practices, outcomes, outputs and resources, defines the edges of agile software development and supports correct tailoring of agile principles and values. AgilityMod will provide an objective assessment for the agility level of projects and/or organizations. Thus differentiation of the disciplined agile organizations and ad-hoc organization is possible.

Defining AgilityMod being compatible to ISO/IEC 15504 – Process Assessment Model (SPICE) will enhance the applicability of the Model. ISO/IEC 15504 does not present a specific agile tailoring for software processes in its latest version and the Model is subject to improvement in that area. An enhancement of SPICE from agile perspective is very possible in the close future. Through our relations with ISO/IEC 15504 community, we aim to initiate studies to transform AgilityMod into an international standard.

### 1.5. Research Strategy

The research strategy followed through this thesis study is given step by step in Figure 2. The study is performed in the nature of the “qualitative research”. Descriptions given by Creswell [45] justify the selection. He mentions that; in qualitative research, researchers collect data in the natural settings through the overview of the documents, observing the behavior or interviewing the participants. Data can be collected from multiple sources and the research process flows from forth to back and back to forth until a comprehensive model is developed [45].

Before the development of the assessment model, we performed a literature survey on current agile maturity and assessment models and selected a set of models to analyze their structure deeper. Then, we observed the selected agile maturity models’ applicability, strengths and weaknesses with a multiple case study in a software organization. The literature review is also conducted on agile software development methods to specify their common and specific characteristics and nature.

Based on the findings of the first case study, we identified the requirements and essential characteristics of an agile assessment model and developed the first version of the model, AgilityMod. The model went through a two-phased refinement process to reach a ready to be applied maturity. The first refinement is performed after the direct observation of the applicability of the model in the field through a case study. The second refinement is performed based on the feedbacks of the agile and process assessment experts and practitioners. In this scope, the model is reviewed by a CMMI lead assessor from India, a process assessment consultant from Turkey and an agile practitioner and lecturer from Canada.

The validation of the Model are achieved through the implementation of AgilityMod in six software organizations in the scope of a multiple case study. We conducted formal assessments through semi-structured interviews with process practitioners, and evaluate direct evidences. We analyzed the assessment process and present the result of
each assessment as report. Over the reports, we discussed the results with practitioners and asked if the results correctly represent the agile state of the projects/organization.

In the last step, we answered the following research questions in the light of the case studies:

**RQ1:** How suitable is the third version of Software Agility Assessment Reference Model to be used with the purpose of identifying aspects’ agility, identifying the agility gaps and providing roadmaps for improving in agility in a software project?

**RQ2:** What are the strengths and weaknesses of the third version of AgilityMod?
1.6. Organization of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter two is a review of the literature in agile software development methods, agile maturity and assessment models. In this chapter we explain the case study that we conducted to observe the usability of current agile maturity models, their strengths and weaknesses.

Chapter three describes the structure and components of Software Agility Assessment Reference Model (AgilityMod) we propose in this study. Detailed description of aspect and agility dimensions are provided in Appendix A.

Chapter four describes both the exploratory case study and multiple case study conducted with exploration and validation purposes.

Chapter five describes the overall findings, achievements and future work.

Appendix B provides the agility assessment report developed based on AgilityMod_v3.0 of Case 1 as an example.
CHAPTER 2

RELATED RESEARCH

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature to identify the agile software development methods and agile maturity models. It is important for the purpose of the study to understand the structures of agile software development methods to get insight on the common and different characteristics of the methods. By understanding existing agile software development methods, it is possible to develop a holistic Software Agility Assessment Reference Model covering all the methods like an umbrella. This chapter also includes review of research on existing agile maturity models. We paid special attention to understanding the structures of the models as well as their weaknesses and strengths. Among forty agile maturity models, we evaluated the applicability and sufficiency of most referenced ones through a multiple case study.

Section 2.1 provides information about brief history of agile software development methods. Section 2.2 explains the characteristics of the agile software development methods that construct the baseline for the structure of AgilityMod. In Section 2.3, existing agile maturity models that have academic point of view are specified and usage of these models in research studies are focused. The structure of the AgilityMod is influenced by the meta-model of the ISO/IEC 15504-Process Assessment Model. In Section 2.4 we briefly describe the structure of ISO/IEC 15504 and the reasoning behind the selection of this standard as a basis.

2.1 Agile Software Development

Agile software development is one of the most important paradigms that changed the way of developing software radically. Debates on what agile is still continues if agile is a development and management philosophy, a collection of technical practices, a way of life or all them [6].

Agile’s meaning is “able to move quickly and easily, nimble and dexterous” based on Oxford English Dictionary [46]. The word “agile” was used with “software development” for the first time in the study of Aoyama in 1997 [16]. The introduction of extreme programming has been accepted as the starting point for various methods. [47]

Nerur et al. specifies that agile and traditional approaches diverge in a number of aspects: approach to control, management style, knowledge management, role of the customer in development process, role assignment, communication style, development life-cycle,
organizational culture and technology [48]. Boehm makes this discussion over developers, customers, requirements, architecture, refactoring, team size and primary objective of development [49].

Agile methods are characterized with contributing the creation of change, being provocative in advance of change and learning from change rather than rejecting and taking precautions to prevent it [50]. Highsmith states that agile software development is about knowing how to balance structure and flexibility [51]. He further underlines that “agile” is more than lightweight processes, less ceremony and fewer documents. What keys to agile ecosystems are focusing people factor, giving them the power to make quick decisions, self-adapting and improving their own processes [51].

Stober and Hansmann resemble the characteristics of software development teams to characteristics of fractal units in mathematics which are self-similarity, goal-orientation, self-organization, self-improvement and vitality [52].

From 1990s to early 2000s agile phenomenon is shown itself as increase in the numbers of models. Historical roots of agile software development go back to 1980s. The origins of these models and the models itself are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Origins of Agile Software Development Methods –adapted from [9].

2.1.1. Agile Manifesto and Principles

In 2001, 17 people who contributed the development of XP [20, 21], Scrum [15], DSDM [14], ASD [25], Crystal [12, 17-19] and pragmatic programming [26], signed Agile Manifesto [53] [31]. We specified the manifesto items in Chapter 1.1. Here we briefly explain them to clarify any misunderstanding about the values:
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools: Tools and processes are important and have positive effects on software efficiency. However, what more valuable is the interactions between well-skilled team members and creating such a communication environment for them [1]. What guarantees the success is not process descriptions, templates or guidelines but skilled, self-organizing, self-motivated and trusted people and how they work together.

Working software over comprehensive documentation: Primary goal of doing all the work is developing a working solution. Intermediate document artifacts provide no customer value and subject to continuous updates through the development. The purpose is to avoid non-value added or unnecessary documentation prefer not to develop unless it is valuable to customer [11].

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation: This value focuses on the significance of working closely with the customer. A contract even if it is necessary to have, cannot be a substitute of effective communication [54]. Teams should spend their effort to discover what the customer wants. Even if the emphasis is the “customer”, there will be need to interact more than business customers (i.e other stakeholders) to understand the true needs [1].

Responding to change over following a plan: This value focus on the adaptability capability of the teams to changes in software development process. Change is inevitable and all software development process should be lean and simple enough to adapt the upcoming changes but this does not mean not to have a project plan. Rather it should be detailed enough.

What inspiring so many people is not just agile manifesto but also the agile principles which brings explanation to manifesto items [31]. We list the principles below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Agile Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Working software is the primary measure of progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adapting agile software development models requires working conformance to these principles.

2.1.2. **Agile Software Development Methods**

Abrahamsson et al. discuss what makes a method agile. Beyond sharing values in agile manifesto, agile methods propose an iterative and incremental development in a cooperative environment. They are easy to learn and modifiable as well as being adaptive to changes [47]. In this sub-chapter we briefly describe the characteristics of major agile software development methods.

**Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM):** DSDM is specified as the first truly agile software development method [55] [56]. Origins of DSDM goes back to early 1990s when the Rapid Application Development (RAD) [57] is spoken in software circles in United Kingdom. It was developed by a non-profit organization, DSDM Consortium who are also co-authors of Agile Manifesto. Unlike traditional approaches, DSDM fixes the time and the cost and adjusts the functionality by keeping the quality in a desired level [14]. The model defines processes, people, products and practices and the ideology of DSDM through principles and philosophy. However, no detailed specifications are provided for practices by mentioning that each organization is different [14]. By means of that the model allows adaptation.

Among all other agile software development methods, DSDM delivers a solution for the whole software development life cycle by providing support from project inception to release of a system [56]. Abrahamsson et al. specify that although the DSDM Consortium is aimed to develop a public model, no empirical and scientific results discussing the validity of the model are provided [56].

**Extreme Programming (XP):** Extreme Programming was developed by Kent Beck in 1999, provides a collection of software engineering practices [20, 21]. Even though the practices are not novel, what XP achieves is bringing them together to function for being adaptive to changes and to produce quality software at a sustainable pace. XP defines values, principles and roles. Some of the fundamental practices of XP are planning game, small releases, metaphors, simple design, continuous unit testing, refactoring, pair programming, collective code ownership, continuous integration, work 40-hour-a-week, on-site customer and coding standards [21]. By basically focusing on technical practices, XP does not provide support for project management except for the adaptive planning [56].

Scrum: Scrum was developed by Schwaber with the purpose of providing a management framework for software development [15]. The fundamental idea behind Scrum is to apply process control theory to software development to achieve flexibility, adaptability and productivity [47]. It relies on a set of values, principles and practices which can be adopted based on specific conditions. Scrum gives value on providing frequent feedback, embracing and leveraging variability, being adaptive, balancing upfront and just-in-time
work, continuous learning, value-centric delivery and employing sufficient ceremony [11]. It offers effective solutions by providing specific roles, artifacts, activities and rules.

Scrum does not provide any specific engineering practice for implementation. Schwaber and Beedle suggest implementation of other agile methods to complement Scrum as a complete software development approach [58].

Agile Modeling (AM): Deciding sufficient level documentation is one of challenging tasks in agile software development. Agile Modelling (AM) developed by Ambler, aims to provide a framework for effective modeling and documentation of software systems [59].

Even though the other agile software development methods like XP, Scrum or DSDM do not abandon modeling, AM can be considered as a complementary method for a complete solution. Ambler proposes core and supplementary practices for effective modeling. Some of the fundamental practices include iterative and incremental modelling, modelling as a teamwork where stakeholders are involved, collective ownership of models, simplicity, proving the models with code, and modelling considering testability [59].

Crystal family: Crystal family is a collection of methodologies each of which is published as a book [19]. Cockburn who is the founder of crystal family describes crystal family as a collection of lightweight methodologies [17]. Each method is developed as a solution for software organizations in different sizes and criticality. Crystal collection focuses on cooperative work, communication, interaction and improving people's skills. Each method is specified with different color codes indicating the needs of different strategies of organizations. There exist eight different types of crystal method. Among them, Crystal Clear and Crystal Yellow are suitable for small teams whereas Crystal Diamond and Crystal Sapphire are suitable for organizations more than 200 people. Suggested roles and practices changes for each crystal method which makes each method scalable.

According to Abrahamsson’s [56] analysis crystal methods delivers solutions for only design, coding, and testing phases of a software development life cycle.

Rational Unified Process (RUP): RUP, which is a well-defined software development process, was developed by Rational Software Company in the mid 1990s [60]. RUP is an iterative approach for object-oriented systems and provides a customizable process framework [47]. Some of the researchers define RUP as one of the agile software development methods [52] whereas others leaves out of scope in agile methods’ classification and see as a pioneer of agile methods [56]. RUP divides software development process into 4 phases including: inception, elaboration, construction and transition. Implementation starts at the inception phase fast feedback is provided with 2-weeks cycles. RUP also shares some of other agile values and principles like: effective modelling through Unified Modelling Language (UML), working closely with customer, delivering value, focusing on working software, creating an executable architecture early and working together as team [60].

Feature-Driven Development (FDD): FDD [27] was created by Peter Coad, Jeff De Luca and Stephen Palmer as a process-oriented software development method for developing large-scale software projects. It combines the practices of agile software development and model-driven development. What makes unique FDD is its suitability of developing
critical software systems. FDD’s major focuses on software development life cycle are design and building phases [56]. Plans and design are performed by feature. Iterations aim to deliver working features in one to three-week time period.

**Adaptive Software Development (ASD):** ASD was developed by James A. Highsmith as solution for development of large and complex systems [56]. ASD’s origins go back to 1994 when RADical Software Development is published by Bayer and Highsmith [25,61]. ASD relies on iterative and incremental software development. The method consists of three life cycle phases: Speculation, Collaboration and Learning which refer to planning, concurrent development and improvement phases respectively [25]. ASD is not a task-oriented approach that means working product is more important than the process itself [47]. Highsmith also make emphasis on the adaptation of the organization’ culture besides other adoptions. The principles in ASD are very similar to the principles of other agile methods like iterative and time-boxed development, being change tolerant and risk-driven.

**Lean Software Development:** Lean Software Development is an adaptation of Toyota Production System’s lean thinking principles to software development [29]. The approach relies on seven principles: eliminating waste (excessive ceremony and project management), continuous learning, building quality in, deferring commitment, delivering fast, respecting people and optimizing to improve the value stream.

In the literature there exists studies that analyze agile software development models from different perspectives. Abrahamsson et al. perform a comparative review of agile models from the following perspectives: project management support, life-cycle coverage, type of practical guidance, adaptability in actual use, type of research objectives and existence of empirical evidence [56]. The results of the study indicate that without giving any rationale models focus on different phases of software development life cycle. Some of the models (Agile Modelling, Extreme Programming and Pair Programming) do not provide a project management support. On the other hand, only Agile Modelling, Extreme Programming and Pair Programming provide guidance on how to adopt suggested solutions [56].

In 2008, Dyba and Dingsoyr performs a systematic review on empirical studies of agile software development [62]. They investigate benefits and limitations of agile methods through 36 empirical studies. Study reveals that XP is the most evaluated method on empirical studies, and there is still need to evaluate other agile models through empirical studies.

### 2.2. Agile Maturity and Assessment Models

In this chapter we are going to discuss about the status of current agile maturity and assessment models and describe their nature. Table 3 below lists all the maturity models found in a comprehensive search conducted both on scientific research platforms and web. Our studies indicated that there is a model quagmire in the field.

What we observe during the search is that the models published with assessment purpose extensively use the “maturity” keyword. Below we use maturity keyword interchangeably for the models developed with “assessment” purpose.
Schweigert et al. mention that there are approximately 40 agile maturity models published in various mediums [37]. We list 15 models which comply with our minimum expectations from a publication. We included all the agile maturity models published in a book, a journal or a conference proceeding. Elimination is required for the resources generally published in personal blogs of agile practitioners. We excluded the “models” which only consists of brief descriptions where the blog was used as a brainstorming area of the author. We also excluded the publications which only deliver key questions or recommendations about agile adoption.

Table 3 Agile Maturity Models exist in the Literature and Web

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name of the Model</th>
<th>Model Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [40]</td>
<td>Patel and Ramachandran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Scrum Maturity Model [41]</td>
<td>Yin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Agile Adoption Framework [3]</td>
<td>Sidky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Benefield’s Model [42]</td>
<td>Benefield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Agile Scaling Model [1]</td>
<td>Ambler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [63]</td>
<td>Humble and Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>Simple Life Cycle Agile Maturity Model [64]</td>
<td>Malic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [65]</td>
<td>Proulx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [66]</td>
<td>Jayaraj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>The Agile Maturity Model [67]</td>
<td>Ambler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [68]</td>
<td>Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>Agile Maturity Model [69]</td>
<td>Banerjee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>The Maturity Curve [70]</td>
<td>Bavani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14</td>
<td>Agile Testing Maturity Model [71]</td>
<td>Ronen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M15</td>
<td>An Agile BI Maturity Model [72]</td>
<td>Woods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1. **Case Study to Evaluate Current Models**

A subset of the models listed above is subject to a deeper analysis. We planned to conduct a multiple case study by utilizing the selected models in a software organization for agility assessment. The results of this study is also published in Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE’13) conference [39]. We aimed to answer following research questions (RQ):

**RQ1:** How sufficient are the existing agile maturity models in providing insight about an organization’s agile capability?

**RQ 2:** What are the strengths and weaknesses of the agile maturity models?

2.2.1.1. **Design of the Case Study**

In order to ensure the objectivity and correctness of the evaluation process, we decided to perform the assessment based on a set of evaluation criteria which had been previously utilized in similar studies. We planned to review the literature to determine those criteria. To answer the research questions, we planned to select a software development organization, which develops information systems projects, and claims to apply agile practices/processes within one year time at least in more than one project. We planned to conduct gap analyzes to apply the models and to determine agile maturity of the organization relative to reference models. The major aim of the practical assessment is not directly to identify the organization’s agile maturity, but to observe the
applicability of the models, and to identify the strengths and weaknesses of them with hands-on practices.

2.2.1.2. Conduct of the Case Study

Among 15 models, the first 5 one were selected to be included in the scope of detailed analysis. The inclusion criteria were determined as follows:

1) Detailed description of the model should be available for detailed analysis.
2) The study should have been published in one of the major conference proceedings, journals or books, which is an indicator of academic perspective of the model.

M1-M2 and M3 complied with the first criterion and M1-M2-M3-M4 and M5 complied with the second criterion. We took the union of these results and evaluated five models even if we don’t have detailed descriptions of M4 and M5.

The Case: The organization that we conducted the case study is developing various management information systems related with the digitization of the procurement procedures, health management and law tracking systems. It is a small sized company with sixty employees. The organization is found appropriate for the case study since agile processes have been applied for 1.5 years in small or medium-scaled software development projects.

Selection of Evaluation Criteria: Although there has not been such a study which assessed the qualification of the agile maturity models and published assessment criteria, we examined similar studies in the literature performed with CMMI or ISO 15504 to identify assessment criteria. Rout et al. criticize "the purpose, the scope, the elements and the indicators" of CMMI and mapping capability of CMMI with ISO 15504 and maturity results’ verifiability based on completeness-clearness-unambiguity criteria. ISO/IEC 15504 Part7- “Assessment of Organizational Maturity” defines the purpose of this part as ensuring that the assessment results are objective, impartial, consistent, repeatable, comparable and representative of the assessed organizational units [73]. In his book Kneuper, assesses the limitations of CMMI in terms of definition of maturity levels and completeness of processes [74]. He also examines CMMI and product quality relation and minimum size of organizations suitable to use CMMI.

We set the following assessment criteria being compatible with those studies above:

Fitness for Purpose: An agile maturity/assessment model must be developed with the purpose of assessing agile process capability and assisting organizations in software process improvement.

Completeness: An agile maturity/assessment must address all or a subset of major engineering and management processes within a software development life cycle. It must include process related definitions, goals, practices or process success indicators which enable assessment of the agile processes.

Definition of Agile Levels: An agile maturity/assessment model must provide definitions of agile levels which enumerate the different degrees of agility. Those maturity levels could be interpreted intuitively and must be designed to complement each other.
Objectivity: Verifiable results must be produced. The judgment of the assessor must be at a minimum level.

Correctness: All model elements must be compatible with agile principles. Descriptions, goals and work products must correctly represent the related process or process area.

Consistency: An agile maturity model/framework must be internally consistent. All processes and practices must be at the same logical level. There mustn’t be logical or temporal conflicts between two specified model elements.

Conduct of the Gap Analysis: We performed five separate gap analysis study using the first five maturity models/frameworks (M1-M2-M3-M4 and M5) listed in Table 3. The major purposes of these gap analyzes were to identify weaknesses and strengths of the models and their usability/applicability, while assessing the organization’s software development processes.

Author of the thesis performed assessment meetings with the project manager and quality manager who had involved the management of various agile software development projects in the organization.

At the beginning of the gap analysis, we obtained the general overview of the processes and the team structure of the organization Then, we asked specific questions based on the specified goals, processes, practices and example work products of the models to understand if the requirements of each model are achieved in the projects, or not. In the cases of M1, M2 and M3 the assessment questions had already been provided in the model.

The results of the gap analysis were reviewed by the team who involved in the assessment. Fuzzy issues were clarified and corrections were made at this phase.

The duration that was required to perform a gap analysis was determined by the detail level of the model, and it got shortened towards the end of the analyses, since we had already known most of the answers. The gap analyzes were finished in 6 person/days in the organization.

In the following days, the models were examined in more detail considering the notes that we had taken during the gap analyzes. Based on the results of the gap analyzes, the organization's agile maturity levels are presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity Models</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maturity Levels</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>Not Agile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the Level</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Managed</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4  Organization’s Agile Maturity Based on Five Models

According to the assessment we performed with Scrum Maturity Model (M2), the organization’s maturity level was determined as Level 2: Managed. It was observed that technical agile practices such as test driven development or continuous integration were not carried out in the organization, but agile practices for project management and project tracking activities were performed. Because of this reason, the maturity level of
the organization was determined as Level 2: Managed with Scrum Maturity Model. However, the organization does not satisfy the first maturity level requirements of the M3, M4 and M5 models. According to the assessment results performed with the models that evaluate the agile processes also in technical aspects (M1, M3, M4, M5), the agile maturity of the organization was determined as Level 1 or Level 0.

2.2.1.3. Findings of the Case Study

In this subsection we present the strengths and weaknesses of the models identified during or after the case study. M1, M2 and M3 were analyzed in more detail compared to the other models since there exists comprehensive references such as thesis or journal papers about them.

**M1, Agile Maturity Model:** “Agile Maturity Model” [40] was developed by Pathel and Ramachandran with a similar structure to the CMMI. It defines the agile maturity in five levels from "initial" to "sustained".

The model has been evaluated based on the parameters given in Section 2.2.1.3.

**Fitness for Purpose:** The model has been developed with the purpose of enhancing the adaptability of agile software development methodology and its practices and providing both a software process improvement (SPI) framework and a maturity assessment framework. Although the adequacy of them is questionable, for each maturity level, key process areas and related assessment questionnaires were defined to enable SPI and maturity assessment.

**Completeness:** For the key process areas (KPA) in each maturity level; process descriptions, goals and example work products, were not explicitly defined. Therefore the analysis has been conducted based on the descriptions in the questionnaires instead of process goals and practices.

Although the model includes many processes, it doesn't cover all of the software engineering processes, such as configuration management, change management and project monitoring and control.

There is no distinction between the optional and the mandatory practices of the processes.

**Definition of Agile Levels:** The maturity levels do not complement each other in providing a combined benefit. Gap analyses results showed that, the organization is more successful in achieving the process requirements of Level 4-"Improved" than the process requirements of Level2-"Explored" and Level 3-"Defined" levels. This indicated that the KPAs of 4th Level, which are; project management, sustainable pace, risk assessment and self-organizing team, could have been considered in previous levels.

**Objectivity:** The model uses a subjective language such as “The customer relationship is maintained very well at this level”. As the process definitions include subjective words such as "very good", "better", objective assessment and identification of process improvement goals were not possible.
Correctness: Most of the assessment questionnaires, which were defined for each KPA in each maturity level, consist of the questions/descriptions with no direct relation to the KPA. For example, for the KPA of “On-site customer availability” there exists a description in the questionnaire such that “there is a plan exists to manage story cards”, which should obviously be considered in Project Management KPA. There is not a direct relation between the KPA of “Delivering Working Products/SW Frequently” and the description of “Only one pair integrates the code at a time”. The "story card driven development” KPA includes questions/descriptions related with defect prevention and detection.

Although the goals of 5th maturity level were determined as “tuning project performance” and "defect prevention", KPA's of this level were set as “project planning” and "story cards driven development", which had no relation with these goals. That means it is impossible to meet maturity level goals with corresponding KPAs.

Consistency: Consistency among the abstraction levels of KPAs is weak. Some of them are at process level while the others are at practice level. For example, one KPA from Level 2 is "Project Planning" and the other one is "On-site Customer Availability". "Coding Standards" is a KPA for Level 3; however, it can only be a part of higher process such as development.

Questionnaire is the only part that enables detailed analysis of the model. However, contrary to the conventional structures of questionnaires, it includes sentences of order such as "obtain commitment to story cards"; flat (regular) sentences such as “customer is always available”.

The existence of spelling and grammar errors and internal inconsistencies significantly decreases the readability. For example, the name of the 5th Level is “Sustained” in one section; and “Mature” in one of the following sections. In addition, the formula given for assessment and the example given to explain the related formula is not consistent.

Some of the KPA names do not coincide with the descriptions in the related questionnaire. For example, Risk Assessment KPA also includes questions about risk management.

M2, Scrum Maturity Model: Scrum Maturity Model [41] was developed to validate and improve Scrum based software development processes by Yin in 2011.

Fitness for Purpose: The scope of the model is limited with Scrum. It provides a mechanism (questionnaires for each maturity level) for the assessment of organizations’ Scrum maturity in terms of Scrum practices. However, there is no defined procedure to decide whether the outcome is failure or success once the questionnaires are completed.

The model could be suitable for the improvement of Scrum practices following the set goals for practices, but not for the agile processes. Due to these limitations the model does not fully meets the requirements of "fitness for purpose" criteria.

Completeness: The model includes seven “goals”, which refers to the processes or the process areas. These are; Basic Scrum Management, Software Requirements Engineering, Customer Relationships Management, Iteration Management, Standardized
Project Management, Measurement Analysis, and Performance Management. Other major processes such as testing or configurations management are not covered in the model. This is probably because Scrum did not specifically define these processes.

The questionnaire to assess compatibility of an organization to maturity level 4 includes just one question, which leaves other aspects such as quantitative project management and measurement and analysis out of the assessment context.

**Definition of Agile Levels:** The model includes five maturity levels with a similar structure to CMMI. However, when the density of goals and practices for each maturity level and the capability of the organizations to perform these practices were examined, it was observed that it would be more rational to describe Scrum maturity with fewer numbers of levels. The third level contains objectives such as “existence of definition of done and product owner”, “planning iterations” and “conducting sprint review meetings” however, these are fundamental scrum practices that could be included in second level. Practices and objectives defined in the third level could not move an organization to an upper level.

**Objectivity:** The definitions of goals and practices are written in an objective language. However, there is no defined procedure for the assessment of the questionnaire results. The relation between the achievement of a maturity level and the amount of successfully answered questions is not clear.

**Correctness:** The model was developed based on the rules of Scrum methodology. From the Scrum perspective, there is no issue disrupting the correctness criteria in the model.

**Consistency:** There is no evident internal or external inconsistency issue in the model.

**M3, Agile Adoption Framework:** The Agile Adoption Framework (AAF) [3, 75] has been developed by Sidky in 2007. It includes two components; a measurement index for estimating agile potential and a 4-Stage process improvement process inspired from Deming Cycle.

We assessed the AAF based on 6 criteria determined at the design phase of this case study. We present the assessment results below:

**Fitness for Purpose:** The framework has been designed to enable the assessment of agile practices at project level and organizational level, and to provide guidance for organizations to adopt agile practices. It defines a roadmap for the agile adoption. However, the framework does not cover agile best practices to highlight how to overcome the weaknesses, which are essential for software process improvement. Due to these properties, the framework “largely” meets the “fitness for purpose” requirement of an agile maturity framework.

**Completeness:** Each agile level consists of a cluster of agile practices which were classified based on five agile principles. Actually, those five principles capture the essence of the whole 12 agile principles published in agile manifesto. However, in the further phases, the customer collaboration principle has been left out of the scope of the study, which caused the framework to lack one of the major agile principles.
The coverage of all processes is not in sufficient detail as in the case of configuration management process. It has only been defined with the existence of configuration management tools.

In addition, the framework does not include best practices, which guides the business in software process improvement, and highlights how to overcome process weaknesses. Another model is needed to complement the AAF in this respect.

**Definition of Agile Levels:** The framework defines agility in five levels, which has designed to cover agile values in agile manifesto. The reasons behind the order of the agile levels and, directing the organization to move toward agility were described in detail.

**Objectivity:** Project level and organizational level assessments are performed based on the questionnaires defined in AAF. Once the questionnaires are filled, the results are assessed based on a mathematical “evaluation methodology”. However, questions are answered with interview or observation techniques which may cause subjective results. Therefore, objectivity criterion is not fully achieved.

**Correctness:** The framework is compatible with agile principles and agile manifesto. Process indicators are correctly identified.

**Consistency:** The name of the 5th Agile Level was specified as “Ambient ” in [75] and “Encompassing” in [3] respectively. There is no other internal or external inconsistency in the framework.

**M4, Benfields’ Model:** The resource available for Benefield’s model is limited to a single published paper [42]. The model contains 5 levels of agile maturity (Level 1: Emergent Engineering Best Practices-Level 5: On Demand Just In Time Releases).


It is the strength of the model that Benefield took into consideration not only the managerial aspects of agile, but also the technical perspectives such as automated deployment, automated builds as an essential part of agile maturity in his model.

**Fitness for Purpose:** The model was developed to assess agile maturity and identify targets to improve agile maturity.

**Completeness:** The model focuses only on the agile practices given above instead of all the agile processes within a software life cycle. Major processes such as project planning, project management, project monitoring and control, change management, were not handled in the model.

The model does not include any evidence about how an agile practice is successfully achieved. Although the high-level goals and practices for each maturity level exist, detailed characteristics or practice based goals are not defined.
It is not possible to analyze the other assessment parameters; Definition of Agile Levels, Objectivity, Correctness and Consistency since the reference material does not include necessary information such as description of practices, objectives to achieve each dimension.

**M5, Agile Scaling Model:** Agile Scaling Model (ASM) [76] was developed by Ambler from IBM. It is a framework characterized by three levels. The first level is the application of core agile development methods in the organization, such as Scrum or extreme programming. In the second level, the focus of the organization is not only the development processes, but also the full agile delivery from project initiation to project closure. In the third level, disciplined agile delivery is applied in accordance with eight scaling factors covering the range of complexities that a team faces, such as large development team, or geographic distribution.

Although the ASM has not been referred as a maturity model, it presents a roadmap for the adoption and tailoring of the agile practices. Therefore, we evaluated ASM, based on predefined assessment criteria to identify to what extend it is to be used in improving agile maturity.

**Fitness for Purpose:** The structure of the model is not suitable to assess the agility level of the software development processes in an organization. It couldn't be used for an assessment, since it does not describe process related practices, goals, or any assessment questions.

**Completeness:** ASM does not prescribe how to successfully achieve the 1st scaling level, core agile development methods. It does not describe which practices to apply at which level, and does not focus on any process or practice descriptions. However, the 2nd Level is explained in detail by Ambler in his book [1]. The 2nd Level, Disciplined Agile Delivery, can be considered as a standalone software development life cycle (SDLC). The model is presenting various agile practice options for each phase in SDLC; however, it does not provide guidance on agile process assessment.

**Description of the Agile Levels:** The model requires the full application of one of the core agile development methods (i.e. Scrum or Agile Modeling) in the 1st Scaling Level and expanding the adoption of the agile practices to whole project life cycle, from initiation to closure, in the 2nd Scaling Level. That means; all the software development processes should be fully achieved in the first and second scaling levels. However, in reality, organizations gain process capabilities in an evolutionary way. Each scaling level could be divided into sub-levels to enable the improvement with small steps and to observe the progress in agile processes more clearly.

The reference material [76] has been written with an objective language. It is consistent with agile principles and there is no internal or external consistency problem. However, the reference material does not cover all the details of the ASM. Therefore, objectivity, correctness and consistency criteria could not be assessed fully.

To sum up, we assessed the characteristics of five agile maturity models/frameworks from software process improvement and process assessment perspectives, and identified their strengths and weaknesses by conducting a multiple case study.
Except from SMM [41], the models/frameworks are independent of any particular agile method. Agile maturity has been described through the agile processes or agile practices in the models/frameworks. As a result of the case study, we have found deficiencies in all of the models/frameworks at a certain level, according to six assessment criteria (fitness for purpose, completeness, definition of agile levels, objectivity, correctness and consistency). Table 5 depicts the results. We used a four-level scale to express models' qualifications relative to each other: "Not Achieved"- "Partially Achieved (PA)"- "Largely Achieved (LA)"- "Fully Achieved (FA)".

Table 5 An Overview of Assessment Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria / Models</th>
<th>Fitness for Purpose</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Definition of A. Levels</th>
<th>Objectivity</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Not Achieved</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Not Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 (SMM)</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 (AAF)</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5 (ASM)</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among all models/frameworks, AAF [75] has obtained the best assessment results. Its well-defined structure could be extended to cover agile best practices. SMM [41] is in the second rank following AAF. SMM's fundamental problems are not covering the major processes and urging to identify the Scrum maturity in 5 levels.

We couldn't found necessary information in the available references in the literature for a complete assessment of BM and ASM. However; the findings of the case study revealed that these models need to extend their agile coverage and improve the way of describing "how to be agile". The last model, AMM needs significant improvement in terms of definition of model elements, correctness, consistency and coverage.

This case study has underlined the observation that there is a need to improve the maturity models for better guidance in agile process adoption, process improvement and process assessment.

2.3. Current Discussion on Agile Maturity Models

Characteristics and quality of current agile maturity/assessment models are also evaluated by other researchers. Schweigert et al. perform a study to compile current available maturity models [37, 38]. They keep the scope broad including web resources or non-academic publications. They question the models from a different perspective than we described above. They evaluate if a commonly accepted agile maturity model exists and how the mapping of such a model to CMMI, ISO/IEC 15504 Part2 and Part 5 would be. Among 40 maturity models they include about 30 ones to the scope of the study. They group the models into those which are close to the level structure of CMMI, those which have a level structure at all and those which don’t use explicit levels. In the end they emphasize the gap of a scientific research in this topic and the fact that none of the models fulfills the requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 Part2.
In 2012, Schweigert et al. conducted a survey to identify what an agile maturity model (AMM) would deliver to its users with 67 participants [77]. According to the results of the survey most of the participants think that an AMM should measure the perfect implementation of agile practices and organizational support for implementation of them. Another significant result is that more than 65% of participants think that an AMM should distinguish technical, project and organizational level processes and allow individual improvement of each process rather than a simple binary result that the organization is agile or not.

There are few studies evaluating agile maturity models. Common results of these studies that none of the current models is accepted commonly in software circles and a structured model is needed to evaluate and improve software agility.

2.4. ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE)

In this subsection, we briefly describe structure of ISO/IEC 15504 and its relation to agile approach.

2.4.1. Structure of ISO/IEC 15504

AgilityMod’s structure was defined in accordance with ISO/IEC 15504 Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE) Model, Part 2¹ [78] and Part 5²[79].

Our purpose of using ISO/IEC 15504’s structure is to create a common basis for performing assessments of agility and present the assessment results using a common rating scale.

In this subsection we briefly describe the structure of the ISO/IEC 15504 to create a familiarity to the reader and to better describe the similarities and differences of AgilityMod and ISO/IEC 15504.

ISO/IEC 15504 provides a structured assessment framework for software processes [80]. It facilitates process assessment, provides a basis for use in process improvement and capability determination and provides process rating which represents an objective image of current state of a process [80].

---

¹ ISO/IEC 15504 “Part 2: Performing an Assessment” provides the following copyright release:

“Users of this part of ISO/IEC 15504 may freely reproduce relevant material as part of any Process Assessment Model, or as part of any demonstration of conformance with this International Standard, so that it can be used for its intended purpose.”

² ISO/IEC 15504 “Part 5: An exemplar Process Assessment Model” provides the following copyright release:

“Users of this part of ISO/IEC 15504 may freely reproduce the detailed descriptions contained in the exemplar assessment model as part of any tool or other material to support the performance of process assessments, so that it can be used for its intended purpose.”
ISO/IEC 15504 consists of the following parts constructing an assessment framework all together:

- Part 1: Concepts and vocabulary
- Part 2: Performing an assessment
- Part 3: Guidance on performing an assessment
- Part 4: Guidance on use for process improvement and process capability determination
- Part 5: An exemplar Process Assessment Model
- Part 7: Assessment of organizational maturity

ISO/IEC 15504 Part 2 [78] which is a normative part, defines general elements for performing the assessment and describes the phases of an assessment including planning, data collection, data validation, process attribute rating, reporting and roles and responsibilities. Part 2 also describes the measurement framework for process capability (capability dimension) with all process attributes and defines the minimum rating requirements.

ISO/IEC 15504 Part 5 [79] which is an informative part, gives a detailed description of the structure of the process assessment model in conformance to the requirements defined in Part 2. Process dimension and capability dimension are described with indicators (work products and practices). Capability dimension in Part 2 is expanded to include the generic practices which are assessment indicators in Part 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability Dimension</th>
<th>ISO/IEC 15504-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 5: Optimizing (2 attributes)</td>
<td>ISO/IEC 12207 AMD1 &amp; AMD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4: Predictable (2 attributes)</td>
<td>Process Reference Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: Established (2 attributes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Managed (2 attributes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Performed (1 attribute)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 0: Incomplete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4 Process Assessment Model Structure of SPICE – adapted from [79]**

ISO/IEC 15504 consists of two dimension: capability dimension and process dimension. Capability dimension defines the capability levels ranging from “Incomplete” level to “Optimizing” level as shown in Figure 4. Each level is characterized by process attributes. On the other hand, process dimension includes group of processes defined in conformance to ISO/IEC 12207 AMD1 and AMD2 [81, 82]
The process dimension includes 48 processes classified into three categories conforming the Process Reference Model ISO/IEC 12207 AMD1 [83] and AMD2 [82]. The capability dimension defines process attributes which are grouped into capability levels. There are six capability levels and nine process attributes in total as shown in Figure 4:

- **Level 0:** Incomplete process
- **Level 1:** Performed process
  - Process Attribute 1.1 Process performance
- **Level 2:** Managed process
  - Process Attribute 2.1 Performance management
  - Process Attribute 2.2 Work product management
- **Level 3:** Established process
  - Process Attribute 3.1 Process definition
  - Process Attribute 3.2 Process deployment
- **Level 4:** Predictable process
  - Process Attribute 4.1 Process measurement
  - Process Attribute 4.2 Process control
- **Level 5:** Optimizing process
  - Process Attribute 5.1 Process innovation
  - Process Attribute 5.2 Continuous optimization

The process attributes are independent of any process and applicable to all of them.

**Assessment:** There are two types of assessment which are performed based on the assessment indicators. The first one is the process capability assessment at the capability dimension and the second one is the process performance assessment at the process dimension.

Process Capability Assessment is performed based on Process Attribute Indicators which are:

- Generic Practices (GP)
- Generic Resources (GR)
- Generic Work Products (GWP)

These indicators are valid from level 1 to level 5.

On the other hand, Process Performance Assessment is performed based on Process Performance Indicators which are:

- Base Practices (BP)
- Work Products (WP)

Process Performance Assessment is performed only at Performed Process Level (Level 1)

**Rating:** Achievement level of a process attributes is rated based on a four point ordinal scale:

- Not Achieved (0-15% achievement percentage)
— Partially Achieved (16%-50% achievement percentage)
— Largely Achieved (51%-85% achievement percentage)
— Fully Achieved (86%-100% achievement percentage)

For the achievement of a capability level, assessed process attributes must be rated as largely achieved or fully achieved. [78].

We preferred to utilize rating approach of ISO/IEC 15504-Part 2 as is in AgilityMod.

2.4.2. ISO/IEC 15504 and Agility

Although CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integrated) which is a similar model to SPICE in terms of its purpose, has been extended to be compatible with agile practices and processes, ISO/IEC 15504 has not been yet adapted based on agile values and principles. It is very obvious that current process structure of ISO/IEC 15504 does not comply with agile processes and principles.

There are few studies in the literature evaluating the relation of SPICE and agile processes. Bianco evaluates compatibility of agile manifesto and principles and SPICE profile [84]. She maps Scrum practices into processes of SPICE and concludes that with agile development it is possible for a company to achieve capability level 3. However, she misses a point that Scrum only covers a minor portion of whole software development life cycle activities. Application of Scrum does not guarantee satisfaction of all processes of exemplar model in SPICE.

Lami and Falcini performs a study to show that SPICE can be effectively used in agile contexts [85]. They discuss the applicability of SPICE in agile contexts. They conclude that organizations practicing agile techniques should not be prevented to assess its maturity using the SPICE model.

2.4.3. Reasoning Behind the Selection of ISO/IEC 15504 as a Basis Model

Current agile maturity models evaluated above do not have sound structures. Most of the models are defined in terms of level descriptions, key characteristics and assessment questions. They are unsuccessful in defining outcomes and performance indicators like practices and work products.

Although there are different ways to describe a model, we selected to use ISO/IEC 15504 as a basis for the structure of AgilityMod. Major reason of our selecting ISO/IEC 15504 as a basis is its well-defined and commonly accepted structure described above.

The structure of ISO/IEC 15504 allows separate evaluation and improvement of processes. This property brings a significant level of flexibility to organizations. In addition, there is no need to group a numbers of processes and define the rationale behind that classification.
CHAPTER 3

SOFTWARE AGILITY ASSESSMENT REFERENCE MODEL

This chapter presents the proposed Software Agility Assessment Reference Model, AgilityMod v3.0 [86]. The model was subjected to a number of updates performed following the exploratory case study and the review of agile and process improvement experts. The model presented below is the third and the last version of the model which was updated after the review of three experts who have knowledge and experience on agile processes and process assessment topics. Previous versions of the models are published as technical reports [87, 88].

In section 3.1 we present the structure, brief descriptions of the components and rating approach of AgilityMod. In section 3.2 we explain the development progress of the model through the feedbacks of experts, their comments and the actions that are taken to improve the model. We present the full model with its dimensions in Appendix A.

3.1. Structure of AgilityMod

The model consists of two dimensions: the aspect dimension and the agility dimension which can be seen in Figure 5. In the aspect dimension, aspects are defined as Exploration, Construction, Transition and Management which are derived from agile processes and practices. In the other dimension, agility of an aspect is described with a four-point ordinal scale which enables the agility to be assessed at “Not Implemented”, “Ad-Hoc”, “Lean” and “Effective” levels. When an aspect progresses from the bottom level: “Not Implemented” to the top level: “Effective”, its conformance to agile values and principles increases.
Each of these model components are described in the following section in detail.

Assessment is performed through the aspect attributes that belongs to agility dimension of the model. Each attribute describes a major part of agility. We defined the attributes “Performing Aspect Practices” for the 1st level; “Simple” and “Iterative” for the 2nd level and “Technically Excellent” and “Learning” for the 3rd level (Figure 6).

Achievement of an agility level is assessed upon the two types of indicators: (1) agility indicators and (2) aspect performance indicators. Agility indicators indicate the application level of practices, usage level of resources and production level of generic work products. On the other hand, the single aspect attribute of the Ad-Hoc level (AA 1.1) requires the achievement of the aspect performance indicators which are aspect practices and work products. This is the only level in which the aspect performance indicators are applicable. Aspect practices and generic agility practices ensure the achievement of outcomes and outputs which are produced as a result of successfully realizing the aspect.

Agility Indicators:

- Generic Agility Practices (GAP)
- Generic Resources (GR)
- Generic Work Products (GWP/Outputs)

Aspect Performance Indicators:

- Aspect Practices (AP)
- Work Products (Outputs)

Each of these model components are described in the following section in detail.
3.1.1. **Description of AgilityMod Components**

**Aspect**: Formal process layers of traditional software development are intertwined to each other in agile software development. It is difficult to realize boundaries of agile processes. Aspects which are new modularization of agile processes and practices are integrated under meaningful and agile compatible abstract definitions. They are sets of interrelated and interacting activities. From this point of view, we defined four aspects fully covering a software development life cycle: Exploration, Construction, Transition, and Management.

**Aspect Practice**: Aspect practices are activities or activity groups that contributes to achievement of an aspect purpose and outcomes. Aspect practices also includes agile elaborations which describe how plain software development practices can be applied from an agility perspective.

**Aspect Attribute**: Aspect attribute is an indicator of the aspect performance. It defines the characteristic of the aspect. They are applicable to all aspect practices. Aspect attributes related to each agility level can be seen from Figure 6. All attributes are directly derived from the agile manifesto and twelve agile principles [31] by combining the related ones together. The mapping between aspect attributes and agile principles are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Agile Principle</th>
<th>Related Aspect Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.</td>
<td>Iterative (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.</td>
<td>Simple (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.</td>
<td>Iterative (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.</td>
<td>Iterative and Simple (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.</td>
<td>Learning (3rd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation.</td>
<td>Iterative (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Working software is the primary measure of progress.</td>
<td>Iterative (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.</td>
<td>Learning (3rd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.</td>
<td>Technically Excellent (3rd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is essential.</td>
<td>Simple (2nd Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.</td>
<td>Learning and Technically Excellent (3rd Level)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example Work Product:** Example work products are outputs that are produced at the end of the successful achievement of an aspect or agility attribute.

**Fallacy:** Fallacies describe the wrong implementations which are assumed to be true.

**Generic Agility Practice:** Generic agility practices are activities or activity groups that contributes to achievement of an aspect attribute. Descriptions given after each generic practice specify the outcomes after a successful achievement of a practice.

**Generic Resource:** A kind of resource that is utilized in the conduct of an aspect or agility attribute.

**Outcome:** Outcomes are observable results of aspects.

3.1.2. **Mapping of AgilityMod and ISO/IEC 15504 components**

Following table displays the mapping of AgilityMod and ISO/IEC 15504 components and descriptions of the differences between the components.
Table 7 Mapping of SPICE and AgilityMod components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISO/IEC 15504</th>
<th>AgilityMod</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>Aspects inherits and include processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Practice</td>
<td>Aspect Practice</td>
<td>Base practices refer to single activities of a process, aspect practices may refer to a single activity or a process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Attribute</td>
<td>Aspect Attribute</td>
<td>Attribute is a characteristic of an aspect or a process (AgilityMod uses the attribute term as is in ISO/IEC 15504)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Practice</td>
<td>Generic Agility Practice</td>
<td>AgilityMod uses the generic practice term as is in ISO/IEC 15504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Resource</td>
<td>Generic Resource</td>
<td>AgilityMod uses the generic resource term as is in ISO/IEC 15504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Product</td>
<td>Example Work Product</td>
<td>Work Products in AgilityMod differentiates from ISO/IEC 15504 as having informative characteristics rather than being normative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose Statement</td>
<td>Purpose Statement</td>
<td>AgilityMod uses the purpose statement term as is in ISO/IEC 15504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>AgilityMod uses the outcome term as is in ISO/IEC 15504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3. **Agility Levels, Agility Practices and Aspect Practices**

In this sub-section we provide a brief description the Model. Detailed description of all components are provided in Appendix A.

**A. Agility Dimension**

Agility Dimension is characterized with 4 levels: Not Implemented, Ad-Hoc, Lean and Effective. In this dimension, we describe agility levels, aspect attributes and generic agility practices, generic work products and generic resources. The figure below shows agility levels and their characteristics. For other details, please check Appendix A.
Aspect practices either are not achieved or partially achieved at Level 0. At Level 1, organizations are capable of performing fundamental development processes such as requirements development, design, coding, integration, testing, and deployment consistently. There are transition attempts towards the agility by exploring best fitting agile practices or approaches. Aspect practices are implemented and aspect purposes are achieved; however agile values and principles are not fully incorporated into aspect practices. At Level 2 work products are developed iteratively and incrementally, non-value added activities are eliminated from the aspect practices, balance is achieved between adaptive and predictive works. At Level 3 each aspect is performed to achieve delivering value with high productivity and low defects by employing agile engineering practices and using agile tools to support a continuously improving environment.

Below we provide aspect attributes and generic agility practices related to each agility level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agility Level</th>
<th>Aspect Attribute</th>
<th>Generic Agility Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Ad-Hoc</td>
<td>1.1 Performing Aspect Practices</td>
<td>GP 1.1.1 Perform aspect practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Lean</td>
<td>2.1 Iterative</td>
<td>GP 2.1.1 Develop work products in an iterative and incremental way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GP 2.1.2 Communicate effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Simple</td>
<td>GP 2.2.1 Balance the predictive work and adaptive work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GP 2.2.2 Employ minimally sufficient ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: Effective</td>
<td>3.1 Technically Excellent</td>
<td>GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering methods/practices to the aspect practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GP 3.1.2 Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 Learning</td>
<td>GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GP 3.2.2 Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people

GP 3.2.3 Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement

GP 3.2.4 Collect measures to support learning and improvement

B. Aspect Dimension

Aspect dimension is characterized with 4 aspects: Exploration, Construction, Transition and Management. In this dimension, we describe aspect purposes, outcomes, aspect practices, the relation of the aspect practices with outcomes, example work products and fallacies that needs to be avoided. Below we provide aspect practice for each aspect. For other details please check Appendix A.

Table 9 Aspect Practices based on each Aspect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Aspect Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>E.AP1: Capture the customer and user needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E.AP2: Elaborate requirements artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E.AP3: Detect and resolve conflicts of requirements artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E.AP4: Specify dependencies among requirements artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E.AP5: Manage the requirement artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E.AP6: Make the artifacts visible to everyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>CN.AP1: Elaborate the work items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CN.AP2: Explore the design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CN.AP3: Develop the solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CN.AP4: Ensure the correctness of software at developer level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>T.AP1: Create and Manage the Workspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T.AP2: Integrate the Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T.AP3: Deploy the solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T.AP4: Test the integrated solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T.AP5: Make the progress visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T.AP6: Create the supporting documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>M.AP1: Initiate the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. AP2: Form the team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.AP3: Align and adopt the environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. AP4: Establish the physical work space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.AP5: Plan the progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.AP6: Estimate the work items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.AP7: Monitor the progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.AP8: Manage and mitigate the risks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.5. Rating Approach

In AgilityMod we are using the same rating approach defined in ISO/IEC 15504. Each practice is rated based on the following schema. For an agility level to be reached, all practices should be largely or fully achieved

- 0: Not Achieved (Color Code: Red)
- 1: Partially Achieved (Color Code: Yellow)
- 2: Largely Achieved (Color Code: Orange)
- 3: Fully Achieved (Color Code: Green)

3.2. Development Progress of AgilityMod

In the following sub-sections we describe how AgilityMod has completed its progress of improvement and what kind of refinements are performed to reach the final version.

3.2.1. First Version of the Model and the Exploratory Case Study Conducted

We developed the first version of the model based on an extensive research on key characteristics of agile models and agile adoption patterns. We conducted literature survey on primary agile software development models to understand the common characteristics and approach. By exploring agile models [21, 29, 58, 59, 89], we understood the agile values in practice and the reasoning behind the practices and developed the aspect dimension of the model. By exploring how organizations mature in agile environments [4, 32, 90-92], we developed the agility dimension of the model.

After the development of the first version of the model, we performed an exploratory case study to observe the applicability of AgilityMod in a real environment and to discover improvement opportunities related to the Model. Details of the case study and the findings are described in Section 4.1. We published the case study results with a title of the “Assessing Software Agility: An Exploratory Case Study” in Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination conference (SPICE 2014) [93].

3.2.2. Second Version of the Model and Review of Experts

Based on the findings obtained in the exploratory case study we updated and published the second version of the Model [94]. We removed the “Culture” aspect from aspect dimension since its practices had in a significant conflict with “Learning” attribute practices and “Management” aspect practices and extended other attribute or aspect practices to cover the unique practices of culture aspect. At this stage, we sent AgilityMod to process improvement and agile experts to obtain their opinions about the Model and update accordingly. We received the feedbacks of three experts: Expert A: a process improvement consultant who has knowledge on agile processes from Turkey; Expert B: a SEI authorized CMMI lead appraiser who has hands on practices on agile processes and ISO/IEC 15504 from India; Expert C: a hands on agile practitioner and trainer from Canada. We asked them to review the second version of the model based on a set of criteria (fitness for purpose, completeness, definitions of agile levels, objectivity, correctness and consistency) which were defined in one of our previous studies [39]. The meaning of the each criteria which are also described in Section 2.2.1.2 are explained to reviewers.
After the review of technical report describing the Model, reviewers sent their comments through e-mails. Following that we performed a video call over Skype with the expert from India and face to face meeting with the expert from Turkey. We went through the each comment and discussed possible solutions to improve the model. These meetings are recorded for further analysis. In addition, we asked them to fill in a questionnaire to understand their overall opinion about the Model based on six criteria specified above.

Findings of Expert A:

Expert A is interested in agile software development practices and adopting kinds of approaches in software organizations more than 10 years. He has been working as an internal and external processes assessor since 2001. He has proficiency on ISO 15504, ISO 9001, ISO 27001, ISO 20000, and CMMI.

Expert A thinks that AgilityMod is a successful model bringing a maturity view on the agile principles. He mentions that using ISO/IEC 15504 as a reference model supports the validity of the model and increases the possibility of usage among organizations. He thinks that the model perfectly fits to the need of organizations that having a reference model to be utilized for getting better at agility.

We defined AgilityMod in an abstract form to embrace all agile models. Abstraction is a critical issue since high-level abstraction may cause vagueness of concepts or low-level abstraction may prevent the real purpose is not achieved. Expert A thinks that level of abstraction is at an appropriate level when the audience of the model is considered as daily agile practitioners.

He suggests the model more focus on measurement practices at higher levels of agility. In terms objectivity he thinks that the normative and informative features of the model cannot be easily understood, which makes it difficult to use as an objective resource. For example AgilityMod defines “work products” in the aspect dimension related to each aspect and it is not specified in the model if these work products are normative or informative.

He does not specify any negative comments on correctness issue and specifies minor comments on the consistency of the document.

ISO/IEC 15504-Part 7 [73] addresses the assessment of processes for organizational maturity and defines the process sets associated with each maturity level. Expert A mentions the necessity of developing a ISO/IEC 15504-Part 7 equivalent model if the Model claims to be a solution for the assessment of organizational agility.

Findings of Expert B:

Expert B has 4 years of experience on agile software development approaches but basically Scrum and more than 10 years of experience on ISO/IEC 15504. He is in software process improvement field for more than 15 years.

In his comments, Expert B questions why we selected ISO/IEC 15504 as a reference model since its process structure does not fit with agile processes. He asks how the outcomes of an aspect can be sequentially linked to with each other. He asks where
somebody should start to the improvement process. He brings to discussion to a different area that mathematical representation of the model and the relationship between an empirical process and a defined process. He specifies that he does not agree with the rating scale approach of ours, actually SPICE’s.

He has comments on the order of agile levels. Based on AgilityMod an aspect becomes “lean” before being “effective”. He thinks opposite of this structure and advocates being “effective” before being “lean”. He explains the reason as “the whole lean concept comes in when one are already successful”.

He focuses on distributed teams and the applicability of the model for distributed agile teams. He mentions that the model may need a third dimension for the handling of scaling factors like team size, geographical distribution, domain complexity etc.

He mentions the necessity that there are no gray areas in an assessment. He specifies the importance of evaluating an organization’s cultural change in an agility assessment process. He makes emphasis on checking the rhythm of team and how the teams are maintaining that rhythm during the development process. In addition, he mentions that the velocity is another indicator of consistent team performance and should be checked in an assessment.

He suggests the usage of a general agile terminology rather than Scrum or XP.

He specifies that a model should include a level of tailoring, however AgilityMod’s aspect dimension describes agile elaborations for activities.

In the overall, expert B evaluates the model from very different perspectives than the other reviewers. Expert A and C evaluates the model within the limits of the model. However expert B moves discussion beyond the boundaries of the model. This brings lots of critics some of which are applicable, some of which are out of the scope of this study and some of which are not relevant to the study.

Findings of Expert C

Expert C was certified as a Scrum Master in April 2006. She works since then as a consultant implementing Agile practices in various types of organizations. She also evaluates organizations’ readiness to become Agile and their agile implementation for improvement. She is also co-author of a book in French on Agile. The book was awarded “Best French Informatics Book of 2012 by the Association Française d’Ingénierie de Systèmes d’Information (AFISI), whose members are voting the best book annually for over 20 years. For the last 2 years, she has been teaching agile development processes and project management as a professor at Université du Québec à Montréal.

Expert C thinks that for someone with extensive experience in process assessment, the model makes sense. However, it does not come with a related assessment method. The evaluator will need to define its own to apply the model.

She thinks that the agile principles are well covered in the model. She mentions that, it is very important to keep the model as generic as possible because not all Agile teams adopt Scrum, or Kanban, or UML (or any other method specific artifact or practice). In such
cases, she suggests that the model should be kept generic by putting emphasis on the outcomes or objective or principle.

She thinks that it is unclear how an evaluator will rate each practice to obtain a percentage value. From a measurement perspective, precisions should be brought forward in that matter to improve repeatability of the model. One way of solving that is to provide results as a range to the assessment client.

She also thinks that it would be easier to understand the model if a 3-D graphical representation is provided, showing the aspects and the dimensions. She thinks that the 2-D graphics are revealing the complexity of the model but not clarifying its complete structure.

In addition to these comments, she also specifies some inconsistencies and complicated phrases directly on the technical report.
CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION OF AGILITYMOD

This chapter presents the application of first and third versions of AgilityMod in case study settings for achieving validity. Section 4.1 describes the exploratory case study that was conducted with the first version of the model. Section 4.2 describes the design multiple case study that is going to be conducted with the third version of the model to validate AgilityMod.

4.1. Exploratory Case Study

We aimed to conduct a single exploratory case study on the first version of AgilityMod [95] prior to the review of the Model by experts in agile and process assessment field. Exploratory characteristic of the case study will not only enables us to answer the research questions given below, but also it will provide flexibility during the conduct of the case study.

Two of the objectives of this study are to investigate the applicability of the AgilityMod in assessing the aspect's agility at different levels in an organization and identifying if the Software Agility Assessment Reference Model could be used as a roadmap for organizations to improve aspects' agility. Another objective is to reveal improvement opportunities related to the AgilityMod.

Considering these objectives we identified the following research questions (RQ):

**RQ1:** How suitable the "Agility Assessment Reference Model_v1.0" to be used with the purpose of identifying aspects’ agility?

**RQ2:** What are the improvement opportunities for the first version of AgilityMod?

In the following sections we describe the design, conduct and findings of the case study.

4.1.1. Design of the Exploratory Case Study

*Case Selection Strategy:* Our strategy is to select the same organization that has been subject to one of our previous studies where we assessed the strengths and weaknesses of five agile maturity model/framework from agile process assessment perspective [39]. The reason of this selection is that we already had an idea about the agile maturity of the organization and knew the specific problems. From these perspectives, the organization
will enable us better to observe if the model capable of revealing these problems and indicating the agility level of the organization.

**Data Collection Strategy:** In the selected organization, we aim to perform gap analyzes through interviews and evidence collection and review. Interviews are planned to be performed with people from different roles/positions in accordance with five aspects of the model. These roles are planned to include at least one product owner, one business analyst, one developer, one configuration manager and one tester. We planned to record the interviews for further analyzes. We also planned to perform gap analyzes with two projects since the processes performed in the projects may differentiate, and the generalization of the assessment results through the organization is possible.

**Validation Strategy:** After the gap analyzes, we planned to prepare an assessment report and discuss it with the interviewees to obtain their opinion on the assessment results.

**4.1.2. Conduct of the Exploratory Case Study**

We performed the agility assessment in a government organization which is developing various management information systems related with the digitization of the procurement procedures for government purchases and health management and law tracking systems. It is a small sized company with sixty employees. The organization had been formerly assessed with other agile maturity models in 2013 by us in [39].

Prior to the assessment, we prepared the assessment questions for each aspect practices and generic agility practices.

We performed interviews with the product owner, the architect who has been formerly software development team leader and developer, the business analyst team leader and the test manager separately. Interviews took 13 person-hours in total.

During the assessment, we observed that people tend to describe positive sides of their job and positive practices; therefore, contradictory questions or failure scenarios also need to be asked related to practices. Direct evidences were also collected and reviewed in the scope of the assessment.

We used a four-level scale to express the achievement of the aspect attributes: "not achieved (0), partially achieved (1), largely achieved (2) and fully achieved (3) and not applicable (NA)"

**4.1.3. Findings of the Exploratory Case Study**

Findings are discussed in two sub-sections: findings related to agility of the organization and findings related to the AgilityMod

**4.1.3.1. Findings Related to Agility of the Organization**

We assessed the agility level of the organization over two types of projects: one maintenance and one new development. Figure 8 gives the colored schema of the assessment rating to capture the results at a glance.
The numbers and the colors in each cell display the ratings given: “0” and “red” means that the practice is not achieved. “1” and “yellow” means that the practice is partially achieved. “2” and “orange” means that the practice is largely achieved. “3” and “green” means that the practice is fully achieved. For the achievement of an agility level, assessed attributes must be rated as either largely achieved or fully achieved. The result of the assessment indicates that the exploration aspect is at ad-hoc level, the construction aspect is at not implemented level, the transition aspect is at ad-hoc level, the management aspect is at “not implemented” level, and the culture aspect is at “not implemented” level.

Figure 9 displays the comparison between the current situation of the organization (inner pentagon) and the ideal case (outer pentagon) in the form of a radar chart. The data to draw the radar chart is obtained by adding the rating values given on Figure 8 for each aspect.

**Figure 9 Comparison of the Current Situation of the Organization and Ideal Situation**

Below, we briefly present the major findings for each aspect. Each aspect is questioned based on both the aspect practices belong to the level 1 and the generic agile practices belong to the level 2 and 3.

**Exploration Aspect:** Major findings and improvement areas identified related to exploration aspect are as follows:

- Customers do not regularly involve in the exploration activities which limits the feedback obtained at an early phase.
• There is no consistency in transforming user needs into simple requirements artifacts (user requirements, business process models, detailed use case descriptions are developed all together or not at all)
• Formal review and approval procedures are applied for scope and requirements documents which may even take the same amount of time of the analysis process.
• Detailed specifications are preventing the development team to wait for a long time before the development activities start. On the other hand, in most cases test team need to explore and learn what is going to be tested since there is nothing exist in written form after the development is completed.
• All employees work in the same open-office which enhances communication. However, lack of continuous and regular communication channels cause cases where a developer made a change on a requirement item without notification to test team or analysts until the last moment.
• The organization maintains two large systems interacting with each other. Even if the internal and external dependencies partially known, there is a significant need to identify all dependencies since the numbers of hotfixes continue growing because of the lack of knowledge on change impact.
• This is an organization where requests of customers continuously flowing to analysts or technical leads. All the requests obtained from the customers at different sizes are entered to Team Foundation Server (TFS) tool. TFS is used maintaining the requests obtained from customers at different sizes such as a backlog. However, backlog items are not differentiated based on their types and regularly groomed by the product owner.
• Collaborative working changes from the team to team and team members do not share the full responsibility.

Construction Aspect: Major findings and improvement areas identified related to construction aspect are as follows:

• Developers elaborate the items with business analysts and/or customer one by one. The testers are not involved in these activities and remain unaware of the items and solution approach especially for small and medium sized requests. If the developer does not provide enough information about the item, it may be released without testing.
• Architectural elaboration meetings are performed weekly among architects and technical leaders. However, alternative solutions are not evaluated consistently, and there are cases where redevelopment occurred.
• Static code analyzes are performed if the capacity of the development environment is sufficient. Code reviews are not performed except for the changes on critical modules.
• Physical configuration audits on source code are not performed. Therefore, it is not an unusual thing to deliver items without notice of test team or technical leads.
• Developers do not write unit tests except for mobile applications, even though, unit tests are the backbone for fast feedback.
• Experiences of the people in certain cases remain as tacit knowledge, there is no such a knowledge platform for sharing experiences in the organization.

Transition Aspect: Major findings and improvement areas identified related to transition aspect are as follows:
• Source code may be waiting for a long time in developers' branch before check-in to the mainline. Build time also varies based on the length of the code that is expected to be short in agile environments. The systems are lack of continuous integration.
• The systems are not supported with automated regression test suite. Only 6% of the whole system can be automatically tested (start-up tests).
• Functional black-box tests and regression tests are performed manually.
• It approximately takes 2-2.5 months to deploy the solution to the real system. After deployment, automated start-up tests are run. However, unknown errors may be sent to real system which is not in the scope of start-up tests causes high numbers of hot-fixes.
• Status of the integration and deployment processes are followed through e-mails. However, monitoring the progress through dashboards and making the progress visible to everyone is a better option.
• Even if the teams agree that necessary documentation needs to be produced to maintain the software, current documentation types do not help them in maintaining software since they are not continuously updated. It is obvious that the organization needs to rethink how efficiently document the product.

Management Aspect: Major findings and improvement areas identified related to management aspect are as follows:

• Before the initiation of the projects feasibility studies are performed. Scope is defined for new development type projects. A formal approval procedure and long waiting times are also valid for management type documents. Our suggestion is to use simpler forms such as one page “project data sheets” for scope and vision.
• There is not an accepted and applied estimation approach in maintenance type projects. Bottom-up estimation technique was applied in a few new development projects where every team member is involved. Estimation techniques should be reviewed considering the overall approach.
• Tracking is truly based on communication among team members and technical leaders. Such major metrics to identify team velocity is not gathered since there is no planned and actual effort.
• High-level strategic plans exist for maintenance type projects. However, there is no high level or level plans developed dynamically. Tasks are assigned people in a just-in-time fashion. Teams dynamically adapt the conditions by quickly modifying resources. This practice is useful in rush times however idle resources cannot be identified.

Culture Aspect: Major findings and improvement areas identified related to culture aspect are as follows:

• One of the major problems of the organization is that there is no common "Agile" perception and understanding among the people. Some believe that they are developing according to agile principles, some do not have an idea about the agile concepts.
• Most of the customers are also unaware of agile software methodologies and how and when they are going to involve the processes.
Even though the roles are not specialized according to agile principles, teams are constructed based on a matrix structure with people from different areas and different experiences.

Domain trainings are given by business analysts to other team members. Process trainings and technological trainings are also provided by third party consultants. There is a need to focus on agile process and practice trainings.

Teams and projects are managed by technical leaders and project managers respectively. Resource management and leveling are performed by technical leaders whereas project managers work as administrators mostly. They are seen as non-value adding people to processes. Tasks are also assigned by technical leaders. Therefore, we cannot talk about self-organizing teams.

Teams care about working collaboratively, however, there are examples where redevelopment is needed since the opinion of the experienced developers were not asked. Personal issues may also go upfront of the business.

4.1.3.2. Findings Related to the Agility Assessment Reference Model

We met the other purpose of this exploratory case study and identified the improvement opportunities and problems related to the first version of AgilityMod.

First of all, we observed that the model can be used for assessing organizations’ agility level. Improvement suggestions given based on the model can be utilized as a roadmap for improving organizations’ agility. It is also noticeable that the assessment based on AgilityMod can be performed with a reasonable effort.

We identified three types of internal problems: redundancies, missing practices, and excess of practices.

Redundancy: Aspect practices belong to the culture aspect and generic agility practices belong to 2nd and 3rd level of agility level questions the similar practices and principles. When we performed an assessment based on the generic agility practices, there is no additional need to assess the organization with practices of culture aspect.

While we design the Model’s structure, we aimed that the generic agility practices will be applicable to and valid for all aspect practices. However, it seems that the practices of culture aspect and 2nd and 3rd level generic agility practices do not comply in this sense (marked with XXs in Figure 8.).

Missing practice: We observed that we do not question if the applied practices such as elicitation is project specific or applied at organization-wide in the Model.

Excess of practices: Practices of learning attribute, GP 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, are very close to each other in terms of their meaning and can be combined for a better structure.

One of the defined practices of learning attribute is “Obtain frequent feedback” which belong to 3rd level, however it more conforms to 2nd level since the purpose of 2nd level is providing feedback about progress.

We updated the AgilityMod in the light of these findings and published the model’s second version to be sent to experts for review [94].
4.1.4. Validity Threats

We present the first version of AgilityMod in this study. But before the conduct of the case study we did not validate the first version of the model. Since the reason we are performing case studies is to validate the model step by step.

We designed this study as a single exploratory case study. Assessing one organization limited us to observe the applicability of the Model for different levels of agility apart from “not implemented” and “ad-hoc”.

After the findings about the agility of the organization are discovered, we discussed the findings with the people who are involved in the assessment process. They are all agreed on the findings which indicated that the model can specify the problems and improvement areas of the aspects in an agile perspective.

4.2. Multiple Case Study

Following the update of AgilityMod based on feedback of three experts, we aimed to conduct a multiple case study to validate the model. As explained previously, we preferred to perform a staged refinement procedure on the model prior to the conduct of multiple case studies for validation. The objectives of this case study are to investigate if the proposed model can be utilized for agility assessment of software organizations and provide roadmaps to improve agility. Although they are the same with the ones in the exploratory case study, major motivation of conducting the exploratory one was the refinement of the model for a better structure.

We defined the following research questions in accordance with the objectives above:

**RQ1:** How suitable is the third version of Software Assessment Agility Reference Model to be used with the purpose of identifying aspects’ agility, identifying the agility gaps and providing roadmaps for improving in agility in a software project?

**RQ2:** What are the strengths and weaknesses of the third version of AgilityMod?

4.2.1. Design of the Multiple Case Study

*Case Selection Strategy:* We plan to perform case studies at least five different organizations to increase the reliability of the study. For the selection of the organizations, we will pay attention to observability of every unit of AgilityMod. We will look for organizations which are at beginner level and expert level in conducting agile processes to observe every pattern in AgilityMod. We aim to select cases from different business domains to observe if agility patterns change based on business domains. We also plan to investigate the differences in agility patterns of the cases which start doing business in an agile context and the cases which have traditional software development backgrounds.

*Data Collection Strategy:* We plan to conduct formal assessments through semi-structured interviews with aspect owners, and evaluate direct evidences. People from different roles are planned to be involved in the interviews to obtain tacit knowledge directly from practitioners. These roles are planned to include at least one product
owner, one business analyst, one developer, one configuration manager and one tester. We plan to record the interviews for further analyzes.

**Validation Strategy:** After the gap analyzes, we plan to prepare assessment reports and discuss the findings with the interviewees to obtain their opinion on the assessment results.

### 4.2.2. Conduct of the Multiple Case Study

We applied the model in six different organizations instead of five, since we couldn’t observe the high agility levels in enough detail with five case studies. Below, we describe the cases, selection reasons of the cases and findings of each case study. We kept the names of all organizations and projects private for confidentiality issues.

**Rating:** We used a four-level scale to express the achievement of the aspect attributes: “not achieved (0-red), partially achieved (1-yellow), largely achieved (2-orange) and fully achieved (3-green) and not applicable (NA)”. For an agility level to be reached, all practices should be largely or fully achieved.

**Assessment Validation:** For validation of each case study result, we prepared a detailed report including current application of each practice in the project, improvement suggestions for the findings and rating of each practice. We presented the finding reports to the assessment teams, in some cases to whole project members. We obtained feedback of people who participated into the assessment for the following issues:

- if there is a misunderstood concept or practice presented in the report or presentation
- if the report or presentation covers all the improvement areas that you noticed about organization’s agile processes
- if the findings presented to them are beneficial for getting better at agility
- if they follow the same improvement path suggested in the report and presentation
- which of the suggested practices are new to them or noticed previously
- and to what extent the presented findings and improvement opportunities in their projects overlap in percentage

We describe the feedbacks obtained for each case study in the following subsections.

**Challenges we faced during the conduct of case studies**

**The level of subjective judgment:** One of our aims while developing AgilityMod is to minimize the subjective judgment for the assessment of aspect and agility practices. With this purpose, we defined “Agile Elaborations” for aspect practices and described the exemplar outcomes that can be observed after successful achievement of generic agility practices (GAP). However, during the conduct of the 1st case study we observed that “communicate effectively” GAP in “Iterative” attribute and “align with agile values and principles” GAP in “Management” aspect, require asking well-structured questions and talking with whole team rather than an assessment group. We did not have chance to talk with the all project team members for these specific practices, however, we extended our question set to discover different ways of communication in the projects and detect
communication problems. For other practice, we resolved this problem by asking the same questions to different roles in the project to observe any difference in agile perception.

**Required changes in the Model:** Even if we updated the Model based on the results of the exploratory case study (4.1) in terms of resolving conflicts in definitions, we observed that “Balance the predictive work and adaptive work” generic agility practice and “Make the artifacts visible to everyone” aspect practice in Exploration aspect and “Make the progress visible” aspect practice in Transition aspect overlap. We updated the Model v3.0 by deleting visibility emphasis from the generic agility practice and updated the case reports accordingly.

**Open-ended questions:** We observed that asking open-ended questions is a better way of obtaining the tacit knowledge of team members. However, there is a side effect of this approach. You may not obtain the exact information or it may take longer than it is expected. In the best case, it is a good approach to start with open-ended questions (how do you....) and direct the assessed person with examples when things get complicated.

**Evidences to be observed:** Although we defined example work product for aspect practices, we agreed on the direct evidences to be observed after the conduct of the two case studies.

**Getting the correct data about AgilityMod for validation:** Our first case study design approach did not cover obtaining quantitative data from process owners at the validation phase. For the first three case studies we asked open-ended questions to understand people’s perceptions related to our model. However, because of the difficulty in explaining the case results, we decided to ask about the success rates of the Model in terms of specifying the findings and improvement suggestions in the projects. Because of this change, we performed meetings with team members from the first three case study, explained the findings again and obtained the success percentages and the reasons behind their answers.

**Meeting location:** We performed the 3rd assessment via teleconferencing. However, less people are involved in the study compared to the plan. The reason was explained as the decrease in some people’s motivation because of the teleconferencing approach. In addition, we couldn’t observe any evidences because of this approach. We went to their offices for validation phase to overcome these issues. Face to face assessment is absolutely a better approach in terms of capturing required information, observing evidences and interaction.

4.2.2.1. 1st Case Study: Organization NM, Project 1

Organization NM is one of the leading media companies in Turkey with its 17 million unique visitors with its various internet platforms. It is located in Ankara, Turkey. We selected Organization NM since they are in an agile adoption process for 2 years and we wanted to observe the applicability of the model in a new agile adapter company. The organization mainly performs maintenance activities for the released products. We assessed one of the ongoing projects, Project #1, which both the new development and the maintenance activities are being performed. Project (and the product) #1 is an online video platform which has 10 million unique visitors and 212 million video views in a month.
In the scope of this case study we assessed aspects of Project #1 through interviews and direct observation of the evidences. Project #1 includes 9 software developers, 2 graphical user interface designers, 2 business intelligence analysts, 1 tester and 8 content providers. The assessment was performed by the author of this thesis in four-hour time with two project managers, a software team leader and a graphical user interface designer. Interviews took 10 person-hour in total.

The functional domain of the assessed project, #1, is classified as the “Controlling Information System” based on CHAR group method [96].

Findings of Case Study 1: Figure 10 gives the colored schema of the assessment ratings to capture the detailed results at a glance. Each column refers to the practices of AgilityMod. Colors and numbers in each cell refer to the achieved levels of these practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1. AD-HOC</th>
<th>2. LEAN</th>
<th>3. EFFECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4, AP5</td>
<td>AP6, AP7, AP8</td>
<td>AP9, AP10, AP11, AP12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>AP1, AP2</td>
<td>AP3, AP4</td>
<td>AP5, AP6, AP7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>AP8, AP9, AP10</td>
<td>AP11, AP12</td>
<td>AP13, AP14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>AP15, AP16</td>
<td>AP17, AP18</td>
<td>AP19, AP20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 Rating of Each Practice of Case 1

The aspects, except for the Exploration and Construction, do not achieve the requirements of Level 1. This results indicate that the Exploration and Construction aspects are at Ad-Hoc Level whereas Transition and Management Aspects are at Not Implemented level for Project #1. Figure 11 displays the achieved level of each aspect in the bar chart view.

Figure 11 Achieved Agility Levels of Aspects for Case 1

Below we specify findings related to each aspect. A detailed report of this agility assessment which includes the current practices in the organization and the improvement suggestions related to each practice are provided in Appendix A.
**Exploration Aspect-Case 1:** Exploration aspect is at Level 1- Ad-Hoc. Positive evidences, major findings and improvement suggestions identified related to each level of exploration aspect are as follows:

**Exploration 1st Level**

The sources of requirements in Project #1 are the advertisement team, content providers, business intelligence team and end users of the system. Project team obtain knowledge about new features of the system through regular meetings conducted with these sources of requirements. Current running system is regularly monitored or surveys are conducted to understand the behavior and demands of end users. The features are recorded under meeting records.

- There is a need record “request” type items to a list or a tool where a unique number is assigned each of the items to follow up them later.
- Requests are elaborated with request owners. The elaborated requests are needed to be transformed into a form of requirement and are needed to be included in the requirement list.
- Dependency of a new or changed requirement to other requirements are defined based on the personal experiences of team members.
- Request and requirements are regularly prioritized. The prioritized list of requirements are needed to be made visible to whole team

**Exploration 2nd Level:**

Requests are obtained and elaborated in an incremental and iterative way. The cycle time for each iteration are 7 to 10 days. Iterations are regular and consistent. Communication interfaces are established between internal, external stakeholders. A real Kanban Board is utilized for all team members come together and communicate on daily activities in front of it. Informal procedures are applied for the approval of requirements. Flow of the requirements are balanced.

- A consistency in definition of the requirements are needed to be achieved. User story or use case forms can be preferred.
- Criteria to write requirement documents are needed to be identified and agreed by the whole team.
- Dependencies among requirements items are needed to be defined in a relational matrix or on the system in which the requirements are stored. This process needs to be depersonalized.
- For the identification of non-value added activities in the processes regular retrospective evaluations are needed to be performed.

**Exploration 3rd Level:**

Requirements are analyzed and elaborated in a collaborative environment. Team shares the whole responsibility.

When a problem or error occurred in the conduct of an aspect, the team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error.
There is need to keep all the requests (epics), requirements (user stories), defects, technical spike needs in the form of a backlog. The backlog should describe "what" the system does rather than "how".

Backlog are needed to be groomed regularly.

Requirements needs to satisfy INVEST criteria. (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable)

Tools such as "Jira, VersionOne, MSF for Agile" are needed to be included in the conduct of the exploration aspect to gain improvement in efficiency.

In the organization, people learn and improve by their own efforts. So far, they are not trained about agile approaches or practices. It is very beneficial to have an organizational training strategy and plan. Internal and external trainings are needed to be planned to facilitate agile adoption process.

Knowledge obtained through experiences (lessons learned) are not evaluated in the project and the organization. A system to store lessons learned on requirement activities are needed to be established. Experiences are needed to be shared to whole organization.

A comprehensive infrastructure had been established to track data real time from the running system such as number of videos viewed, video upload time etc. However, exploration aspect's activities are not followed through any measures. A measurement infrastructure are needed to be established to monitor the progress and identify improvement areas related to the exploration aspect.

**Construction Aspect-Case 1:** Construction aspect is at Level 1-Ad-Hoc. Positive evidences, major findings and improvement suggestions identified related to each level of construction aspect are as follows:

1st Level:

Details about high level requirements are revealed by developers. Mock-up screens are developed. Requirement sources are also involved in these elaboration studies.

- When the details are obtained about requirements, backlog are needed to be updated.

In terms of exploration of design, alternative designs are evaluated, functional dependencies among design elements are considered.

- Alternative designs needs to be evaluated not just for the graphical user interfaces, but for the architecture as well.
- Team needs to ensure that to be developed solution (design) should meet functional and non-functional requirements.
- Comments are added to code to specify changes, but not consistently. Code needs to be commented regularly considering the maintenance of the system.
- Correctness of software at developer level is ensured through manual tests performed over GUIs or consoles.
- Core review is performed but occasionally.
- The impact of a new or changed requirement on design elements are evaluated based on personal experiences.

2nd Level:
Coding activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Communication interfaces are established between team members and other stakeholders. Team members come together discuss daily activities through daily meetings.

- Coding standards are needed to be defined and applied. The best and easiest way to ensure application of coding standards is to add static code analysis checks to process.
- Dependencies between design elements and impact of new requirements on current design elements are needed to be identified in a structured way. (i.e. Dependency Structure Matrixes)

3rd Level:

- Unit test are needed to be written in terms of developer tests to obtain rapid feedback and to construct the background of other agile practices such as refactoring and continuous integration.
- It is suggested to apply test-driven development approach to construct a more reliable system.
- Shortcut solutions to solve emergent problems create burden on code and cause technical dept. To avoid technical dept code is needed to be regularly refactored.

Collaboration among team members are seen in development activities as well. Developers select their own tasks to work. Development team leader leads the team in technical issues.

- As a part of collaborative work, it is suggested that every team member could be involved in testing activities at code level.
- A knowledge management system should be established to share learned knowledge and organizational memory covering coding activities.
- Agile metrics are needed to be defined and collected for construction activities.

Transition Aspect-Case 1: Transition aspect is at Level 0-Not Implemented. Positive evidences, major findings and improvement suggestions identified related to each level of transition aspect are as follows:

1st Level:

In project #1, code is under configuration control. There are two environments for software development: “development” and “production” environments. However, for coding and testing activities the same environment "development" is being used. Check-in, check-out mechanisms of GIT tool are being used for labeling and versioning of the code.

- Uncontrolled change is done in the code. A system should be established in order to link requirements or tasks to changesets (code units) or unique numbers of the requirements or tasks should be added to the code as comments.

Code sets that are being developed parallel in developers' local computers, integrated in the “development” environment. (At this we evaluate only parallel computing and
correct integration). Code is automatically deployed to the “production” environment that is a facility of PHP language.

- Test engineer tests the application through manual tests in the “development” environment where coding continuous in parallel. This unstable environment cause the test be unreliable.
- Found bugs are not stored or retested: Bugs should be stored and retested by tester or to eliminate manual testing and increase test coverage, unit tests should be written immediately where a bug is found.
- Transition activities especially integration status and deployment status are needed to be made visible to whole team to provide feedback, improve transparency and collaboration.
- Supporting documentation should be developed for the maintenance of the system or essential information should recorded on the software tool where information is available when needed.

2nd Level:

Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Team members share the same room and effectively communicate.

- To balance the predictive work and adaptive work, test preparation activities should be performed. Test cases are needed to be specified. (It can be started with regression test cases)
- Another suggestion to achieve the balance is to start development activities by coding tests.
- For the identification of non-value added activities in transition aspect, regular retrospective studies are needed to be performed.

3rd Level:

- Using the same environment for coding and testing activities where only manual GUI tests are performed for testing may cause serious issues in quality of software. To solve this problem either these environments should be separated or as better option test driven development (TDD) are preferred.
- After the system are strengthen with unit tests, continuous integration (frequent commits to the mainline. Compilation of all code and running of all automated tests with every check-out of the code unit) should be applied to gain rapid feedback capability and to keep the mainline always in a working state.
- There is no automated tests running at the background. An automated test suite is needed to be developed.
- An agile metric system is needed to be defined for the monitoring of transition activities.

Management Aspect-Case 1: Management aspect is at Level 0-Not Implemented. Positive evidences, major findings and improvement suggestions identified related to each level of management aspect are as follows:

1st Level:
• Project vision is defined as “to provide a video experience to the user”. The vision is needed to be revised with technical improvements.
• In terms of agile awareness, internal and external stakeholders are familiar to the idea of agile software development. However, there is no consensus in the organization yet. Both internal and external stakeholders are needed to be informed about the agile values, a consensus should be established.
• Whole team works in the same open office. Physical conditions of the office provides an open communication environment.
• Project managers develop high level plans which are elaborated and detailed with every iteration. Daily activities are coordinated with the team through daily standup meetings in front of the Kanban Board.
• Risks are not tracked regularly. Examples show that corrective actions are taken after the occurrence of the risks.

2\textsuperscript{nd} Level:
Management aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Team members share the same room and effectively communicate. Decision are taken collaboratively, team shares the responsibility. The balance is achieved for the management activities. For the identification of non-value added activities, regular retrospective studies are needed to be performed.

3\textsuperscript{rd} Level:
• For features or requirements effort is estimated based on expert estimation. Size needs to be estimated besides effort estimation. An estimation approach is needed to be established.
• The information kept in real Kanban board can be transferred to management tools that provide effective management and tracking over metrics.
• Agile metrics are needed to be defined and collected for management activities.
• A knowledge management system should be established to share learned knowledge and organizational memory covering management activities.

4.2.2.2. 2\textsuperscript{nd} Case Study: Organization G, Project #2

Organization G is a government IT organization responsible from developing e-government software to various governance organizations, located in Ankara, Turkey. Project #2 is also an e-government project providing solutions to a ministry department, 40 foundations located in different cities of Turkey and approximately 25 million Turkish citizens.

To briefly give information about the project; Project #2 includes 21 currently working employees divided into four teams which report to a project manager and an assistant project manager. Three of these teams purely works on development of software modules, the last one both deals with system infrastructure and development of the activities. Each team includes a technical team leader. Other members of the team does not have specific roles, each one is involved in analysis, design and development activities. Since the beginning of the project, 2009, 7 million LOC has been developed. Each iteration is 1 month-length. There is a signed contract between the organization and the customer specifying the dates and budget.
In the scope of this case study we assessed aspects of Project #2 through interviews and direct observation of the evidences. The assessment was performed in three-hour time with the technical leader of the infrastructure team who had worked as developer formerly and has knowledge about project’s processes. Interviews took 6 person-hours in total.

The functional domain of the assessed project, is classified as the “Controlling Data System” based on CHAR group method [96].

**Findings of Case Study 2:** Figure 12 gives the colored schema of the assessment ratings to capture the detailed results at a glance. Each column refers to the practices of AgilityMod. Colors and numbers in each cell refer to the achieved levels of these practices.
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**Figure 12 Rating of Each Practice of Case 2**

The assessment provides very promising results for Project #2. All of the aspects meets the requirements of Level-3: Effective. To simply specify, Project #2’s aspects are iteratively performed, lean, technically excellent and continuously improving. Fast feedback is obtained and effectively communicated among team members. Figure 13 displays the achieved level of each aspect in the bar chart view.

**Figure 13 Achieved Agility Levels of Aspects for Case 2**

We specify the assessment findings below for each aspect and each agility level. The full assessment report is provided in [97].
Exploration Aspect-Case 2: The appraisal results showed that the Exploration aspect is at Level 3- Effective. Among sixteen practices, eleven practices are rated as fully achieved and five practices are largely achieved. Below we present the positive evidences and improvement suggestions for the practices that are largely achieved.

Exploration-1st Level:

Capturing customer and business needs: In Project #2 requirements of the system are obtained from the specialists from ministry and end users of the system. Each development team are responsible for capturing the business needs for related modules. Project teams and customers are located in different buildings in the same city. Technical lead and team members obtain tacit knowledge of the customer through meetings in customer environment. End users are also invited to these meetings when required. Following that teams develop scenarios and take the approval of the customer on these scenarios for a specific iteration. The size of the requirements obtained from the customer may not be just for one month long.

These activities meets the requirements of first level for capturing customer and business needs practice.

Elaborating requirements artifacts: Requirements are elaborated within the teams based on the information obtained from customers. User stories are being developed. Team does not wait until all the requirements are being developed for the iteration, instead completed requirements move to the production line immediately. Non-functional requirements are also transformed into user stories or scenarios.

Detecting and resolving conflicts of requirements artifacts: The conflicts on requirements are resolved through communication. Customer is available through e-mail or phone in daytime. Additional meetings with customer may be requested to resolve issues when necessary.

Specifying dependencies among requirements artifacts: Dependencies among requirement items and business rules are established in Atlassian's Confluence tool.

Managing the requirement artifacts: A backlog is maintained, updated and estimated at the beginning of each iteration. Each team has its own backlog. Issue type items are maintained in Atlassian's Jira tool to specify the development of specific requirements.

Managing the change in requirements: The change information is maintained at Jira tool over “issue” items. If the changed issue is at “close” state when the change action is emerged, a new issue is opened at Jira. If not, the current issue is updated accordingly. All team members are informed about the change of the issue through communication.

Prioritization: Backlog is prioritized based on the value of the issue. Most valuable items are developed in the first order.

Making requirements artifacts visible to everyone: Jira's dashboard view is being used to capture the situation of the ongoing requirements. The dashboard includes "backlog, new, in progress, done and verified" columns filled with issues in prioritized order. The picture of each person assigned to the items can be viewed on the item.
Exploration 2nd Level:

Developing work products in an iterative and incremental way: Exploration aspect activities are performed in an iterative and incremental way. Each iteration is 1 month-long.

Communicating effectively: Communication interfaces are established between internal, external stakeholders. All team members come together and communicate on daily activities through daily stand-up meetings. 4 teams work in 4 different rooms, however rooms are connected with windows instead of walls to improve communication. Since the customer are located in a different building, communication is not effective as the communication among team members. The ways to communicate with customer are needed to be elaborated.

Balancing the predictive work and adaptive work: Teams position themselves in terms of deadlines based on the dates on the contract. When the date for a specific module arrives team contacts with the customer and arranges new meetings to obtain requirements. However, there are also situations where customer do not provide quick feedback. Development team may wait for the new requirements and approval of the requirements. Therefore the role of the customer and the impact of their late feedback in development process are needed to be described in a better way to the customer. A better collaboration are needed to be established with the customer.

Employing minimally sufficient ceremony: Formal approve mechanisms between customer and project team may slow down the moving to the development. Heavyweight, not value added practices are eliminated from the processes. An external quality assurance team assesses the processes of the project regularly. Processes are also being evaluated and improvement actions are being taken. For example project teams decided to write user stories instead of use cases. It is suggested to performed regular retrospective studies that would provide much more value to the processes.

Exploration 3rd Level:

Incorporating agile engineering methods/practices to the aspect practices: Applications and practices in Project #2 covers the needs of technical excellence attribute. A backlog is being used and groomed regularly. Requirements are written in the form of user stories. Properness of the requirements to INVEST criteria (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable) are needed to be evaluated.

Integrating tools to aspects to improve the productivity: In Project #2, tools are effectively used to improve the management of requirements artifacts and improve the productivity. "Confluence" tool is used to store requirements. Additional documents for requirements are not kept. "Jira" tool is used to keep backlog and track items.

Support collaborative work and shared responsibility: All team members are responsible from exploration activities. There is collaboration and shared responsibility in the team. Issues are submitted to "issue pool", no task assignment made to team members except for the issues which require specialty. However, team leaders whose approaches may differentiate may chose different types of management approaches, pooling mechanism is one the approaches being used successfully.
Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people: Project managers delegate the job to development teams and not involved in technical details or assignment. They obtain feedback from technical leaders of each development team. They don’t dictate any process or task to development teams. They coordinate the activities with upper-level managers.

When a problem or error occurred in the process, team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error. No-one is blamed.

Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement: An organizational training strategy is available in the organization. Based on these strategy every employee is trained based on his/her work area. Teams keep lessons learned in Confluence tool, however not effectively maintained. Lessons learned are needed to be updated regularly at the end of each iteration.

Collect measures to support learning and improvement: Metrics are regularly collected and analyzed for exploration aspect activities. Story points related to each user story are kept and monitored in one of the development teams. Other development teams are needed to adapt measurement approach of the agile development team.

Construction Aspect-Case 2: The appraisal results showed that the Construction aspect is at Level 3- Effective. Among fourteen practices, twelve practices are rated as fully achieved and two practices are largely achieved. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the case study and improvement suggestions for the practices that are largely achieved.

Construction Aspect - 1st Level:

For the elaboration of work items, team members obtain detailed information before building a solution either discussing with customer within the team. Mock-up screens are developed.

In terms of design exploration, alternative solutions are evaluated before the development of the architecture at the beginning of the project. If the detailed design of the solution is not obvious, team draws the design (class and sequence diagrams) in Confluence tool and discuss on it. Technical search activities are performed at a high component level. The impact of new arriving requirements on modules and a lower level module components are evaluated based on personal experiences.

J2EE is utilized for coding the server side and Felix is utilized for coding the client side. Coding standards are applied to improve the code quality. The system does not allow check-out of the code without writing a comment. However, comments are not reviewed. The efficiency of the code comments are needed to be evaluated. This will increase the clarity of the code especially at the maintenance phase.

To ensure the correctness of code at developer level, developers writes unit tests before the code. Code is frequently refactored since unit tests and automated integration tests are available in the system.
Construction Aspect 2\textsuperscript{nd} Level:

Coding activities are performed iteratively and incrementally.

In terms of communication effectiveness, all team members come together and communicate on daily activities through daily stand-up meetings. 4 teams work in 4 different rooms, however rooms are connected with windows instead of wall to improve communication. Communication among development teams are established over team leaders. Design decisions and code parts are discussed and reviewed over Crucible tool. Everyone can comment on the code part and all comments are seen by other reviewers. After the review, final remarks are done with a meeting.

Team balances the adaptive work and predictive work for design and development activities. Decisions are tried to be taken at last responsible moment. Prototyping is performed to observe if the suggested solution works or not. Static code analysis to check the conformance to coding standards are performed regularly.

Employing minimally sufficient ceremony: It was observed that the way dependency and risk analysis on design elements violates the employing minimally sufficient ceremony practice at this level. Dependencies between design elements are specified in Confluence tool at higher abstraction level. Proper abstraction level for dependency analysis are needed to be specified. A matrix structure are needed to be developed to view the impact of requirements on design elements and the relations among design elements themselves. An efficient approach to evaluate dependencies among design elements should be defined and decided approach are needed to be applied the whole system. (such as Dependency Structure Matrixes)

Construction Aspect - 3\textsuperscript{rd} Level:

Incorporate agile engineering practices to the aspect practices: This practice is fully achieved because of the following adaptations: Team applies the rules of coding standards. Code and design reviews are being performed through Crucible tool for major, risky or significant development activities. Refactoring issues are opened after the reviews. Test Driven Development is preferred in some cases. It is kept optional in development teams. Code is covered with unit tests.

In some cases, teams need to develop quick solutions or hot fixes which may result in technical dept. Recovering from the technical dept is the responsibility of the developer who develops it. There is no specific mechanism to control it. Our suggestion is to improve the ability to manage technical dept. Static code analysis and code reviews may be utilized to identify technical depts.

Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity: SVN tool and check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used for version control. “Sonar” tool is being used for static code analysis. “Crucible” tool is being used for peer code review. “Gliffy” tool are preferred for design development. “Eclipse” is used for code development.
Learning Attribute Achievements:

All team members are involved in coding and unit testing practices. Every team member has right to change the code. Collaboration among team members are seen in development activities as well. Developers select their own tasks to work except for the ones that require specialties.

Test Driven Development and Database trainings were taken by everyone in the team. People share their knowledge and learn from each other.

Code quality metrics are kept and evaluated through Sonar tool. Code coverage for each module is one of the monitored metrics.

Transition Aspect-Case 2: The appraisal results showed that the Transition aspect is at Level 3- Effective. Among sixteen practices, fourteen practices are rated as fully achieved and two practices are largely achieved. Transition aspect is the most successful aspect of Project #2. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the evaluation of this aspect and improvement suggestions for the practices that are largely achieved.

Transition Aspect-1st Level:

The practices that are described in Level 1 also meet the expectations and requirements of Level 2 and Level 3 for transition aspect.

Creating and Managing the Workspace: Code is under configuration control. There are three branches in the development environment. These are “development (trunk)”, “test” and “production”. Check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used to change the code. Code is labeled and versioned with every change. Code cannot be committed without commenting. Change sets in SVN are linked to the issue items on Jira that means the reason to change code is known.

Integrating the Code: Code sets are being integrated in the “development” environment after they are developed in developers’ local computers. It is a good idea to perform physical code configuration control to audit the changes in the code before the build.

Deploying the solution: At the end of each day, developed solutions are being deployed to an application server. In this application server all automated GUI tests are run all through the night. Automated reports are generated obtained for these automated GUI tests. Code packets is automatically deployed to trunk and test branches, however, it is preferred to deploy to the production environment manually to control database changes and reduce risks. Redeployment because of errors rarely occurs.

Testing the integrated solution: Automated tests are run every night. These tests are developed by team members in Rannorex tool. In addition to automated tests manual exploratory tests are performed. The bug report created by Rannorex tool, examined every day by the team leaders or a delegated person. The reason of the bug is specified and issue record is opened in Jira tool if it is required.
Transition Aspect-2nd Level:

Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Team members share the same room and effectively communicate. Information radiators that are usually utilized to specify the person who commits to the mainline can be used.

Team balances the adaptive work and predictive work for transition activities by applying continuous integration strategy. There is also a continuous testing process.

Acceptance tests in which the customer is involved are performed only for new modules or new pages where the development process may take longer than a month. In these cases, teams obtain early feedback from the customer and do not wait until the module or development of new page finishes. Balancing the flow of the work is achieved.

Transition Aspect - 3rd Level:

Incorporate agile engineering practices to the aspect practices: TDD and continuous integration activities are performed consistently. Tests are run continuously. Automated regression tests suite exists. No manual tests are performed except for the exploratory tests.

Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity: It is ensured that codebase is working or not with the usage of Jenkins tool. Jenkins tool checks the code with every 5 seconds, if a new committed code arrives, it compiles the code, runs unit tests and integration tests, and emails the problems to team leaders related to the integration. Ranorex tool is utilized for development of automated tests. Confluence tool for information sharing.

Transition aspect’s metrics are collected and monitored over Jenkins tool. For example, the number of the successful and failed builds. There is a continuous improvement in the organization. Formerly a separate test team run functional tests manually. However, it was observed that this is so demotivating for computer engineers. Then this approach was abandoned and decided everyone to involve in development and testing activities and quitting manual tests.

Here to mention that we don’t share the same positive evidences and findings that intersect with previous aspects.

Management Aspect-Case 2: The appraisal results showed that the Management aspect is at Level 3- Effective. Among eighteen practices, fourteen practices are rated as fully achieved and six practices are largely achieved. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the evaluation of this aspect and improvement suggestions for the practices that are largely achieved.

Management Aspect-1st Level:

At the beginning of the project a comprehensive feasibility study was performed. Technical challenges were specified, effort and budget were estimated at a high level. The purpose of the project was identified and project charter was developed. In addition
a contract was developed and signed with the customer. The contract has been a living
document throughout the project.

While forming the team, it was one of the critical factors for Project #2 that everyone can
involve coding activities. Personal specialties are taken into account while forming the
teams like database specialists, configuration management specialists.

Internal stakeholders are aware of the agile values and principles. Customers are not
directly informed about agile processes or principles. However, they are involved in the
processes as discussed previously. The importance of the feedback obtained from the
customer may be emphasized more clearly. By this way latencies may be eliminated in
the approval procedures.

Establishing the physical workspace: Offices are open and sometimes the environment
can be very loudly. There is not enough room to get rest and sit and drink your coffee.
There is enough air and light in the environment. Physical workspace conditions can be
improved. Quite workspaces can be arranged for the team members who needs privacy.
A consensus may be established for being more quite.

Planning: A high level plan was established following the contract. ISBSG data set and
COCOMO approach was used to estimate the effort and schedule. Effort and budget were
updated based on the new information and improvements. Schedule includes the start
and deployment dates of modules. Project managers transmits the information to the
development team. From this moment, technical team leaders are responsible from the
internal planning activities. Daily activities are coordinated through daily stand-up
meetings within the teams. A bottom approach for effort and schedule estimation based
on historical data of the organization would be more reliable.

Estimating the work items: Teams perform story point estimation and apply poker
planning approach to estimate the job to be done within an iteration. Story points (SP)
(completed SP vs remaining SP) are updated regularly through daily standup meetings.

At the beginning of the project, it is necessary to record actual effort values to Jira to
identify if the team meets the estimation. However, this approach was abandoned since
the estimations are more accurate. Features are re-estimated when change occurs. In
order to construct a reliable historical dataset for size and effort, actual data are needed
to be regularly recorded.

Progress of the teams are monitored through meetings performed daily or 3 times a
week (changes based on the team). There are teams who are consistently applying the
velocity of the team though Burn-down charts. Technical team leaders inform the project
managers about the progress. Project monitoring meetings are performed with every 2
to 3 months with the customer.

Project risks are not tracked regularly. When a risk realized, a person is assigned to it.
Risk monitoring approaches are needed to be evaluated. Risks may be tracked over Jira.
Management Aspect - 2nd Level:
Managerial tasks or documents do not prevent and cause lateness in development activities. Project managers are responsible for the development of required plans, reports or else. Balanced is achieved.

Management Aspect - 3rd Level:
Effort and size is estimated. Planning and monitoring are performed continuously. Jira, Confluence and MS Project tools are utilized for the conduct of management aspect practices. Collaboration among team members are seen in planning and estimation activities. Estimation at low level is performed by each team member. Management aspect’s activities are followed through measures. Deviations between planned vs actual effort and size are two of them.

4.2.2.3. 3rd Case Study: Organization L, Project #3
Organization L is the largest independent software company in Turkey. With its various products, organization L serves for 1.300.000 end users and 170.000 companies. It is located in Gebze, Turkey. In the scope of this assessment we evaluated the aspects of an ERP product developed on Windows infrastructure. Due to the confidentiality issues, the name and the scope of the assessed organization and project are kept private. We named the assessed project as “Project #3”.

Project team includes 19 full-time employees. Since the beginning of the project, 2005, approximately 6 million LOC have been developed with Pascal language on Delphi platform. The iteration length of Project #3 is 7 week-long. For the development of ERP system, business needs and requirements are obtained from both internal and external customers. The project team includes one product owner, one scrum master, one business analyst, eleven developers divided into two teams and five testers. There is no project manager role in the team.

In the scope of this case study we assessed aspects of Project #3 through interviews. The assessment was performed with the scrum master, the product development manager and the product owner over skype in 4 hour-time. The assessment took 20 person-hours in total. After the assessment we specified the findings for aspects and presented the findings in a face to face meeting where six people were involved including the product development manager, test team manager, software development director of the organization, product owner, scrum master and a tester. We found change to observe a sample of direct evidences related to the aspects before the presentation.

The functional domain of the Project #3, is classified as the “Non-Specific (Complex) System” based on CHAR group method [96].

Findings of Case Study 3: Figure 14 gives the colored schema of the assessment ratings to capture the detailed results at a glance. Each column refers to the practices of AgilityMod. Colors and numbers in each cell refer to the achieved levels of these practices.
are in agile. The results of the appraisal show that Exploration and Construction aspects

3. EFFECTIVE

Before we conducted the appraisal in project #3, the scrum master of project #3 had presented their agile methodology in a national conference, claiming that how good they are in agile. The results of the appraisal show that Exploration and Construction aspects are at Lean level whereas Transition aspect is at Ah-Hoc level and Management Aspects is at Effective level for Project #3. Figure 15 displays the achieved level of each aspect in the bar chart view. Their adjusted methodology of agile actually stands on Scrum method. That’s way they are good at performing management aspect practices. They are frustrated about the assessment results. We can’t say that they are doing agile the overall, but they are managing the project in an agile way and there are lots of improvement opportunities for them in other aspect. Figure 15 displays the achieved level of each aspect in the bar chart view.

We specify the assessment findings below for each aspect and each agility level. The full assessment report is provided in [97].

Exploration Aspect-Case 3: The assessment results showed that the Exploration aspect of Case 3 is at Level 2- Lean. Among sixteen practices, five practices are rated as fully achieved, eight practices are largely achieved and three is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Exploration Aspect - 1st Level:

Capturing customer and business needs: The product developed in the scope of Project #3 is a living product. Released versions of the product are being used by the business partners and end users. Addition of new features to the product and maintenance jobs
are managed in parallel. New requests or bugs are obtained from end users and business partners through an internally developed software tool. In addition, request may be delivered via a call center and e-mail. When needed, business analysts meet with the business partners and detail “new” type of requests to understand the needs better. In addition, competitor products are evaluated to identify new development opportunities.

*Elaborating requirements artifacts:* The requests and requirements are elaborated by business analysts. Large-sized requests are divided into phases or modules. Elaboration of a group of requests may take a full sprint long which is a sign of a problem. Mock-up screens and detailed specifications are developed. Business analysts are responsible from the development of relational database structure. Developer use this relational database structure as a base for coding practices. Non-functional requirements are transformed into user stories or scenarios. All items are needed to be elaborated at a similar level of granularity. When the elaboration activities took a sprint long, the cycle turns to a mini-waterfall life cycle.

*Detecting and resolving conflicts of requirements artifacts:* Developers and business analysts communicate on requirements artifacts to resolve any conflicting issue. The requirement documents are reviewed by product development managers and product owners. When a problem is identified, documents are updated accordingly.

Dependencies among requirement items and business rules are established in Jira tool.

*Managing the requirement artifacts:* Defects and new development type requests are included in the backlog type list in Jira. Items are maintained in Jira as “issues”. “The list” may contain items at different granularity level. The items on the list are groomed with every sprint planning meeting.

The changes in requirements are managed via Jira tool. A new issue is opened to the Jira when a change is induced and an email sent to analysis group to review the new item. All related parties are needed to be informed about the change, not just the assigned person and the analysis group. Face to face communication is the best approach to be informed in these situations. The impact of the changed artifact in terms of effort and schedule is needed to be specified.

*Making requirements artifacts visible to everyone:* "Issue" type items can be queried and listed based on the type of the planned release version of the product on Jira tool. However, the “product backlog” and “sprint backlog” are needed to be made visible to everyone in the prioritized order.

Even if the described scenario above for exploration aspect show problematic areas, these activities meet the requirements of first level agility.

**Exploration Aspect-2nd Level:**

Exploration aspect activities are performed in an iterative and incremental way. However, some requirement analysis activities may take a sprint-long and feedback are obtained after a 7 weeks analysis process. Therefore we cannot talk about a fast feedback cycle and consistency in exploration aspect activities.
In terms of communication efficiency; the team performs weekly scrum meetings to discuss the situation of the ongoing tasks. Sprint planning meetings in which the product owner, business analysts and the team leaders are involved are performed. A developer is invited to these meetings each time. Customers are informed before and after their request are developed and deployed.

Teams are formed based on functionalities and work in separate rooms. As far as we observed the communication interfaces are very limited and teams mostly communicate over documents. Therefore we suggest the elaboration of communication ways.

**Balancing the predictive and adaptive work:** Requirement specification documents are developed in detail, reviewed by product development managers and then coding activities start for new development type, large-sized issues. For bugs and small issues developer do not have to wait much. Instead of waiting for all requirements to complete, requirements can be moved to the product line. Detailed documents are in the trade-off between verbal and written communication.

**Employing minimally sufficient ceremony in exploration aspect activities:** Requirement specification documents are reviewed by product development managers and product owner from functional and technical perspectives. Review procedures may take 1-week long. Processes are evaluated and improvement actions are taken to eliminate heavyweight procedures. Formal approval mechanisms may slowdown the move to the development process and lessen agility.

**Exploration Aspect-3rd Level:**

**Incorporating agile engineering methods/practices and tools into exploration aspect practices:** Backlog type item list is maintained and groomed regularly with every sprint planning meeting. However, requirements are not defined in a consistent format. In addition, appropriateness of requirements to INVEST criteria (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable) are needed to be evaluated. Utilized backlog structure in Jira needs to be elaborated. One of the Jira plug-ins can be utilized to specify requirements on Jira. Issues and requirements can be directly linked over Jira.

**Supporting collaborative work and shared responsibility:** The interview we conducted with product owner who is the head of business analysis team and the product development manager showed that two teams have their own concerns and not moving together towards a shared goal. Business analysts specify every detail in requirements even the database relations. It was felt that developers have a tendency to throw the responsibility to analysts when an issue occurs. These are negative evidences for the collaboration among team members.

**Agile leadership:** Product development managers and product owners assign the tasks to other team members. At the best scenario, it is suggested every team member select their own tasks from an issue pool rather than the assignment of tasks from managers.

When a problem or error occurred, the person responsible from the mistake is invited and asked about the problem without blaming. The purpose is to understand the reason of the problem and discover improvement suggestions.
Organizational learning: Actions are taken to improve exploration aspect activities. An organizational training strategy is available in the organization. All employees are given trainings about the foundations of agile software development and each new employee obtain the same training. All product owners took external Scrum trainings. Lessons learned are kept in a wiki-based web page and regularly updated.

Metrics related to the exploration aspect activities such as planned and completed story points are collected and monitored regularly.

Construction Aspect - Case 3: The assessment results showed that the Construction aspect of Case 3 is at Level 2- Lean. Among fourteen practices, five practices are rated as fully achieved, six practices are largely achieved and two is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Construction Aspect - 1st Level:

For elaboration of work items, business analysts provide detailed information before development. In terms of design exploration, developers perform technical search activities based on experiences. Dependencies between design elements are not specified. Modeling options at high level and detailed level design are needed to be elaborated. Alternative design (not GUI) solutions are needed to be evaluated.

Pascal language is utilized for coding standards are applied to improve the code quality. It is suggested to evaluate efficiency of the code comments for the clarity that may be required in maintenance phase of the project.

Developers tests the correctness of the code through manual graphical user interface tests.

Construction Aspect - 2nd Level:

Construction aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Weekly scrum meetings are conducted within the development team.

Team balances the adaptive work and predictive work for design and development activities. Risk evaluation of design is not performed in a formal way. Risk evaluation activities on design are needed to be conducted regularly.

Static code analysis to check the conformance to coding standards are performed regularly to support balancing the flow of the work. Dependencies between design elements, are specified based on experiences. Proper abstraction level for dependency analysis are needed to be specified. A matrix structure are needed to be developed to view the impact of requirements on design elements and the relations among design elements themselves. An efficient approach to evaluate dependencies among design elements should be defined and decided approach are needed to be applied the whole system. (i.e. Dependency Structure Matrixes)
Construction Aspect - 3rd Level:

Technical Excellence Attribute:

Incorporating agile engineering practices to the aspect practices: Team applies the rules of coding standards. Static code analysis is performed. However, code is not refactored continuously and regularly. Unit tests are not developed by developers.

Ability to manage technical dept are needed to be improved. To be able to perform refactoring continuously software should be supported with unit tests. Code and design reviews can be performed through Crucible tool for major, risky or significant development activities. Refactoring issues might be opened after the design reviews. Code coverage can be calculated after unit tests are written.

Integrating tools to construction aspect to improve the productivity: An SVN tool and check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used for version control of code. "Sonar" tool is being used for static code analysis. "Crucible" tool can be used for peer code review. "Gliffy" tool can be preferred for design development.

Learning Attribute:

Development team is responsible for coding activities. It mentioned that there is collaboration among development team members. Code quality metrics are kept and evaluated through Sonar tool. Code coverage for each module is one of the significant metric that needs to be maintained.

Transition Aspect-Case 3: The assessment results showed that the Transition aspect of Case 3 is at Level 1- Ad-Hoc. Among fifteen practices, five practices are rated as fully achieved, six practices are largely achieved and five is partially achieved. Transition aspect of project #3 is the one that needs most improvement among other aspects. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Transition Aspect-1st Level:

Code is under configuration control. There is no multiple branches in the system. All development is conducted over a single mainline. Check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used. Code is labeled and versioned with every change. Code cannot be committed without commenting. Change sets in SVN are linked to the issue items on Jira that means the reason to change code is clear.

Code sets are being integrated in the “mainline” environment after they are developed in developers’ local computers. Developers are encouraged to commit at least once a day. However, this depends on the developer. New development type issues may take to integrate longer. At this level, our suggestion is to perform physical code configuration control to audit the changes in the code before the build.

Deployment of the solution: The code in mainline is compiled and sent to the testers two times a day. Code is automatically deployed to different environments with a single operation.
Testing the integrated solution: Test activities start after coding activities are finished. Testers start to write test cases after that time. Manual functional tests are run by testers. Manual start-up tests are run after deployment.

Teams are informed about the situation of transition activities with communication.

Supporting documentation are developed and published to the customers on website.

Transition Aspect-2<sup>nd</sup> Level:

Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Product owner involves in acceptance when he needs. At the end of every iteration product owner are needed to be involved in acceptance activities (i.e. sprint review meetings). Test and development team work at different rooms that needs to be rethought.

There is a significant problem in balancing the flow of the work in transition activities. Testing process starts right after the coding activities are completed. However, testers are needed to be involved in the development process at earlier stages. (Parallel to coding activities). Writing automated tests is suggested to achieve the balance and improve code quality. Efficiency of testing activities are needed to be elaborated more.

Transition Aspect-3<sup>rd</sup> Level:

Code is not continuously integrated. Automated functional test suite does not exist. Transition activities are needed to be made visible to everyone. Tools may be utilized for this purpose. Automated integration tests are needed to be developed. Automated functional test suite are needed to be developed and improved continuously. Unit tests and automated test are needed to be run with every commit.

The status of the code base are needed to be tracked over tools. Tools are needed to be utilized for continuous integration and test automation.

In order to improve collaborative working, we suggest to gather test and development team members in the same office. Improvement actions are needed to be taken to improve transition activities. We suggest performance of retrospective studies regularly. Metrics are needed to be collected to observe the problematic areas of transition aspect.

Management Aspect-Case 3: The assessment results showed that the Management aspect of Case 3 is at Level 3- Effective. Among eighteen practices, thirteen practices are rated as fully achieved, five practices are largely achieved. Below we present our finding, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Management Aspect-1<sup>st</sup> Level:

Project #3’s vision was defined in strategy meetings, revised every year and known by every employee in the team. Strategic decisions about the products are stored in Jira. These records are also updated when the development related to these strategic decisions is completed for strategic decisions. Teams are formed based on the functionalities. People work dedicated to the project.
All internal stakeholders are aware of the agile values and principles. Agile trainings are performed to improve agile awareness among the team members. Offices are quite. Sport and music activities can be performed lunch time or after work.

Planning activities: The number of sprints and deployment dates are planned at the beginning of the year. Two weeks before the each sprint product development managers calculates the capacity of their teams and inform the product owner. Product owner prioritizes the backlog and decides which items to be included in the sprint based on the given capacity. Stand-up meetings are performed on weekly basis.

Teams perform story point estimation. Estimation is done at managerial level. Two development team leader and an analyst discuss about the size of the items. Test team leader does not involve these meetings. Progresses of the teams (velocity) are monitored daily through burn-down charts. Risk are evaluated as an internalized way. Preventive or corrective actions are taken. Risk monitoring approaches are needed to be evaluated. Risks may be tracked over Jira.

Management Aspect-2nd Level:

Management aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Teams effectively communicate in planning and estimation activities. Managerial tasks or documents do not prevent and cause lateness in development activities. Sprint planning activities are performed two weeks before the start of each sprint. Informal procedures are applied for the approval of management decisions.

Management Aspect 3rd Level:

Planning and monitoring are performed continuously. Size and effort are estimated. However, estimations are made managerial level. Developers’ opinion are needed to be obtained for effort estimation. Test team leader may involve the estimation meetings of development teams to obtain idea about the items. Jira tool is utilized for the conduct of management aspect practices.

Management aspect’s activities are followed through measures. Deviations between planned vs actual effort and size are two of them. Velocity of the team is monitored instantaneously and corrective actions are taken when a problem is observed.

4.2.2.4. 4th Case Study: Organization I, Project #4

Organization I is a solution provider for information and communication technologies in local and global market. It is located in Ankara, Turkey. Due to confidentiality issues, the name and the scope of the assessed project are kept private. We name the assessed project as “Project #4”. Project #4 includes 4 software developers, 1 test engineer, 1 product manager and 3 part-time business analysts. There is no specific project manager in the project.

The project started in April 2014. Since the beginning of the project, 600KLOC has been developed. The product is being developed on PHP language. Iteration length varies between 15 days to 30 days. There is no consistency in iteration lengths. This is a
software product which internal dynamics had impact on the product idea and there is no external customer.

In the scope of this case study we assessed aspects of project #4 through interviews. Because of high confidentiality issues, we couldn’t able to observe the direct evidences from the project. We performed the assessment in three-hour time with a product manager, a software team leader and a test engineer one by one. Total effort for appraisal is 6 hours.

The functional domain of the assessed project, is classified as the “Information System” based on CHAR group method [96].

Findings of Case Study 4: Figure 16 gives the colored schema of the assessment ratings to capture the detailed results at a glance. Each column refers to the practices of AgilityMod. The color codes and numbers in each cell refer to the achieved levels of these practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects/Practices</th>
<th>1. AD-HOC</th>
<th>2. LEAN</th>
<th>3. EFFECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORATION</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>AP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP4</td>
<td>AP5</td>
<td>AP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP7</td>
<td>AP8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>GPa 2.1.1</td>
<td>GPa 2.2.1</td>
<td>GPa 3.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPa 2.1.2</td>
<td>GPa 2.2.2</td>
<td>GPa 3.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPa 2.2.2</td>
<td>GPa 3.2.2</td>
<td>GPa 3.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPa 3.3.2</td>
<td>GPa 3.4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>AP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP4</td>
<td>AP5</td>
<td>AP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP7</td>
<td>AP8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16 Rating of Each Practice for Case 4

Project team prefers to adapt agile practices into their processes to obtain rapid feedback for a novel project. Two members of the team had formerly worked on agile projects. Other members are new to the agile processes, values and principles. At the beginning they agree on the iteration length and start with some of the scrum practices. One of the major problems in project #4 is that a common perception among team members for agile principles and values is not established. The appraisal results showed that the best-applied aspect is Construction which is at the second agility level: Lean. Exploration and Transition aspects are at Ad-Hoc level. Finally, the Management aspect is at Not Implemented level. Figure 17 displays the achieved level of each aspect in the bar chart view.

Figure 17 Rating of Each Practice of Case 4
Below, we specify the assessment findings based on AgilityMod_v3.0 for each aspect and each agility level. The full assessment report is provided in [97].

Exploration Aspect-Case 4: The assessment results showed that the Exploration aspect of Case 4 is at Level 1- Ad-Hoc. Among sixteen practices, four practices are rated as fully achieved, nine practices are largely achieved and three is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Exploration Aspect - 1st Level:

Capturing customer and business needs: The project has emerged from the company's interior dynamics, and the software requirements are determined by the development team. Once the requirements are formed, they are defined as "epic" on the Jira tool.

In terms of elaboration, the business needs which are defined as "epic", are detailed in the "user story" level. Use case is also used occasionally in the project. However, we couldn't evaluate the adequacy of the defined units since we are not allowed to see original evidences. Therefore the compatibility of the requirements with INVEST (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable) criteria should be evaluated. The non-functional system requirements are needed to be defined on the system as epics or user stories.

In case of incompatibilities in requirements, the team communications over Jira tool, although they are in the same room. Communication channels are used as required. Dependencies among requirement items are evaluated based on personal experiences. There is a need to specify functional dependencies among the requirement items.

Managing the requirements artifacts: Backlog is present on Jira. The specifications to be developed are classified in predefined phases. The value of the item plays an impact on the prioritization of the backlog items. Prioritization is done on the beginning of each sprint. Whenever a change on the existing requirements is defined, a new issue is created on Jira for major changes; the existing issue is updated for minor changes. The created issue is assigned to the "scrum master", and the scrum master directs the issue to the related developer. The scrum master is undertaken the role of the product owner. However, it is advised to avoid this role slippage in Scrum method. When a change on requirements is required on any stage of the process, we suggest a quick review of the change with whole team face to face rather than discussions conducted on the tool. This way, it would be much more efficient and effective than being informed from the system.

Team uses the KanBan board view in Jira. In addition to KanBan board, the backlog that is ordered by priorities are needed to be made visible.

Exploration Aspect – 2nd Level:

Exploration aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. However, iterations are not periodic. Whole team members work in the same physical environment. Daily meetings are only performed among developers, business analysts should also participate in these meetings to improve collaboration and communication.
The requirements are prepared in the preceding sprints. Requirements are peer-reviewed and confirmed using Jira tool. However, it was mentioned that the requirements or change requests may wait long on Jira until being confirmed. It is possible that a change request may be left unnoticed. In order to speed up the process, effective communication channels need to be used.

**Exploration Aspect – 3rd Level:**

Incorporating engineering practices and tools into exploration aspect activities: Requirements are sometimes defined as user stories, and sometimes as use cases. Consistency needs to be maintained on the requirement forms. Jira tool is being used for tracking and managing the requirements.

Business analysts are responsible from requirements development and analysis activities. There is a need to improve the collaboration and shared responsibility with other team members for exploration aspect activities.

In case of a mistake made by a team member, a light penalty method is applied. Precautions are taken to prevent the occurrence of the mistake again, after resolving the issue. In agile methodologies, rather than penalizing the people, the root-cause analyzes should be done to investigate the cause of the mistake and precautions should be taken to improve the process accordingly. Conduct of regular meetings on process evaluation provide early detection of errors in the processes.

In organization I, there is no specific carrier plan for employees. Individuals learn and improve by their own efforts. An organizational training strategy needs to be developed. Lessons learned for exploration aspect need to be recorded. We suggest the establishment of a knowledge platform for such purposes. All team member especially new comers to the team need to be trained about agile principles and values and the way the things are done in project #4.

Exploration aspect needs improvement. It is suggested to perform retrospective meetings after every sprint to evaluate the positive and negative implementations. In order to specify the problematic areas well, we suggest the establishment of a measurement infrastructure.

**Construction Aspect- Case 4:** The assessment results showed that the Construction aspect of Case 4 is at Level 2 - Lean. Among fourteen practices, two practices are rated as fully achieved, nine practices are largely achieved and three is partially achieved. Below we present our finding, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

**Construction Aspect - 1st Level:**

The work items are elaborated and detailed by business analysts before the development. Mock-ups may be developed. All elaboration activities are done on paper. As the details about the requirements are revealed, they should be updated on Jira in order to form a base for the test activities. Testers complain about the insufficiency of requirement descriptions.
While exploring the design in sprint planning meetings, dependencies among design elements are taken into consideration. Personal experience of developers play a significant role in this evaluation. Alternative designs (we mean conceptual and detailed design) needs to be evaluated in these meetings. Establishing a dependency structure to observe the design elements affecting each other would provide much value to processes. We suggest evaluation of the impact of new requirement items on the system architecture. In addition, it is better to be sure that the design satisfies both functional and non–functional requirements in advance by using approaches like prototyping.

Coding is done using PHP. The change-sets are attached to the user stories or tasks on Jira. The reasons for changing the code are known with this approach. Coding standards needs to be clearly defined and applied.

Developers ensure the correctness of the code through manual graphical user interface tests. Code review is done occasionally. Effectiveness of these manual tests should be evaluated.

*Construction Aspect 2\textsuperscript{nd} Level*:

Construction aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Whole team works in the same room, which enables the establishment of an effective face-to-face communication.

In terms of balancing predictive and adaptive work, code is reviewed occasionally before functional tests. We suggest the review of the code consistently on a regular basis. Static code analysis approach may be preferred for dynamic control of the code standards.

Approval and decision-making mechanisms for design and coding activities are operated informally. An effective mechanism for continuous evaluation of the dependencies between design elements should be established.

*Construction Aspect 3\textsuperscript{rd} Level*:

Unit tests should be coded in the scope of developer tests. Test driven development approach may be adopted to obtain fast feedback and establish a more reliable system. Code needs to be refactored regularly. For continuous refactoring, the system should be supported with unit tests. Code and design should be updated especially after hot fixes to prevent technical dept.

GIT tool is used for code development and version control. “Crucible” tool can be used for peer code review. "Gliffy” tool can be preferred for design development. UML approach may be preferred for the design. These tools can work compatible to Jira.

There is collaboration among team members, however, no shared responsibility since each employee has a specific role and responsibility.

Experiences on the design and coding should be transferred into organizational knowledge.
**Transition Aspect-Case 4:** The assessment results showed that the Transition aspect of Case 4 is at Level 1- Ad-Hoc. Among fifteen practices, seven practices are rated as fully achieved, four practices are largely achieved and four is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

**Transition Aspect-1st Level:**

*Integration, deployment and configuration control:* Development and test activities are performed in the same branch. Code's configuration control is established. Check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used. DB scripts and versions of 3rd party libraries are known for each release. When a code is changed, tasks are linked with change-sets on Jira. Therefore, code is changed in a controlled manner. However, especially for the correction of emergent bugs, code (change-sets) may be attached with unrelated items and changed without a control. This type of change may cause the deployment of code parts without testing.

Code pieces that are developed in parallel are merged in the development environment. Code is deployed to the production environment automatically, which is an aspect of PHP language.

*Testing the integrated solution:* Test activities start after coding activities are finished. Testers start to write test cases after that time. In cases of incomplete or ambiguous requirements, the developers and analysts (which is present at the same room), clarifies the requirements with face-to-face communication. Manual functional tests are run by testers. Test activities are not planned at the beginning of the sprints. Bugs found during the tests are recorded to Jira.

After the elaboration of the requirements, issues, epics, user stories are needed to be updated on Jira. Test activities are needed to be planned.

*Making the progress visible:* The state of the developed attributes (epic or user story) can be followed on the dashboard present on the Jira. However, the state of the integration activities, and the status of the mainline needs to be visible to all team members.

**Transition Aspect-2nd Level:**

Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally.

Test preparation activities starts parallel to the coding activities. The changes on the requirements made after the establishment of the test cases lead to idle test cases, or repetition of the test effort. Requirements need to be stable within a sprint. Test cases should be updated after requirement changes. An infrastructure should be established where test cases can be updated easily on the system.

It is possible to eliminate the repetition of the manual tests by coding the unit test at the point where the bug is found. With this approach, not only the test coverage can be increased, but manual test can be avoided as well. (This is the leanest approach)
Transition Aspect-3rd Level:

Continuous integration approach needs to be used since code development and testing activities are performed in the same environment. Continuous integration (keeping the code in a working state, compilation of the whole application with every commit and running all the unit and automated tests at the background) should be performed after the system is supported with automatic tests and unit tests.

Tools are widely used for the conduct of the transition aspect activities.

Newcomers should be given process and field trainings. Experience on the integration and test areas needs to be transferred into an organizational knowledge center. Metrics on test, integration and deployment activities needs to be tracked. Deviations in these processes should be recorded and assessed.

Management Aspect-Case 4: The appraisal results showed that the Management aspect is at Level 0- Not implemented. Among eighteen practices, eight practices are rated as fully achieved and five practices are largely achieved, four practices are partially achieved, one practice is not achieved. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the evaluation of this aspect and improvement suggestions for the practices.

Management Aspect-1st Level:

At the beginning of the project a feasibility study was performed and product vision was determined. Project vision should be updated regularly to in the light of technological improvements, etc. Documentation to be developed in the scope of the project should be determined.

An agile awareness is not established among the stakeholders. Agile perception is based on past experiences of the team members in agile software development. All stakeholders need to be informed about agile values and principles and a common view should be established.

Physical work space is compatible with the suggestions of the agile approaches. “Quiet working rooms” can be built in which team members can work when they need.

Daily activities are coordinated in the scope of “daily scrum meeting”. These meetings are held only by software development team. There is a need of all team members join daily standup meetings.

Size and effort should be estimated for work products. An estimation approach should be determined. AE: story point estimation, cosmic measurement... If these metrics are defined on Jira, it would be easier to get the metrics (i.e velocity of the team)

Project progress is just monitored on a daily basis over the completed tasks. As the number of completed tasks is not a sufficient parameter, it would be better to monitor the velocity of the team, the size of the completed and remaining tasks. That would make the work visible.

Management Aspect-2nd Level:
Estimation, planning and monitoring activities are performed iteratively and incrementally.

Decision making should be done at the last stage as much as possible to wait until the variables are clear.

Process assessment meetings needs to be made regularly, and the non-value added practices should be removed from the processes.

**Management Aspect 3rd Level:**

Agile approaches needs to be utilized for work effort and size estimation.

Jira tool is used for project management. Activities are followed on Kanban application of Jira.

Experience on the projects/product management should be transferred to an organizational knowledge center. A process measurement infrastructure should be established.

In the project the risk assessment activities are done for the hardware and software tools to be used. However, risk assessment is not performed on a regular basis.

### 4.2.2.5. 5th Case Study: Organization C, Project #5

Company ‘C’ is working on internet security domain. They develop products with the purpose of securing information on internet, securing websites and e-commerce applications and personal computers. ‘C’ is an international company, doing business over 100 countries, with its 25 million end users, and over 7000 business partners.

Product #5 is a digital advertisement sharing platform. It is in use and new versions of the product are being deployed continuously. The purpose of the project is to ensure the security of the advertisements and deliver harmless and focused advertisements to end users. The project includes 22 employees. There are 3 different development teams. On top of every team, there is a program manager, a scrum master for each of the teams, 4 testers, 13 developers and 1 architect. Apart from these members, there are product managers, which can be thought as product owners, living in USA and Turkey. Theta is built upon a legacy code. Java, PHP and Phyton languages are being used for different modules of the product. The project includes big data analyzes performed with the tools Cassandra and Hadoop. Scrum is being used for project management activities. Theta is built iteratively. Each iteration takes 3 weeks.

In the scope of this case study we assessed aspects of project Theta through interviews and direct observation of the evidences. The assessment was performed in three-hour time with the configuration manager and the quality assurance manager who is also scrum master. Interviews took 6 person-hours in total.

The functional domain of the assessed project, is classified as the “Complex Data-Driven Control System” based on CHAR group method [96]. The functional domain has been specified by program manager of the project #5.
Findings of Case Study 5: Figure 18 gives the colored schema of the assessment ratings to capture the detailed results at a glance. Each column refers to the practices of AgilityMod. Colors and numbers in each cell refer to the achieved levels of these practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASPECT</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>1: AD-HOC</th>
<th>2: LEAN</th>
<th>3: EFFECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORE</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>GP 2.1.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GP 2.1.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GP 2.2.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GP 2.2.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSITION</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18 Rating of Each Practice of Case 5

Project #5 has been the one of the most successful projects based on the assessment results among six case studies. All of the practices of exploration and management aspects are rated as fully achieved. Construction aspect is at Level 3 by having only 3 largely achieved practices. The weakest aspect of project #5 is “Transition” aspect which is at level 2: Lean. The major improvement areas of this project are achieving continuous integration, continuous delivery and increasing unit test coverage and automated test ratio, refactoring continuously and managing technical dept better.

We specify the assessment findings below for each aspect and each agility level. The full assessment report is provided in [97].

Exploration Aspect-Case 5: The appraisal results showed that the Exploration aspect is at Level 3- Effective. All of the sixteen practices are rated as fully achieved. Below we present the positive evidences related to the aspect practices and agility practices. The descriptions given below can be considered as good examples for an Effective level Exploration aspect.

Business needs are obtained from the product manager in USA over skype meetings. Product manager and product owners meet regularly. After the meetings performed over skype, product manager defines the business needs as “epics” in Atlassian’s Jira tool.
Epics are elaborated in the scope of grooming meetings by teams in Turkey. Elaborated epics are recorded as “user stories” in Jira tool by keeping the relation and dependencies between epics and user stories. User stories are written in the form of a “real” user story. In addition, each user story includes the acceptance criteria in itself. Non-functional requirements are also transformed into user stories and test scenarios.

In addition, sprint planning meetings are performed. In sprint planning 1, “what analysis” is performed. Product owner and program manager involve in these meetings. In sprint planning 2: user stories are detailed and estimated, acceptance criteria are written. Estimation approach has an impact on the elaboration of the requirements. Until small numbered cards are opened, elaboration of the items continue.

Conflicts on requirements are resolved in sprint planning and grooming meetings where all team members are involved. Product owner from USA also attends these meetings over skype.

Dependencies among epics and user stories are established in Jira tool. Backlog is managed through grooming meetings, performed every week (apart from sprint planning meetings). Changes are discussed in a change control board. Every team member is notified about the change. Risk and impact analyzes are performed.

The approach of the team is not accepting a change in the course of a sprint. However, urgent or important change requests (i.e. coming from CEO) are handled. This is also an issue which is assessed in quality audits. If a new item is added to the sprint, a penalty point is given to the team. Backlog is prioritized based on the business value of the item and technical complexity. High valued items are developed in the first order.

Jira’s dashboard view is being used to capture the situation of the ongoing tasks. The dashboard includes “backlog, new, in progress, done and verified” columns filled with issues in prioritized order. The product backlog and sprint backlog are also visible to everyone.

Exploration aspect activities are performed in an iterative and incremental way. Each

Communication interfaces are established between internal, external stakeholders. All team members come together and communicate on daily activities through daily stand-up meetings.

iteration is 3 month-long.

Frequent feedback is obtained from the customer. Whenever a major item is completed, a demo is displayed to the product manager. Team does not wait even 3 weeks to obtain feedback.

Communication matrix is kept to show the frequency of the communication between program managers in Turkey and product manager in USA. It is updated weekly. This approach aims to specify the relation between the requirement specification problems (decrease on specification of the items on the backlog is an indicator) and communication frequency.
Product manager involves sprint planning meetings. In addition, product backlog is groomed every week being independent from the upcoming sprint. This approach enables the achievement of the balance and flow of the requirements to the sprints without any interruption. Team spent two hours a week to elaboration activities. Since it is regular, the impact of this little time is significant.

Product features are reviewed by program managers and CEO over Confluence tool. Quality manager performs process audits based on the metrics obtained from the tools (over an item list) and discuss the results with program managers weekly. Improvement actions are taken based on the feedback.

Apart from these, whole team come together at the end of every sprint in retrospective meetings. Feedback is obtained from the team. What is best about this process, action items are opened when a new issue is emerged and assigned to a person over the Jira tool.

All team members are responsible from exploration activities. There is collaboration and shared responsibility in the team. Sophisticated people are selected to the team. Issues are submitted to “issue pool”, no assignment made except for the issues which require specialty. There is no specific project manager role in the team and no hierarchical structure. Teams are self-organized.

Continuous improvement is achieved in every cycle not only in project #5, but throughout the organization. All team members are trained when they come to the team for the first time about processes and the tools to be used (orientation training).

Exploration aspect activities are continuously monitored. Derived measures are calculated and displayed in the form of charts. All the measures are available through tools.

For example the increase rate of the items on the backlog is monitored through cumulative story diagrams.

**Construction Aspect-Case 5:** The appraisal results showed that the Construction aspect is at Level 3- Effective. Among fourteen practices, eleven practices are rated as fully achieved and three practices are largely achieved. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the case study and improvement suggestions for the practices that are largely achieved.

**Construction Aspect - 1st Level:**

For the elaboration of work items, team had meetings with product manager or program manager. Workflow diagrams are developed. UML diagram types are utilized. Team ensures that the design of the product meets the non-functional requirements through the proof of concepts. Alternative design solutions are evaluated before the development.

PHP, Phyton and Java programming languages are used for coding. Cassandra and Hadoop applications are used for business intelligence studies. Coding standards are
applied to improve the code quality. The system does not allow check-out of the code without writing a comment. The efficiency of the code comments are needed to be evaluated. This will increase the clarity of the code especially at the maintenance phase.

Developers tests the correctness of the code through unit tests and manual console tests.

**Construction Aspect 2nd Level:**

Coding activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. All members within a team come together and communicate on daily activities through daily stand-up meetings. Design decisions and code parts can be discussed and reviewed over Crucible tool. Everyone can comment on the code part and all comments are seen by other reviewers. After the review, final remarks can be done with a meeting.

Team balances the adaptive work and predictive work for design and development activities. Risk evaluation is performed in a formal way. Prototyping and proof of concept approaches are performed to quickly observe if the suggested solution works or not. Static code analysis to check the conformance to coding standards are performed regularly.

Dependencies between design elements, needs to be specified in a higher abstraction level. Proper abstraction level for dependency analysis are needed to be specified. A matrix structure are needed to be developed to view the impact of requirements on design elements and the relations among design elements themselves. An efficient approach to evaluate dependencies among design elements should be defined and decided approach are needed to be applied the whole system. (such as Dependency Structure Matrixes)

**Construction Aspect - 3rd Level:**

Team applies the rules of coding standards. Code is reviewed by peers. Test cases are also reviewed by peers. In addition to code reviews, design is reviewed.

The coverage ratio of the unit tests needs to be increased.

There is ability to manage technical dept to some level. Static code analysis and code reviews may be utilized to identify technical depts. Technical search activities are performed at a high component level. The impact of new arriving requirements on modules and a lower level module components are evaluated based on personal experiences. In some cases, team needs to develop quick solutions or hot fixes which may result in technical dept. Recovering from the technical dept is the responsibility of the developer who develops it. There is no specific mechanism to control it.

Code is refactored when needed. The next step should be continuous refactoring with the support of unit tests and automated integration tests. We suggest review of risky design parts. Refactoring issues might be opened after the reviews.

GIT tool and check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used for version control. "Sonar" tool is being used for static code analysis. "Gliffy“ tool is preferred for design development.
Code quality metrics are kept and evaluated through Sonar tool. Code coverage for each module is one of the monitored metrics.

**Transition Aspect-Case 5:** The appraisal results showed that the Transition aspect is at Level 2- Lean. Among sixteen practices, twelve practices are rated as fully achieved and three practices are largely achieved, one practice is partially achieved. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the evaluation of this aspect and improvement suggestions for the practices.

**Transition Aspect-1st Level**

Code is under configuration control. There are multiple branches: “development”, “release branches” and “master branch”. Check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used. Code is labeled and versioned with every change. The relation between the change-sets and the Jira items are established through commenting. Jira item number is added to the comment while check-out the code. Code cannot be committed without commenting.

Code sets are being integrated in the “development” environment after they are developed in developers’ local computers. Developers are encouraged to deliver the code to the “development” branch at least once a day. The works that exceeds two days delivery are labelled and the reasons are investigated. Physical code configuration control may be performed to audit the changes in the code before the build.

Build is taken automatically. It may be manual for necessary conditions. Deployment is performed automatically over scripts. Build errors are checked before deploying the solution (rebuild tests). Posts tests are run after the deployment to detect the errors.

Test cases are written based on acceptance criteria attached each of the user story. Performance and usability tests are performed in terms of the test of the non-functional requirements. Tests are run in two phases: informal and formal. In informal phase, that is the state in which all the tasks related to a user story is open, no bug is recorded during the tests, instead, the found bugs are added as comments into the user stories. In formal phase (2 days left to the deployment) user acceptance tests and regression tests are run and bugs are recorded.

Transition activities are made visible over Jenkins tool. The status of the code base can be tracked. Documentation decisions are taken at the beginning of the project and supporting documentation are developed using confluence tool.

**Transition Aspect-2nd Level:**

Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Testers are involved in the process at the planning phases. While developers writing codes, testers write test cases. Test cases are also reviewed. Studies related to establishing a continuous integration and continuous delivery have been started. The balance will be more achieved with continuous testing process.
Informal procedures are applied for the approval of transition decisions. Non-value added activities are eliminated from the processes through retrospective meetings.

**Transition Aspect - 3rd Level:**

Team members integrate at the least once a day to the development branch. However, since the infrastructure is not complete, the benefit is not fully achieved yet. We suggest improving the automated test suites and running all of them every night. At the best scenario, we suggest running no manual tests except for the exploratory tests.

Tools are effectively utilized for Transition aspect activities: Jenkins tool is used for continuous integration and batch processing. GIT tool is used for version control. Selenium tool is utilized for development of automated tests. Confluence tool for information sharing.

Transition aspect’s metrics can be collected and monitored over Jenkins tool. For example, the number of the successful and failed builds.

**Management Aspect-Case 5:** The appraisal results showed that the Management aspect is at Level 3- Effective. All of the eighteen practices are rated as largely achieved. Below we present the positive evidences obtained from the evaluation of this aspect. The descriptions given below can be considered as good examples for an Effective level Management aspect.

At the beginning of the project a feasibility study was performed. Product vision, roadmap and technical challenges are specified. For the documentation of vision and scope one page project data sheets can be preferred.

While forming the team, technical knowledge and experiences of people are taken into account. Not all the team members have same level of experience. All team has a technical background and have capability of involving coding activities.

Internal and external stakeholders are aware of the agile values and principles. High-level managers are one of the major drivers of agile adoption. They involve in the processes. Agile awareness of each team member is assessed periodically. Training needs are identified from the results of these assessments.

Planning is based on team velocity and story points and done in sprint planning 1 and 2 meetings. Team does the planning itself. Since the backlog is estimated based on story points and the velocity of the team is known, team knows how many sprints are needed to complete backlog items. Daily activities are coordinated through daily stand-up meetings within the teams. Scrum of scrum meetings are conducted among the teams in which the scrum masters and product managers involved.

Teams perform story point estimation and applies poker planning approach to estimate the job to be done within a sprint. Story points (completed vs remaining) are updated regularly through daily standup meetings.

A well-structured monitoring system has been established. The purpose of the quality management team is to establish a platform that is measurable, repeatable, and
analyze. Various charts are utilized for monitoring. The whole team is informed about the progress and the results.

Project risks are tracked regularly. Regular meetings are performed for risk management. Program managers enters and monitors the risks. Change on the risks of the project are reported at the end of every iteration. Risk parameters are also maintained.

Management aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Internal communication frequencies are monitored through communication matrixes. Since communication is a key issue in the project, whenever a problem occurs, first the communication quality is checked. Planning and estimation activities are performed continuously. Regularly retrospective studies are performed and corrective and improving actions are being taken. Non-value added activities are removed from the processes. Management aspect activities are being improved continuously. For example team decides 3 weeks iteration length after trials of two and four weeks.

A whole team approach is applied in estimation.

People share their knowledge and learn from each other. In addition to the retrospective meetings and actions are conducted in the organization, lessons learned are needed to be kept and updated regularly at the end of the projects.

4.2.2.6. 6th Case Study: Organization NT, Project #6

Organization NT develops products in the field of information and communications technologies. It is a research and development company. It was ranked 2nd in telecom sector with its 34 patent applications in 2013 in Turkey. NT trades on Borsa Istanbul (BIST).

Project #6 is a WebRTC (web real time communication) gateway project. It enables voice and visual communication between via web browsers. Project team includes 45 people divided into 6 scrum teams. The product owner and customer are in USA. Product owner involves in meetings via teleconferencing. Team include developers, testers, scrum masters and architects. The architects also work as business analysts. In USA, there are 2 solution architects who are in communication with the product owner. On top the all scrum teams, there is a technical project manager.

Since the beginning of the project, 2012, 500KLOC has been developed. Each iteration is 3-week length. There is signed contract between the organization and the customer specifying the dates and budget.

In the scope of this case study we assessed aspects of project #6 through interviews and direct observation of the evidences. The assessment was performed in four-hour time with the quality manager, test manager, solution architect and technical project manager. Interviews took 12 person-hours in total.

The functional domain of the assessed project, is classified as the “Complex Control System” based on CHAR group method [96].
Findings of Case Study 6: Figure 20 gives the colored schema of the assessment ratings to capture the detailed results at a glance. Each column refers to the practices of AgilityMod. Colors and numbers in each cell refer to the achieved levels of these practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect/Practice</th>
<th>1. AD-HOC</th>
<th>2. LEAN</th>
<th>3. EFFECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20 Rating of Each Practice of Case 6

The assessment provides very promising results for Project #6. All of the aspects meet the requirements of Level-2: Lean. Project #6 has been adopting agile processes for 2.5 years. One of the major challenges for them is the change of product owner approximately with every 6 months. They are working with the 4th product owner nowadays. Adaptation problems come with the change, since the agile knowledge of product owners varies. The team is good at applying scrum procedures and requirements elicitation activities. The major improvement areas are as follows: performing regular assessment activities to improve the aspects and establishing a comprehensive and observable metric structure, adapting engineering practices such as continuous integration and unit testing, establishing agile culture among team members and support face to face communication. Figure 21 displays the achieved level of each aspect in the bar chart view.

![Figure 21 Achieved Agility Levels of Aspects for Case 6](image)

We specify the assessment findings below for each aspect and each agility level. The full assessment report is provided in [97].

**Exploration Aspect-Case 3:** The assessment results showed that the Exploration aspect of Case 6 is at Level 2- Lean. Among sixteen practices, six practices are rated as fully achieved, nine practices are largely achieved and one is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

**Exploration Aspect - 1st Level:**
**Capturing customer and business needs, elaborating requirements:** Business requirements are obtained from product line manager (product owner) who lives in USA via teleconferencing. Product owner specifies the needs in VersionOne tool as “epics”. Architects in Turkey and the solution architects in USA discuss the epics and transform the epics into user stories. User stories are still at a high level at this phase. The nature of the software product #6, requires the identification of the message flows between different server and clients running on different protocols. Architects in Turkey also specify these call flows. Call flows are also essential for testers to write test cases. However, in some cases, specification of the call flows may be finished at the end of the second week of a sprint that is quite late for the start of test activities.

**Resolving conflicts:** Conflicts on requirements are resolved through communication. Solution architects in USA are asked to clarify the requirements. Team members (developers and testers) prefer to communicate face-to-face and email based communication. Face to face communication change needs to be used mostly rather than other approaches.

The relations between epics and user stories are defined in VersionOne tool.

**Managing the requirements artifacts:** Three backlogs are maintained in the project: the release backlog, the product backlog and the sprint backlog. Release backlog includes the items to be developed within the next 6 months. The sprint backlog includes the items to be developed within the sprint. Prioritization of the backlog items are done by product line manager. Small sized change requests are accepted during the sprint. The large ones are mostly rejected or replaced with the low priority items in the backlog. Scrum masters are involved in the meetings where changes are discussed, then scrum masters transmit the information to scrum teams.

**Making the artifacts visible:** Backlogs are maintained in VersionOne tool and visible to everyone in the team. We suggest using dashboards to capture the ongoing situation of the tasks at a glance.

**Exploration Aspect-2nd Level:**

Exploration aspect activities are performed in an iterative and incremental way. The items for the upcoming releases are specified before the start of the release (a six-month work) while other development activities are conduct for the current release. The iteration length needs to be consistent.

Product owner or solution architects on behalf of product owner involve in sprint planning meetings to specify the epics and the alternative solutions. User stories are elaborated in sprint planning meetings where team members are involved. After the release backlog items are specified in the previous months, user stories are detailed within each sprint in sprint planning meetings. This may prevent moving to the coding phase as quickly as possible. We suggest elaborating epics and user stories in the previous months. Functional design documents needs to be developed regularly and earlier in a sprint.

In terms of specifying the non-value added activities in aspects, we expect teams perform regular retrospective studies and eliminate non value added activities. In the project,
retrospective studies are performed in long periods. We suggest evaluating the way of doing works at the end of each sprint.

**Exploration Aspect-3rd Level:**

It needs to be ensured that user stories are in sufficient level of detail for developers and testers to conduct their work. Properness of the user stories to INVEST criteria (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable) needs to be evaluated. Functional dependencies among epics needs to be specified.

There are issues related to collaboration and shared responsibility in the team. Teams are semi-self-organized. There is a technical project manager role in the project. Scrum masters play significant role in the conduct of activities. Pooling approach may be enhanced. Approaches of scrum masters differentiate from team to team which cause motivation or demotivation of team members. When a problem or error occurred, team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error. No-one is blamed.

Project team members take trainings on general agile concepts. Specific trainings would increase the adoption of agile culture better. Lessons learned are needed to be updated regularly at the end of each release.

We suggest conduct of quality audits to encourage people for improvement and observe problematic areas for exploration aspect.

Story points related to each user story are kept and monitored. Metrics needs to be calculated and monitored at the end of each sprint. Metrics needs to be shared with whole team members to involve them to the processes and discuss the improvement suggestions.

**Construction Aspect- Case 6:** The assessment results showed that the Construction aspect of Case 6 is at Level 2- Lean. Among fourteen practices, nine practices are rated as fully achieved, four practices are largely achieved and one is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

**Construction Aspect - 1st Level:**

Requirements that need further elaboration are detailed in design spikes. In addition, user stories are discussed in sprint planning meetings. Developers may ask for clarification of the user stories in these meetings. Call flows are specified by software architects. Alternative solutions are evaluated with solution architects. Sequence diagrams are developed. It was mentioned that issues related to the development of the sequence diagrams on time even if high level design tasks for the development of the call flows are created in relation to epic or user stories.

Java, C++ and C is utilized for coding server side and Java script, CSS, J query, and HTML5 is utilized for client side. Coding standards are partially applied. The system does not allow check-out of the code without writing a comment. However, comments are not
reviewed. We suggest evaluation of the code comments to increase the clarity of the code especially at the maintenance phase.

Developers test the correctness of the code through manual tests on their own branches (labs). Code is reviewed by peers or architects or scrum masters. We suggest creating tasks for code review activities.

Construction Aspect - 2nd Level:

Coding activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Team members come together and communicate on daily activities through daily stand-up meetings. However, consistency needs to be established in the conduct of these meetings. Software architects work closely with developers.

Proof of concepts are used to be in the safe side for design decisions and to quickly observe if the suggested solution works or not. The flow to design documents to test teams needs to be improved. Static code analysis to check the conformance to coding standards needs to be performed regularly.

Construction Aspect - 3rd Level:

Coding standards need to be specified and reviews need to be performed to check the conformance to coding standards. Unit test needs to be developed. Code needs to be refactored continuously. Ability to manage technical dept needs to be improved.

SVN and Clear Case is used for version control. Issues are tracked on Jira. A tool is utilized for design review and code review activities. Tool support might be used for static code analysis.

Collaboration among team members are seen in development activities. Developers mostly select their own tasks to work except for the ones require specialties.

Construction metrics need to be evaluated at the end of each sprint. Sonar tool would be helpful. Code complexity, code coverage might be monitored.

Transition Aspect-Case 6: The assessment results showed that the Transition aspect of Case 6 is at Level 2- Lean. Among fifteen practices, eight practices are rated as fully achieved, five practices are largely achieved and three is partially achieved. Below we present our findings, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Transition Aspect-1st Level:

Code is under configuration control. Core side of the code is developed on Clearcase and Client is on SVN. Check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used. Code is labeled and versioned with every change. Code cannot be committed without commenting. Changesets in SVN and Clearcase are linked to the issue items on Jira that means the
reason to change code is clear. Physical code configuration control may be performed to audit the changes in the code before the build.

Code is either deployed automatically or manually based on the condition of the environment to be deployed. Internal deployments are performed automatically. Quick tests are run after deployment.

Functionality, sanity, integration, migration, regression and robustness tests are performed. They are mainly white-box type tests. Whenever a bug is found, an issue is opened in Jira and assigned to the developer.

Transition activities needs to be made visible.

**Transition Aspect-2**nd Level:

Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. However, the iteration length is not consistent. It changes between 3 weeks to 5 weeks. Consistency in the length of the sprint needs to be established. When the iteration length are increased and tests are left to later phases, the process turns to mini-waterfalls.

Although the team members share the same office, face to face communication is not used effectively between test team and developers.

Tests manager involves in the development process at the release planning phase. The timeline is planned along with the technical project manager and product owner. However, testers are involved at later phases, at the end of the 2nd week of a 4 week sprint. In the 1st week testers are involved in daily scrum meetings. Testers may wait functional design documents covering the call flows that are inputs for the test cases. In order to resolve this problem, functional design documents needs to be delivered earlier days of a sprint.

Test cases are reviewed and approved by software architects and product owner. Affected test cases from changes are updated and approval procedure on HP Quality Center is repeated. Informal procedures are applied for the approval of transition decisions.

**Transition Aspect-3**nd Level:

Code is integrated in the mainstream at the end of the sprints that means a significant workload because of merging. Code needs to be integrated continuously.

The ratio of automated tests are increased with every sprint. Currently %35-%40 of all tests are automated. The retest cost of a bug might be eliminated by writing the unit tests and the automated test where the bug is found. By this way the coverage ratio of the software is increased at the same time. Tests needs to be run continuously. Currently testing starts after all development is finished. At the best case we suggest conduct of no manual tests except for the exploratory tests.
SVN, ClearCase, CruiseControl are utilized for the conduct of transition aspect practices. Tools are integrated into testing activities. Rannorex tool is utilized for development of automated tests.

In terms of establishing a learning structure throughout the project the collaboration between test team members and developers needs to be improved. Everyone needs to work towards a common goal. Everyone needs to feel his/her value to the shared goal.

Root cause analysis for the found defects at different phases of the life cycle needs to be performed and feedback needs to be given to developers to prevent future errors. This analysis needs to be performed at the end of each sprint. The reasons of external and internal defects needs to be analyzed. Metrics needs to be shared with whole team members to involve them to the processes and discuss the improvement suggestions.

Management Aspect-Case 6: The assessment results showed that the Management aspect of Case 6 is at Level 2- Lean. Among eighteen practices, nine practices are rated as fully achieved, seven practices are largely achieved and 2 practices are largely achieved. Below we present our finding, the positive and negative evidences related to the practices and improvement suggestions.

Management Aspect-1st Level:

For each release, release scope is specified at a high level. At the beginning of the project we suggest identification of project vision, establishment of a shared understanding for vision.

While forming the team, it was one of the critical factors that everyone can involve coding activities.

Internal stakeholders are aware of the agile values and principles through internal and external agile trainings. Although the product owner is aware of how the project is conducted based on agile rules, he may sometimes ask for new requests that conflicts with agile principles. We suggest the evaluation of the effectiveness of the agile trainings taken. Based on the results improvement action may be taken and agile awareness are established in a better way.

Offices are open and sometimes, the environment can be very loudly. However, there are small offices for two or more people work in quietness. There is enough air and light in the environment.

In terms of planning release plans and sprint plans are prepared. Both release backlog and sprint backlog is maintained. Since the backlog is estimated based on story points and the velocity of the team is known, team knows how many sprints are needed to complete backlog items. Daily activities are coordinated through daily stand-up meetings within the teams. However daily standup meetings are not performed regularly.

Scrum of scrum meetings are performed to ensure the communication among development teams. However, product owner might give promises to customer to develop specific features on a specific date without asking the project team in Turkey and without performing any estimation. This situation is creating significant burden
development teams and may cause overtime work. The impact of the product owner's promises to the morale of development teams and the timeline needs to be discussed with product owner.

Teams perform story point estimation. However, the estimation is performed by product owners and architects. For the user stories that is bigger than 40 story points, design spikes are performed.

Progress of the teams are monitored through daily scrum meetings and scrum of scrum meetings conducted twice a week. Sprint and release burn down charts are discussed in these meetings. Project technical manager also maintains the resource allocation.

Project risks are tracked regularly. When a risk realized, a person is assigned to it, mitigation plans are defined and reported to upper-level management in monitoring meetings. The risks are maintained in excel sheet or power point presentations.

Management Aspect-2’d Level:

Management aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. Communication interfaces between scrum masters and team, among scrum masters; among scrum masters and high level managers are established. This thinks a staged hierarchical communication interface. Other team members need to be involved in planning and estimation activities.

Managerial tasks or documents do not prevent and cause lateness in development activities. Approval of the managerial documents do not cause lateness in development activities. The improvement items specified in retrospective meetings, needs to be turned action items and be assigned and tracked regularly.

Management Aspect 3’d Level:

A whole team approach needs to be applied for estimation to improve the collaboration and increase the accuracy of the results. The size of the test items needs to be specified and impact analysis needs to be performed for change requests.

VersionOne and MS Excel tools are utilized for the conduct of management aspect practices. A more effective tool might be selected for the management of aspect activities.

Leaders are also part of the activities in project. People share their knowledge and learn from each other. New comers to teams take a 4 week training on technical topics.

Collected metrics are shared and discussed at managerial level, whole team members needs to be involved in the discussions.

4.2.3. Assessment Validation

We aimed to achieve the validity of the case study results by discussing our findings and observations with interviewees and managers in the organizations. Since there is no
commonly accepted or well-structured another Software Agility Assessment Reference Model in the literature, we couldn’t compare our results to the others as a way of ensuring validity of the model. Instead, we prepared the agility assessment reports provided in Appendix B for Case 1 and in technical report for Cases 2-3-4-5 and 6, after each case study was conducted. We shared these reports with case organizations. In addition, we presented the results to the assessment teams, in some cases to managers and CEOs of the organizations. Presentations covered the assessment findings, levels of aspects and improvement suggestions. After or during the each presentation we discussed the results with attendees. At the end of each presentation we asked them to fill the questionnaire given below. All the questions except for the last one in the questionnaire are designed as open-ended.

The purpose of the questionnaire is to obtain the opinions of the people who attended the assessment process if we could capture the problems in the aspects, bring new improvement opportunities in terms of agility. By this way we aimed to validate both the assessment findings in each organization and AgilityMod.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your role in the organization? Could you please describe your background and experiences on agile software development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Does the report/presentation cover all the improvement areas that you notice about the organization’s agile processes? If not, what are the missing ones?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Which of the findings and improvement suggestions presented in the report/presentation have you noticed before? Which of them were new to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Does the agility improvement path that is presented to you in the assessment report sound reasonable? Would you prefer the same improvement path? What would be your priorities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>To what extent the presented findings and improvement opportunities in your projects overlap? Please select the scale that applies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the 5th question, we asked attendees to write the most applicable scale for each of the aspects. We used a four level scale to express opinions of representatives’ “Not Achieved”- “Partially Achieved”- “Largely Achieved”- “Fully Achieved”.

Below, the opinions of the interviewees are presented for each case. Each comment should be evaluated within its specific context.

**Case 1: Organization NM, Project #1:** To remind, project #1’s aspects agility level are Level 1: Ad-Hoc, Level 1: Ad-Hoc, Level 0: Not Implemented, Level 0: Not Implemented for Exploration, Construction, Transition and Management aspects respectively.

It was specified that presentation both covers previously discovered and undiscovered improvement items from an agile perspective. They mentioned that the results are very beneficial for them to discover their potential for improvement. The suggestions that were given in term of construction and transition aspects made the most influence for them. As an answer of our 4th question they specified that even though the suggestions are meaningful and rationale to apply, they require significant changes in infrastructure and time and budget. Therefore they mentioned the need for an additional consultancy and a detailed improvement plan.
Three people answered the questionnaire and following pattern is realized for the 5th question. All of the attendees selected the highest scale.

Table 11 Ratings of the Findings-Case 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Project Manager 1</th>
<th>Project Manager 2</th>
<th>Software Team Leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project managers mentioned that the findings and improvement suggestions presented in the report are beyond their expectations and provided new viewpoints to them. The software team leader did not involve on the discussions of exploration and management aspects and did not give ratings for them. He mentioned that we called attention to major problems in their processes.

**Case 2: Organization G, Project #2:** Project’s aspects agility level are specified as “Level 3: Effective” for all the four aspects. Although all the aspects are labeled as Level 3, some of the aspect and agility practices are rated as largely achieved.

We presented the assessment findings to one of the software team leaders in Project #2 who is also responsible for configuration management and system infrastructure activities. His ratings for the aspect based findings are as follows:

Table 12 Ratings of the Findings-Case 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Software Team Leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

His ratings are Fully Achieved for exploration, construction and management aspects and Largely Achieved for transition aspect. He found all the findings we presented meaningful for their project and true. He mentioned that collecting project specific historical estimation and actual data for more reliable estimations and establishing dependency relations between design components for risk evaluation are new concepts to him which are also valid and required for the sake of project.

He explained the reason of “largely achieved” rating for transition aspect as follows:

He called attention of the need of obtaining feedback from the customers and end users after the delivery of software product. He mentioned that even if the software development processes are highly matured, there might be issues related to the hardware systems and the network and the end product may be perceived as of poor quality because of these reasons. After experiencing a few significant failures, they had decided to monitor the released software by log operations and interfered on time to these kind of failures. We limited the boundary of this thesis with the delivery of the
software product. In the upcoming versions of AgilityMod we might focus on achieving
agility and obtaining rapid feedback after the delivery of software product.

**Case 3: Organization L, Project #3:** To remind, project’s aspects agility level are Level
2: Lean, Level 2: Lean, Level 1: Ad-Hoc and Level 3: Effective for Exploration,
Construction, Transition and Management aspects respectively.

We discussed the findings with the software product development manager, the scrum
master, the director, and the software quality assurance manager. We could obtain
ratings of two people: the scrum master and the quality assurance manager. However,
the comments of all attendees are given below.

Ratings of the scrum master and the quality assurance manager for the success of the
assessment results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Scrum Master</th>
<th>Quality Assurance Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scrum master thinks that our findings and suggestions largely overlaps with the
current situation. She mentioned that the following findings are false negative. They have
already started to construct a dependency analysis among user requirements, they
define “epics” and they don’t need to assess properness of their requirements to INVEST
criteria (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable) since their requirements
already complies with these criteria.

Her low ratio does not arise because of a missing finding but because of false negative
findings. On the other hand, as a scrum master she probably thinks that the current
process structure is better than currently is. Because the software quality assurance
manager (SQAM) mentioned that the traceability issue among software requirements
needed to be specified in the presentation. Current relations stored in Jira tool is not at a
sufficient level. That is the exact opposite of the ideas of scrum master. He thinks that the
positive findings we presented are false positive. Mock-up screens and detailed
specifications are not developed, Non-functional requirements are transformed into user
stories, Coding standards are applied to improve the code quality, Lessons learned are
kept in a wiki based web page and regularly updated, even if we specified they are
performed. He also specified that he would prefer the suggested leveling approach for
agility improvement but he needs to analyze the results better.

These comments reveal the need for evaluating aspects deeper by collecting and
observing more evidences.

The software product development manager who conducts PhD on agile software
development topic, mentioned that the presentation covered all the gaps related to their
agile processes. He mentioned that he had also previously noticed the problems on
developers’ testing approach, code integration, the need of developers’ and testers’ work
in a collaborative environment, and doing more investment on code refactoring and
automated tests. He thinks that given suggestions can be applied in a mixed order, the leveling does not make much sense.

The director of software development division thinks that the presentation covers all the problematic areas, there is nothing new to him and the agility levels are meaningful and can be preferred for agility improvement.

Case 4: Organization I, Project #4: To remind, project's aspects agility level are Level 1: Ad-Hoc, Level 2: Lean, Level 1: Ad-Hoc and Level 0: Not Implemented for Exploration, Construction, Transition and Management aspects respectively.

We presented the assessment findings to three people from Project #4, the product owner, software team leader and test engineer. They specified that they did not notice the following issues before our gap analysis and presentation: improving agility awareness of the project team through agile trainings, establishing dependencies among requirements, establishing a measurement and monitoring infrastructure, managing risks, prioritization of backlog items and estimation of requirements items. They found the improvement suggestions meaningful however they mentioned that their priority is to release the software product #4 as soon as possible rather than initiating change on current processes.

They gave the following ratings to specify the overlapping ratio of our findings and their findings. Each person rated his/her own area.

Table 14 Ratings of the Findings-Case 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Product Owner</th>
<th>Software Team Leader</th>
<th>Test Engineer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>not rated by her</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>not rated by her</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason of the lower ratio in management aspect given by product owner is the false positive identification of the two practices which are related to the elaboration of vision and scope.

Case 5: Organization C, Project #5: To remind, project's aspects agility level are Level 3: Effective for Exploration, Construction and Management aspects and; Level 2: Lean for the Transition aspect.

We discussed the findings with program manager, configuration manager and quality assurance team leader of project #5. They gave the following ratings to specify the overlapping scale of our findings and their findings.

Table 15 Ratings of the Findings-Case 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Software Team Leader</th>
<th>Configuration Manager</th>
<th>Quality Assurance Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These people have been working on establishing an agile software development for 15 months and they know what their next improvements are. They mentioned that the results are fully compatible with their own findings. The needs we specified related to the technical dept management and external agile adoption trainings are new concepts to them.

Case 6: Organization NT, Project #6: To remind, Project’s aspects agility level are specified as “Level 2: Lean” for all the four aspects.

We discussed the findings with software verification manager, configuration manager, technical project manager and quality assurance specialist. They gave the following ratings to specify the overlapping scale of our findings and their findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Software verification manager</th>
<th>Configuration manager</th>
<th>Technical project manager</th>
<th>Quality assurance specialist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Largely Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>not rated by him</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
<td>Fully Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Downstream teams who are in contact with the customers, responsible for developing customer support documentation or “exe” files for software installation or providing direct support to customers, work based on the principles of waterfall approach. Software verification manager thinks that there must be a synergy and interaction between development teams and the downstream team. Deliverables are highly overlap between R&D team and downstream teams. He thinks that AgilityMod needs to question the practices after the deployment process since these are highly correlated with software quality.

Performing quality audits, managing technical dept, assessing agile alignment among team members are new concepts to representatives. They mentioned that they are currently working on adopting agile engineering practices to their processes and apply our improvement suggestions based on an improvement plan.

4.2.4. Discussion

As described in the previous sub-sections, multiple case study was applied as the research methodology to evaluate AgilityMod.

We applied the model in six different organizations, in six projects from different domains. Demographics information about the cases are provided in Table 17 covering the domain of the organization and domain of the assessed project, project team size, team location, utilized programming language, customer location with respect to the development team, customer communication ways, preferred management approach, length of each iteration and consistency in maintaining iteration length, developed
Table 17 Demographics of the Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
<th>Case 5</th>
<th>Case 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Org NM, P. #1</strong></td>
<td>Tech-media company</td>
<td>Government IT organization</td>
<td>ERP solutions company</td>
<td>Various communication systems</td>
<td>Software and Internet Security</td>
<td>Cloud and multimedia solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain of the</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Team Size</strong></td>
<td>22 full-time</td>
<td>23 full-time</td>
<td>19 full-time</td>
<td>7 full-time, 3 part-time</td>
<td>22 full time</td>
<td>45 full time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain of the</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>assessed project</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>based on CHAR method</strong></td>
<td>Controlling Information System</td>
<td>Controlling Data System</td>
<td>Non-Specific (Complex) System</td>
<td>Information System</td>
<td>Complex Data-Driven Control System</td>
<td>Complex Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team Location</strong></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Programming</strong></td>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>J2EE, Flex</td>
<td>Pascal</td>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>PHP, Java Phyton, Cassandra</td>
<td>Java, C++, C, Java Script, HTML5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer Location</strong></td>
<td>Internal development, no direct customer</td>
<td>External, in another location</td>
<td>Both Internal and External</td>
<td>Internal development, no direct customer, COTS product</td>
<td>External, in another country</td>
<td>External, in another location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer Communication Ways</strong></td>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>e-mail, phone, face to face</td>
<td>Email, phone over partners, over support portal, face to face</td>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>Tele-conference</td>
<td>Tele-Conference, e-mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preferred</strong></td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>Adjusted Scrum</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management Approach</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iteration Cycle Time</strong></td>
<td>7 to 10 days consistent</td>
<td>30 days consistent</td>
<td>45 days</td>
<td>15 days to 30 days non consistent</td>
<td>3 weeks, consistent</td>
<td>3 weeks, non-consistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>and consistency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consistent (7 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source LOC</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>7 millions</td>
<td>6 millions</td>
<td>630.000</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>500.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. % of Code Coverage with Unit Tests</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Changes based on modules, 54.5% on average</td>
<td>Code coverage over automated tests %23</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Approximately %10</td>
<td>Not exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Integration</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Not Exists</td>
<td>Initiated</td>
<td>Initiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of the Agreement with the Customer</td>
<td>Internal development no contract.</td>
<td>Contract Based</td>
<td>Internal development no contract.</td>
<td>Internal development no contract.</td>
<td>Internal development</td>
<td>Contract based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
source of lines of code, approximate percentage of code coverage with unit tests, appliance of continuous integration and the type of the agreement signed with customer.

We applied the model in various domains ranging from technical media, home appliances, ERP solutions, multimedia solutions and e-governance solutions. The team sizes of the assessed projects change between 6 employees to 45 employees. In projects #1 and #4, there is no external customer, teams decide and analyze product specifications themselves. In projects Delta, #2, #4 and #6 external customers who are working in different locations provide specifications to the teams through product owners. In project #3 both internal and external customers specify the requirements. For the customers who locate in different offices, project teams establish various solutions to improve communication such as frequent teleconferencing, and customer-side face to face meetings and maintaining communication matrixes for the monitoring the efficiency of the communication.

Project teams deliver working software in different iteration lengths. The shortest iteration length is in Project #1 with 7 days and the longest iteration length belongs to project #3 with 45 days. The length of the iteration is an indicator how fast the feedback is obtained and as well as the agility. In all nine case studies, we evaluated the projects’ processes from the perspective of four aspects: exploration, construction, transition and management. In terms of these four aspects, overall results of the cases studies are listed in Table 18.

Table 18 Overview of multiple case study results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No</th>
<th>Org.</th>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Exploration Aspect Level</th>
<th>Construction Aspect Level</th>
<th>Transition Aspect Level</th>
<th>Management Aspect Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 0</td>
<td>Exploratory case study</td>
<td>L1: Ad-Hoc</td>
<td>L0: Not Implemented</td>
<td>L1: Ad-Hoc</td>
<td>L0: Not Implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>NM #1</td>
<td>L1: Ad-Hoc</td>
<td>L1: Ad-Hoc</td>
<td>L0: Not Implemented</td>
<td>L0: Not Implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>G #2</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>L #3</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td>L1: Ad-Hoc</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>C #5</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td>L3: Effective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>NT #6</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td>L2: Lean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We draw the graph below to better present the distribution of the achieved levels for the each aspect of each case.
Considering the results of case studies with respect to the research questions, we achieved the following results.

**RQ1:** How suitable is the Software Agility Assessment Reference Model (AgilityMod_v3.0) to be used with the purpose of identifying aspects’ agility, identifying agility gaps and providing roadmaps for improving agility in software projects?

Considering the multiple case study results, the opinions of the interviewees on the results discussed in section 4.2.3 and the feedbacks of experts, we conclude that we could use AgilityMod to identify the agility gaps in projects, to specify agility levels of aspects and to provide roadmaps to organizations for agility improvement.

As mentioned before in section 3.2.2 AgilityMod_v2.0 has been reviewed by three experts. They gave comments directly on the Model and filled in a questionnaire which aims to specify the Model’s achievement degree of six criteria: fitness for purpose, completeness, definition of agile levels, objectivity, correctness and consistency.

In the multiple case study conducted, we observed the occurrence of all the three agility levels from L1 to L3 for Exploration and Construction aspects. However, we couldn’t observe the occurrence of L1 for Management aspect and L0 for Exploration aspect. Observation of every agility level for each aspect shows both the broad perspective of the case studies conducted and the capability of AgilityMod in specifying and representing diversities between agility levels.

Two of the experts (Expert A and Expert C) mentioned that the component descriptions are clear enough to perform agility assessment and the model is capable of providing directions for improvement on agility and can be used as a roadmap by organizations for getting better at agility. Expert A expressed his ideas in these topics as follows:

“The model aims to bring a maturity view on the agile principles, and I believe it is a successful model. Using ISO 15504 as a reference model supports the validity of the model.
and increases the possibility of usage among organizations. The model perfectly fits the need of providing roadmap by organizations for getting better at agility’.

The capability of AgilityMod in identifying agility gaps was evaluated in the interviews conducted with assessment team members after presenting the assessment results to them. We had chance to discuss the assessment findings for each case study. The feedbacks obtained for case studies are in the previous section in detail (section 4.2.3).

We gathered all the ratings obtained from aspect owners in Table 19 below. In order to construct the table we obtained the median of the ratings if the assessment findings were rated more than one person. In the overall, 87.5% percent of the evaluation indicates that the findings and improvement suggestions fully overlap with current problem in the projects. The remaining 12.5% thinks that aspect findings largely overlaps with current problems. Achieving such high ratios for finding the gaps in the projects is an indicator of how successful the Model in revealing agility improvement opportunities and the potential of the Model for the usage of agility assessment. On the other hand, we are aware of the need to develop an assessment approach.

Table 19 Ratings of the Findings Based on the Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>CASE 1</th>
<th>CASE 2</th>
<th>CASE 3</th>
<th>CASE 4</th>
<th>CASE 5</th>
<th>CASE 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to evaluate the efficiency of agility levels, we asked people who were involved in the assessment process if they would prefer to apply improvement suggestions for each agility stage, in the order we specified. The answers we obtained are varying. Interviewed people were agree on applying the improvement suggestions in the order we specified for Case 1, Case 2, Case 4, Case 5 and Case 6 whereas for Case 3 the most of the interviewees mentioned that they would not need an order for implementing the suggestions, since they think the suggestions are independent from each other. It is true that there is an independency in improving aspects, however, there is integrity within aspects which requires being lean first and then effective. Giving answer to that question requires deeper analysis of the assessment reports and answering might just after the findings presentation might be misleading.

RQ2: What are the strengths and weaknesses of AgilityMod?

We interpreted the strengths and weaknesses of AgilityMod based on the feedbacks of experts and the results of the multiple case study.

In the Model, we described the agility in an abstract way to cover various agile methods and approaches. Therefore it is very important the Model components’ and component descriptions’ both cover all agile principles in an abstract way and be independent of any agile method. Experts evaluated the Model from these perspectives and rated as fully or largely achieved. Expert A found the level of abstraction appropriate when the audience of the model is considered as daily agile practitioners. The more you keep the abstraction
at a reasonable level, the more the experience and knowledge of the assessor becomes important. The target group that is expected to use AgilityMod for assessment are experts who have specific knowledge and experience in the agile domain.

Expert C gave specified the descriptions of components that is too specific or valid for a particular agile method. The Model is updated considering the expert comments and 3rd version of it is published.

In terms of "consistency", experts commented directly on the Model to specify minor inconsistencies and concluded that the Model is internally consistent and does not include any logical conflicts.

All experts think that the Model is "correct" such that all component descriptions are compatible with agile values and principles.

One of the requirements of an assessment model is to achieve a required level of "objectivity" in order to guarantee the repeatability of the assessment results. AgilityMod aims to achieve "the objectivity" through clear description of aspect purpose and outcomes, and aspect and agility practices. AgilityMod uses the common rating scale with ISO/IEC 15504 [79] that clearly specifies the ranges for rating. In terms of objectivity, Experts A mentions that clarifying the normative and informative features of the Model would increase the objectivity. As in ISO/IEC 15504 all model elements except for the aspect purpose and outcomes are informative. Expert C calls attention to the need for a rating scheme for assessing multiple agile projects and specifying agility of an organization rather than project basis. We are going to define the rules for assessing agility of organizations, however, this improvement is not in the scope of this thesis. Therefore we consider that these comments of experts do not violate "objectivity" characteristic of AgilityMod.

In addition to the comments of experts, we also had very specific observations related to the Model while conducting the multiple case study.

At the beginning of this study we have the idea based on our past experiences that successful organizations that are characterized with quality software are not just applying agile practices, rather they are adopting their systems conforming to the agile principles. From this perspective, one of the most important characteristics of AgilityMod is that we do not only evaluate the existence of some specific agile practices such as performing daily stand-up meetings or pair programming or collective code ownership instead we evaluate the aspects from a holistic approach and try to understand for example if the teams are capable of keeping the design structure sound while responding to the changes quickly. In order to achieve this purpose we defined specific aspect practices such as "exploring the design through technical search activities and regular dependency analysis" or changing code with control in addition to collective code ownership and many more.

Even if the model is "complete" and "objective” it is suggested to conclude about the ratings of each practice with the consensus of assessment team including a lead assessor and assessment team members. The Part 3 of ISO/IEC 15504 standard provides an assessment approach at a high level including planning, data collection, validation and reporting phases and roles and responsibilities for an assessment. What we are looking for in terms of an assessment approach is a more complete description of different types
of appraisals, the evidences to be gathered, the coverage criteria of organizational units and appraisal team requirements. A well-defined approach including these aspects can be found in Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Improvement (SCAMPI). However, in the scope of this thesis we did not aim to provide an appraisal approach and recorded this opportunity as a future study.

When we criticize the Model in terms of its components and components descriptions, the following issues emerge:

One of the attributes of the third level is the “Learning attribute”. In the scope of the “Learning” attribute we assess how the aspects serve for the purpose of organizational learning and improvement. We aim to capture the evidences for collaborative work and shared responsibility in the conduct of aspect practices, agile leadership styles and encouraging people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement. What we observe in the multiple case study is if collaborative work or self-organization is established in the project, it is not just valid for one specific aspect but valid for the other aspects as well. Therefore, when an evidence is observed during the assessment of an aspect through an agility practice, there is no need to question the same agility practice for the remaining aspects. Because the answer is pretty much the same. In some cases there might be significant differences in the answers of the fourth agility practice of the learning attribute which is “collecting measures to support learning and improvement”. We mention this situation as an issue to be considered because the improvement suggestions repeat itself in the assessment reports.

It was observed that the positive and negative evidences for agility attributes of second level may also be the evidences for some of the agility practices at the third level. For example, to employ minimally sufficient ceremony in any kind of activity we expect aspects' be evaluated regularly to eliminate redundancies and non-value added activities. On the other hand the purpose of learning attribute at the third level is to learn from past experiences and improve continuously which also requires performing regular retrospective studies. What we need to mention here is that the components at the second and the third level may trigger each other and there may not be clear cut distinctions between the components.

Another conflict was detected in the Exploration aspect practice “E.AP3: Detect and resolve conflicts of requirements artifacts” and Iterative attribute practice “GP 2.1.2 Communicate effectively”, since detecting and resolving conflicts in requirements artifacts is highly correlated with effective communication. To resolve this issue one option is to remove the third practice of exploration aspect (E.AP3), however since it is one the major problems in exploration activities we preferred to keep it as is to call attention to this problematic area in software development.

Another conflict among aspect and agility practices was detected between the “Simple” attribute practice “GP 2.2.1: Balance the predictive work and adaptive work” and “T.AP5: Make the progress visible” from Transition aspect and “E.AP6- Make the artifacts visible to everyone” from Exploration aspect. In order to resolve the conflict we removed the emphasis “Work items in the workflow are visualized” specified in GP 2.2.1.

On the other hand, we also confront the conflicting practices issue in ISO/IEC 15504 such that when “PA1.1: Process Performance” attribute is achieved, “PA 2.1: Performance
Management” attribute is partially achieved as well. Because it is very difficult to separate process performance and performance management totally.

As discussed earlier in subchapters 3.2.2 and 4.1.3.2, we removed the “Culture” aspect from aspect dimension since its practices had in a significant conflict with “Learning” attribute practices and “Management” aspect practices and extended other attribute or aspect practices to cover the unique practices of culture aspect. In the conduct of the multiple case study we also checked if any of removed culture aspect practices are skipped or not. We are sure that none of the culture practices are skipped. However, we also observed that it was a better idea to present the results in terms of a dedicated aspect for culture rather than specific practices since the organizational culture has a significant impact on agile transformation and it is easier to call attention of team members by making the cultural behaviors clearly visible.

In the conduct of multiple case study, we assessed the projects’ agility by meeting one to four team member from different roles. The Model includes specific practices related to culture of project teams and communication interfaces and effectiveness (see GP 2.1.2, 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). We directed the questions related to these generic agility practices to only the interviewed people. When an assessment approach is defined, it is suggested to include whole project team to the assessment of such practices to capture the differences in perceptions of people and reach more accurate results.

4.2.5. Validity Threats

Because of its nature, case study approach use quantitative data and provide solutions in its own context. It is possible to arise some validity concerns in case study research [98]. Below we discuss the limitations of the multiple case study in terms of construct, internal and external validity.

*Construct Validity*

This type of validity considers if the constructs in the case study are well-structured or subjective to the judgment [98]. In other words, construct validity concerns if what being looked for in a study is exactly specified or not.

There is a threat on interpretation of the constructs discussed in the interview questions and questionnaire by the researcher and the interviewed people in the same way [99]. In order to prevent this threat we explained each question by providing examples.

There is a thread on the selection of the cases for the multiple case study. In order to prevent the thread we selected cases based on pre, informal discussions about the application of agile practices in the candidate projects and applied the case in 6 projects to observe all agility instances.

*Internal Validity*

Internal validity also known as logical validity deals with the relationships between variables and results and concerns if the researcher is aware of all the factors affecting his/her study [100].
In order to eliminate any bias in assessment findings we discussed the findings with aspect owners in project teams.

**External Validity**

External validity concerns the generalizability of the case study results and evaluates if the study is valid in its own setting or applicable in other settings as well [98, 99].

We performed the multiple case study in different business domains including a government organization, a technical-media company, an ERP solutions company, a home appliances company, a software security and a cloud and multimedia solutions company as indicated in Table 17. The Model is applied in a controlling information system, a controlling data systems, an information system, a non-specific complex system, a complex data-driven control system, and a complex control system projects. We did not observe any difference or difficulty for the application of Model in these business and project domains. Therefore, we conclude that the Model can be applied being independent of any business and project domains.

By considering the results of the multiple case study (section 4.2) and the exploratory case study (section 4.1), we could observe three agility levels (L1, L2, L3) for Exploration aspect, all four levels (L0, L1, L2, L3) for Construction and Transition aspects, three agility levels (L0, L2, L3) for Management aspect. The distribution of agility levels for each aspect has shown in Figure 22 in section 4.2.4. For the agility levels that couldn't be observed, more case study are needed to be planned. Observing an agility level for an aspect means that the defined levels of aspects are valid.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Agile software development methods are more than welcomed by the software community in recent years. However, there have been issues related to the adoption of agile values and principles and transformation of organizations. There might be various reasons of this. Misinterpretation of agile principles and values and adopting partial solutions with few agile practices instead of holistic approaches prevented organizations obtain full benefits from tempting agile methods.

In this thesis, we propose an Agility Assessment Reference Model, AgilityMod, to be utilized for the appraisal of software projects from agility perspective. In this chapter, the summary of the thesis study and contributions achieved by the proposed Agility Assessment Reference Model are presented. The suggestions for future work are given.

5.1. Summary of the Thesis Study and Contributions

Before proposing the Model, we performed a comprehensive literature review study to identify the models developed with similar purposes. Following that, we conducted a case study with the current agile maturity/assessment models to evaluate their quality and capability of agility assessment. The case study included application of five models in a software development organization and evaluation of the models. The models were evaluated based on six criteria: fitness for purpose, definition of agile level, completeness, correctness, consistency and objectivity. The results of the case study indicated that none of the models fully achieve the specified criteria. We published this study in one of the remarkable conferences in software process improvement area, Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE) conference in 2013 [39].

After that, we developed the first version of AgilityMod [95]. AgilityMod_v1.0 included five aspects: Exploration, Construction, Transition, Management and Culture and four agility levels: Not Implemented, Ad-Hoc, Lean and Effective. We performed an exploratory case study in order to observe the applicability of the Model and determine improvement opportunities for the Model. We chose the same case that we used in our previous study to better specify the assessment capability of our model. The projects are found at Level 1: Ad-Hoc, Level 0: Not Implemented, Level 1: Ad-Hoc, Level 0:Not Implemented and Level 0:Not Implemented for Exploration, Construction, Transition, Management and Culture aspects respectively. During the case study we specified some redundancies in practices, missing practices or excess usage of practices. These were
discussed at section 4.1.3.2 in detail. We also published this study in SPICE conference in 2014 [93].

We updated the Model based on the exploratory case study findings, and published AgilityMod_v2.0 as a technical report [94]. The major difference of second version from the first version is that we removed the conflicting practices and conflicting aspect: “Culture” from the Model. We observed that cultural elements and practices are covered under “Learning” attribute and “Management” aspect. For the practices of the Culture aspect that had not been previously represented, we ensured that they are included in other components of the Model.

The second version of AgilityMod was reviewed by three experts who have expertise in software process improvement and agile software development domains. They commented on the Model and we discussed their comments through teleconference meetings one by one. We also asked them to answer a set of questions that assesses the Model based on six criteria that we previously set in [39]. They provided ratings for each of the criteria. According to that, AgilityModv2.0 largely achieves fitness for purpose, completeness and consistency criteria, fully achieves correctness criterion and partially achieves definition of agile levels and objectivity criteria. We improved the Model based on their feedback. Accordingly, in the 3rd version, the model was extended to cover measures, and purified by removing the definitions and terms specific to Scrum, Kanban or XP. A detailed explanation of this update process was discussed in section 3.2.2.

Following this update we planned and conducted a multiple case study including six cases from different business and technical domains. After conduct of each case study, we prepared an assessment report including the situation of the project and our improvement suggestions for the findings. In order to validate the assessment results, we discussed the findings with aspect owners, who had been involved in the assessment process and also high level managers in some cases. For 6 cases, 24 aspects’ agility level are evaluated and reported in total. Details of this case study was discussed in section 4.2. The multiple case study showed that AgilityMod_v3.0 can be applied to identify the agility gaps in projects, to specify agility levels of aspects and to provide roadmaps to organizations for agility improvement.

As described above, we preferred an iterative and incremental approach for the development of the Model from the beginning of the study. We developed it, applied it in the industry and improved recursively.

The major contribution achieved in this study is the Agility Assessment Reference Model, designed to be a complete solution for agility assessment with its fully compatible structure with agile values and principles. In this domain, it is not possible to find a complete solution both covering agile principles and values and agile practices.

We could assess “Agility” of a project in terms of four aspects instead of checking compatibility to some agile practices. In AgilityMod, we do not only evaluate the existence of some specific agile practices such as performing daily stand-up meetings or pair programming or collective code ownership, instead we evaluate the aspects from a holistic approach and understand for example, if the teams are capable of keeping the design structure sound while responding to the changes quickly.
In this study, we observed applicability of the Model through multiple case studies, none of the models in the literature include such applications.

The Model provides guidance to assessor with specific and generic practices, example work products and agile elaborations.

The Model has been developed based on the meta-model of ISO/IEC 15504. Although AgilityMod uses the structure of ISO/IEC 15504 and shares commonalities, we needed to change its components in order to achieve compatibility with agile process architecture. AgilityMod defines dimensions, aspects (instead of processes in 15504), aspect attributes (instead of process attributes), aspect practices (instead of base practices) and generic agility practices (instead of generic practices). With this structural changes, the Model gained a characteristic specific to the agile domain. The benefit obtained by choosing ISO/IEC 15504 for the meta-model is the familiarity of people to ISO/IEC 15504 in software process improvement domain and adaptation potential AgilityMod with ease.

We defined two new dimensions in the Model: agility dimension and aspect dimension. These two dimensions allow us to specify the agility in terms of aspects. The leveling approach of AgilityMod is a type of continuous representation [101] that uses agility levels to characterize the state of projects’ aspects. While we are designing AgilityMod in a continuous mode, the thing in our minds was to provide enough flexibility to organizations to focus them on improvement of different aspects for a specified time interval and observe the improvements for each aspect separately. Each aspect has its own practices describing the agile elaborations, example work products and resources. Normative elements of each aspect are aspects’ purpose and outcomes. The purpose and outcomes of an aspect may be achieved by using different types of agility practices and evidences. In addition, we defined “fallacies” for each aspect that needs to be considered as negative evidences during assessment and kind of warning signs for the assessors. Developing the Model based on meta-structure of ISO/IEC 15504 brings the possibility of transforming the Model into an ISO standard.

Providing and obtaining fast feedback, achieving technical excellence, communicating effectively, developing software iteratively and incrementally, balancing the flow of work and work products in the process are some of the key elements in agile software development which are published as twelve agile principles [31]. The agility dimension of AgilityMod reflects and embraces these twelve agile principles.

Although we obtained very positive feedbacks from representatives, they may make emphasis on conflicting issues. While the scrum master find our judgment very strict, the quality assurance and test manager from the same project may find our suggestions less when their problem are considered. These arguments revealed that there is a need to develop an assessment approach and apply AgilityMod through this systematic approach. We evaluated one project for each of the organization, however, more projects needs to be evaluated both to improve the reliability of the results and to make inferences throughout organizations.

An assessment approach needs to specify the number of the projects to be assessed based on the characteristics of organization, the complete description of different types of appraisals, the evidences to be gathered, the coverage criteria of organizational units and appraisal team requirements.
Finally, the multiple case study results showed that the Model is successful at identifying agility gaps at different levels of agility and capable of proving solutions for high agility level project. Compared to the other models in the literature, AgilityMod defines practices, provides a holistic agility assessment approach not just covering agile practices but also thinking software development as a whole.

5.2. Future Work

We identified the following improvement opportunities regarding AgilityMod:

- Development of a self-agility-assessment approach covering a comprehensive set of questions and alternative answers that are compatible with AgilityMod. Publish of the approach over internet and collection of new assessment data from various software organizations from different countries and benchmarking the data.
- Maintaining the interaction with ISO community to transform AgilityMod into an ISO standard.
- Development of an assessment approach defining the characteristics of assessment teams, roles and responsibilities, and the rules for selection of organizational units for the generalization of agility results in organizations.
- Development of an agility assessment tool regarding AgilityMod.
- Performing new case studies where assessment teams are involved.
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In this section we describe AgilityMod with its all components.

A.1. Agility Dimension

We described the agility at four levels: Not Implemented, Ad-Hoc, Lean and Effective.

A.1.1. Agility Level 0: Not Implemented

A "Not Implemented" aspect means that its practices either are not achieved or partially achieved. "Not Implemented" aspects do not have the benefit and the outcomes that would be obtained when the aspect practices are fully implemented and they are far away from reaching the agile values.

A.1.2. Agility Level 1: Ad Hoc

On the road to be fully agile, the first step is progressing towards adapting agile practices and agile values into software development life cycle activities. Organizations at this level are capable of performing fundamental development processes such as requirements development, design, coding, integration, testing, and deployment consistently. There are transition attempts towards the agility by exploring best fitting agile practices or approaches.

The single aspect attribute of this level ensures the achievement of aspects describing plain software development life cycle activities. Aspect practices are implemented and aspect purposes are achieved; however agile values and principles are not fully incorporated into aspect practices. Agile elaboration of each aspect practice are given to provide a roadmap for agility improvement. It is possible to observe inconsistencies in performing agile practices. Therefore, teams cannot utilize benefits of agile principles and agile values.

This temporal phase might turn to a chronic situation if the organization remains stick to the unbalanced and undisciplined environment where there is no central dominant agile perception.
Teams performing aspects in an “ad hoc” manner may tend to argue that they are doing agile by implementing a few agile practices. They don’t have most of the following indicators of agility:

- keeping the design structure sound while responding to the changes quickly
- planning in an adaptive manner while the requirements and requests of the customer are consistently changing
- being flexible as well as disciplined in implementing agile practices
- learning and improving continuously
- allowing people to make mistakes to be adaptive enough
- balancing predictive up-front work and just-in-time work instead of completely being against of up-front work
- including relevant stakeholders to development and decision making processes regularly
- being consistent in delivering working software with regular intervals
- establishing teams including people from different disciplines and creating environments where people can be creative, are self-possessive for iteration goals and self-organizing
- giving value to people in the organization by training them in novel technologies and agile engineering practices and giving enough time to people to internalize and to implement these new practices
- being transparent in sharing information about the progress and problems to find solutions

This level includes a single attribute:

A.1.2.1. Aspect Attribute 1.1 “Performing Aspect Practices”

“Performing Aspect Practices” attribute is a measure of the extent to which purposes and goals of the aspects are achieved by implementing the related practices described in aspect dimension.

Generic Practice for “Performing Aspect Practices” Attribute

GP 1.1.1 Perform aspect practices

The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure that aspect practices are achieved. Aspect practices describe fundamental software development activities without emphasis on agile practices. Agile elaboration for each aspect practice is also given to provide a roadmap, however, it is not expected to fully achieve the agile elaborations.

Generic Resources for “Performing Aspect Practices” Attribute

— Resources that are used to perform aspect practices.

Generic Work Products for “Performing Aspect Practices” Attribute

— Ref: Work products at aspect dimension

A.1.3. Agility Level 2: Lean
Aspects at Agility level 2 are characterized with two attributes: “Iterative” and “Simple”. Work products are developed **iteratively** so that frequent feedback are provided to and obtained from customer to improve the product capabilities, to employ variability, to identify bottlenecks and problematic areas and to verify assumptions related to product.

“Simple” aspects’ major focus is to deliver business value as quickly as possible by eliminating non-value added activities. By being **simple**, aspects will have the agility to embrace change and adapt changing conditions, since the impact of the change on the currently developed work products is minimum.

A “Lean” aspect simply means that with its all practices, it is optimized to deliver software fast.

If we look at from a broader point of view; teams need to internalize a communication oriented culture to obtain the outcomes of iterative development and simplicity.

By performing generic practices of iterative and simple attributes the following outcomes are achieved:

- Having a quick learning ability as a result of frequent feedback
- Preventing errors earlier in the life cycle
- Increased visibility of teams
- Response capability to business needs
- Embracing change
- Managing changing priorities
- Adaptation to changing business conditions
- Increased communication Agility
- Eliminating non-value added activities from the system

**A.1.3.1. Aspect Attribute 2.1 “Iterative”**

"Iterative" attribute is a measure of the extent to which the work products are delivered in an iterative and incremental way to achieve the following outcomes:

As a result of full achievement of this attribute:

a) Customer is satisfied with early and continuous valuable software [31].
b) Working software is delivered frequently with short time scales [31].
c) Frequent feedback from customer is obtained.
d) Bottlenecks, emergencies are discovered as quickly as possible.
e) Assumptions made throughout the whole process are verified.
f) Wrong implementations are realized early, bad consequences of the decisions are minimized.
g) A trusted environment is created so that business people and development team are able to work together throughout the whole project [31]

**Generic Practices for “Iterative” Attribute**

GP 2.1.1 Develop work products in an iterative and incremental way
Whole software development cycle is performed in multiple iterations
The numbers of the iterations are determined (updated) during development of the project based on the feedback obtained.
High quality working software is demonstrable with every iteration. If it is not, it means that everything done during the development process is not adding value to software [11]

GP 2.1.2 Communicate effectively

Communication interfaces are established between internal, external stakeholders and the team to obtain fast and continuous feedback and to improve shared understanding.
Customer is involved in the software development process
Various communication tools such as information radiators, white boards or walls, projectors, team rooms etc. are utilized during the iterations
Daily meetings, planning meetings, Kanban boards, backlogs, and requirements are used as communication channels between the team itself and the team and internal and external stakeholders.
A trusted environment relying on transparency and respect is created.
Positive and negative feelings can be talked between team members.

Generic Resources for "Iterative" Attribute
- Internal Stakeholders (business owners, managers, subject matter experts...)
- External Stakeholders (customers, user...)
- Product owner, process manager (scrum master)
- Team Members
- Communication environment (intranet links, rooms to communicate)
- Tools for technical support (such as requirements management tool, task management tool, configuration management tool, backlog management tool).

Generic Work Products for "Iterative" Attribute
- Working Software
- Iteration Plans
- Communication Notes
- Test Results
- Burn Down Charts
- KanBan Boards
- Customer Responses

A.1.3.2. Aspect Attribute 2.2 “Simple”

This attribute is a measure of the extent to which the aspect practices are arranged and performed by focusing on delivering business value. The purposes of “simple” attribute are to support aspects to eliminate any kind of activity that does not add value and cause waste in software development process, to achieve the balance between the just-in-time works and up-front works and to manage the incoming and outgoing workflows.
By eliminating waste, balancing work products and workflow and identifying problems as early as possible, team will adapt to changes and deliver business value as quickly as possible.

As a result of full achievement of this attribute;

a) Waste (waiting, partially done work, over-production, over-processing...) is eliminated
b) Up-front predictive and just-in-time adaptive work are balanced
c) Cost of the change is kept at an acceptable level even it is identified late in the process
d) Changes are embraced in every stage of software development life cycle

Generic Practices for “Simple” Attribute

GP 2.2.1 Balance the predictive work and adaptive work

— The balance between the up-front work and just-in-time work is achieved.
— The flow of the work is balanced: Development speed of the work products are arranged so that speed of the incoming items are equal to or larger than the outgoing items
— End uncertainty (what to build), means uncertainty (how to build) and customer uncertainty (for whom to build) are reduced together with a holistic approach.
— Low-cost explorations are used to gather required information (obtain feedback) and to reduce the need for assumptions
— Decisions are made as late as possible.

GP 2.2.2 Employ minimally sufficient ceremony

— Heavyweight, not value added practices are eliminated; process heavy document-oriented work is minimized (day long reviews that lock the requirements activities, non-value added records kept in tools, long process flows implemented on tools)
— Criteria to write documents are identified

Generic Resources for “Simple” Attribute

— Human resources: Backlog manager, process manager, customer
— Tools for technical support: requirements management tool, task management tool, configuration management tool, backlog management tool.

Generic Work Products for “Simple” Attribute

— Product Backlog/Backlog
— Sprint Backlog
— Incremental Design
— Daily Builds

A.1.4. Agility Level 3: Effective
Agility level three is called “Effective” where each aspect is performed to achieve delivering value with high productivity and low defects by employing agile engineering practices and using agile tools for support in a continuously improving environment. The Effective Level are characterized with two attributes: “Technical Excellence” and “Learning”.

Agile engineering practices such as test-driven development, continuous integration, and pair programming and integration of agile tools bring technical excellence to aspects. When technical excellence and other attributes from second level are brought together, teams gain the Agility to manage technical debt, improve team productivity and decrease defects.

By performing generic practices of the attributes, the following outcomes are achieved:

- Agility to manage technical debt
- Expertise at agile engineering practices
- Delivering value with high morale and excellence (in terms of high productivity and low defect rates) as a result of technical expertise
- Continuous improvement

A.1.4.1. Aspect Attribute 3.1 Technically Excellent

This attribute is a measure of the extent to which the agile engineering methods and tools are integrated into aspects to improve productivity and lower defects.

To reach technical excellence, people invest on learning and practicing new engineering methods/practices and implementing these practices on real world examples [102]. This requires a significant amount of time and determination before obtaining the benefits.

Technical excellence cause changes in culture of agile teams. This jump means moving from giving quick responses to dynamically changing conditions to leveraging the balance between response time and quality [11]. Perception of the whole team and other involving stakeholder move to balance and perfection stage.

As a result of full achievement of this attribute:

a) Aspects, practices, team, quality, productivity are kept improving
b) Response agility and productivity of the team is increased
c) Defects are reduced
d) Everyone is able to access to the same information with the help of tools
e) Progress is made visible to whole team and other stakeholders

Generic Practices for “Technically Excellent” Attribute

GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering methods/practices to the aspects

— Engineering methods/practices such as test-driven development, continuous integration, code review, pair programming and others are performed

GP 3.1.2 Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity
— Requirement management tools, agile tracking tools, configuration management tools are integrated

**Generic Resources for “Technically Excellent” Attribute**
— Trainers for technical skills
— Tools for management, integration, analysis, etc...

**Generic Work Products for “Technically Excellent” Attribute**
— Outputs of engineering practices

**A.1.4.2. Aspect Attribute 3.2 “Learning”**

“Learning” attribute is a measure of the extent to which from a broader point of view aspects serve for the purpose of organizational learning and improvement.

As a result of full achievement of this attribute:

a) Individuals learn from each other, share knowledge and improve together  
b) Individuals on the team share the responsibility of the conduct of the aspect practices and improvement of aspects  
c) Better aspects, better team structures, better environment are achieved.  
d) Productivity, agility and quality attributes are improved.

**Generic Practices for “Learning” Attribute**

GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility

— Collaborative work  
— Self-organizing teams  
— Shared responsibility  
— Specializing in more than one area  
— Decision making by using collective experiences

GP 3.2.2 Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people

— Being inspiring leaders for people to fulfill their potential instead of commanding, controlling and task assigning managers  
— Learning from mistakes instead of blaming and assigning the responsibility to the person making the mistake

GP 3.2.3 Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement

— Learning and continuous improvement at team level and organizational level are achieved  
— People learn from each other  
— Knowledge is shared throughout the organization

GP 3.2.4 Collect measures to support learning and improvement
— Measures, objectives of measures, boundary limits and data collection procedures are specified.
— Measures are collected and analyzed regularly

**Generic Resources for “Learning” Attribute**
— All team members
— Internal Stakeholders (business owners, managers, subject matter experts...)
— External Stakeholders (customers, user...)
— Learning platforms
— Shared resource platforms

**Generic Work Products for “Learning” Attribute**
— Feedback obtained from customer
— Emerging ideas (improvement suggestion) list
— Training materials
— Action item list

**A.2. Aspect Dimension**

**A.2.1. Exploration Aspect**

**Purpose**: The purpose of the exploration aspect is to understand the customer/user needs and transform these needs into artifacts that initiate communication for elaboration on them during the construction and manage the changes in these artifacts.

**Outcomes**:

1. Customer and user needs that represent the characteristics of a software product are captured.
2. The needs are elaborated and transformed into requirement artifacts at various levels of abstraction (Agile Elaboration (AE): themes, epics, features, user stories, technical stories, use cases etc...).
3. Conflicts in requirements artifacts are detected and resolved.
4. Artifacts are prioritized for construction and changes to these artifacts are managed.
5. Artifacts are made visible to everyone to create collaboration and transparency.

**Exploration Aspect Practices:**

**E.AP1: Capture the customer and user needs**: Perform requirement envisioning activities with customer/user to obtain tacit knowledge and to capture functional and non-functional requirements as high level work items (AE: user needs can be obtained as themes, epics or features. Involving users, customers to the team in determining what to build and reviewing what is being built is a better option than scheduled meetings [11]). [Outcome 1-2]

**E.AP2: Elaborate requirements artifacts**: Elaborate high level requirements artifacts into required level of detail for construction. (AE: Elaborate themes, epics, features into stories for further detail by communicating with the customer/user/team members.) [Outcome 2]
E.AP3: Detect and resolve conflicts of requirements artifacts: Detect and resolve conflicts related to requirements artifacts (AE: prefer high bandwidth communication techniques) (Outcome 3)

E.AP4: Specify dependencies among requirements artifacts: Detect and specify dependencies among stories and other artifacts to prevent a failure caused by a missed dependent requirement

E.AP5: Manage the requirement artifacts: Manage the change on requirements artifacts. Identify the impact of the change on artifacts and project timeline. (AE: agile conformant work item management strategies such as a product backlog or a work item stack can be utilized. Prioritize work items and communicate on the changed items with the team, update the backlog and re-prioritize the backlog items for change management). (Outcome 4)

E.AP6- Make the artifacts visible to everyone: Make the requirement artifacts (AE: backlog items) visible to everyone in order to create collaboration and transparency. (Outcome 5)

Example Work Products

- Requirement specifications, user requirements, software requirements
- Work items on requirement management tools
- Change records
- Traceability records
- (AE: Backlog filled in with agile requirements at different level of detail: themes, epics, features, user stories, technical stories, use cases)

AE: Fallacies of agile practices:

F1: Lightweight story descriptions are only acceptable when they are supported with communication in which developers, testers and customer (or customer representatives) are involved.

F2: Backlog may contain items that are already elaborated or need more elaboration before implementation begins. Define the items goal-oriented and focus on "what" rather than "how". For team backlog keep the items big enough for the team to complete in a single iteration. Assure that the items are independent, negotiable, valuable; estimable, small and testable.

F3: If stories are utilized as a way of transition of the customer needs to development team; then stories are better to conform INVEST criteria (Independent, Valuable, Estimable, Small and Testable) [11].

A.2.2. Construction Aspect

Construction aspect includes architecture, design, coding and unit testing activities.
**Purpose:** The purpose of the construction aspect is to develop a high-quality software solution that is ready to be built.

**Outcomes:**

1. Work items are elaborated to initiate building a solution
2. Architecture of the system is developed/maintained (AE: architecture is continuously evaluated)
3. Solution is designed to meet the customer requirements
4. Selected solution is developed
5. Correctness of the software units are ensured
6. Test environment is established or maintained based on the test system requirements.

**Construction Aspect Practices:**

**CN.AP1: Elaborate the work items:** Before building a solution, capture detailed information about the work items. (AE: In agile projects, these work items are selected from the backlog. They can be either a user story, defect, technical spike or else. Detailed information may be captured in either writing executable specifications (acceptance tests—“tests as requirements”), either performing high level specifications, or either collaborative just-in-time modeling or else). (Outcome 1)

**CN.AP2: Explore the design:** Design the solution before building it, to avoid technical debt. Explore the solution for both of the functional and non-functional requirements/stories. (AE: Use alternative design approaches such as model storming (just in time brainstorming to explore alternative designs over models), architecture prototyping, user interface design, model-driven development (allows the UML models and the code be synchronized) and test-driven development (allows design refactoring)[1] Perform technical search, dependency identification, and risk evaluation activities in addition to design). (Outcome 2-3)

**CN.AP3: Develop the solution:** Develop the software that conforms to the requirements. (Outcome 4)

**CN.AP4: Ensure the correctness of software at developer level:** Test the correctness of the software units. (AE: Software units are tested in an automated way before the integration. Automated unit test suites are constructed. Automated tests are triggered whenever a change is introduced to the software) [103]. Quality of the code is enhanced by adding static code analysis checks, reviews and inspections. Code is refactored regularly to avoid technical dept.) (Outcome 5-6)

**Example Work Products**

- Source Code
- Component and component integration test results
- Unit Test Scripts
- Domain Mapping Matrix
- Dependency Structure Matrix
- Architecture Scheme of the System
Fallacies for agile practices:

Proofing the architecture with working code is a key element in building a qualified solution. Paper-based architecture design is not a substitute for the working code [1].

A.2.3. Transition Aspect

Purpose: The purpose of the transition aspect is to establish and maintain reliable and repeatable build, integration and deployment practices to keep the application in a working state during the development, to obtain feedback about the problems in the process, to make the whole process visible to everyone, and to shorten the response time to changes.

Outcomes:

1. Testing, deployment and release activities are integrated into the development process [103].
2. Test and production environments, source code, operating systems, 3rd party elements, libraries and any kind of patches are kept under configuration control.
3. Changes are integrated to code (AE: Continuously and rapid feedback are obtained about the changes committed and the problems occurred.)
4. Software is deployed to different environments (AE: Deployment is done continuously.)
5. Developed solution is verified. (AE: Evaluation is performed through automated tests and automated code analysis techniques. Defects are identified and fixed where they are introduced and bug accumulation is prevented.)
6. AE: Transparency of the process among all stakeholders is ensured.
7. Documents to maintain the software are produced.

Aspect Practices:

T.AP1: Create and Manage the Workspace: Create an environment that the source code, database scripts, test data, build scripts, 3rd party libraries and deployment scripts are taken under configuration control and have the latest version. Record every change that has been made in the source code, data and testing and production environments. Prevent manual changes to these items. [Outcome 1-2]

T.AP2: Integrate the Code: Integrate the code and “build and test” your application. (AE: Integration is performed frequently. The application is built and tested automatically with every check-in to obtain rapid feedback about the changes that are committed [103]. The techniques that enable the build of the whole system can be done with a single command within minutes are adopted.) (Outcome 3)

T.AP3: Deploy the solution: Ensure that the builds are deployed to various environments and the target environment is running correctly after deployment. (AE: Deployment is performed continuously and automatically) (Outcome 4)
T.AP4: Test the integrated solution: Test the integrated software for both functional and nonfunctional requirements. (AE: Automated test suites at regression and acceptance test levels are created. Software is tested through automated tests. Manual tests are also performed for exploration and usability testing purposes. High test coverage is ensured during the verification and validation.) (Outcome 5)

T.AP5: Make the progress visible: (AE: Make the transition process visible to everyone who are involved in the process to improve transparency and collaboration) (Outcome 6)

T.AP6: Create the supporting documentation: Create and deliver the support documentation to the stakeholders. Decide the amount of the documentation for negotiation with the team and the external stakeholders. Produce the documents required to maintain the software. (Outcome 7)

Example Work Products:

- Integrated and working code
- Detected Bugs
- Build Scripts
- Test Scripts
- Test Data
- Bug Records
- Test Logs
- Support documentation

Fallacies for agile practices:

F1: Using Branches: Using branches in version control does not recommended in continuous integration. Because, while working on a branch, the code is not being integrated with other developers for a long time that will definitely cause integration problems described in F3 [103].

F2: Automated nightly builds or building only when it is demanded are not considered continuous integration. Automated nightly build can be a good start on the way of continuous integration process.

F3: Keeping the release cycle long: When the deployment is done after the whole development is finished, development team needs more time to find and fix bugs and incorrect assumptions on features remains undetected for a long time.

F4: Not having an automated test suite: Passing a build without the support of an automated test suite means that the software could be compiled and assembled [103]. However, it does not give you the confidence of software working properly.

A.2.4. Management Aspect

Purpose: The purpose of management aspect is to identify, establish and track activities and resources necessary to develop a product. (AE: From agile perspective, the purpose of the management aspect is to perform planning and tracking activities continuously, and estimating collaboratively to achieve efficiency and perform these practices as value adding activities to the project life cycle.)
Outcomes

1. Feasibility studies are performed, product vision and scope are established.
2. Teams are formed, environment for development is established.
3. Activities are planned throughout the project’s lifecycle based on the information at hand (AE: Continuous planning is performed)
4. Work items are estimated. (AE: Estimation is done in a collaborative environment)
5. (AE: Estimation is validated through whole team)
6. Velocity of the team are calculated dynamically in an adaptive way, status information is updated regularly.
7. Risks are monitored and preventive and corrective actions are taken.

Aspect Practices

M.AP1: Initiate the project: Perform a feasibility study and present the product vision and scope to bring the product dimension into alignment. Decide sufficient levels of documentation and tailor the practices based on the characteristics of the project. (AE: Use simple and low ceremony practices for project initiation activities such as the "vision box" for the vision and "project data sheet" for the project scope [25]. Improve the product vision based on new information and obtain agreement of the team and other stakeholders about the vision.) (Outcome 1)

M. AP2: Form the team: Form the team with right people who are from different backgrounds and are capable of developing the software product collectively with sufficient knowledge and experience. (Outcome 2)

M.AP3: Align with agile values and principles: (AE: Align internal and external stakeholders with agile values and principles.) (Outcome 2)

M. AP4: Establish the physical workspace: (AE: Construct an open space where each team member can communicate easily with each other, construct quiet and private places, support usage of information radiators, allow outlets for fun to gain the energy back.) (Outcome 2)

M.AP5: Plan the progress: Identify activities, tasks, resources and required experience, knowledge and skills of the team members. Define dependencies among activities and tasks. (AE: Establish a high level feature based plan at the initiation phase of the project. Define approximate numbers of iterations to complete the project. Elaborate the plan with each iteration considering the prioritized list of user stories/use cases. Coordinate daily activities with the team. Ensure that each of these activities provide value. Let the team to participate in planning so that each team member reflects his/her expertise and experience) (Outcome 3)

M.AP6: Estimate the work items: Estimate the size, effort and schedule for the given requirements of the project. (AE: Estimate the size of user stories, themes, epics, or any piece of work in hand. Perform a whole team estimation to improve the accuracy of estimates. Add people to estimation process who are competent in solving the problem
and encourage discussions in a collaborative environment. Re-estimate the feature when its relative size changes.) (Outcomes 4-5)

**M.AP7: Monitor the progress:** Monitor the progress of the projects through project parameters (effort, schedule, cost, etc.) (AE: Track the progress of the activities through daily and weekly team integration activities. Define the team's rate of progress (velocity) for iterations from past experiences in terms of size. Update project dashboard (status of the work items, estimation and velocity updates) regularly with the new information arrives.) (Outcome 6)

**M.AP8: Manage and mitigate the risks:** Identify project risks, analyze, prioritize and track the status of them regularly. Make contingency and mitigation plans based on the priorities of the risks. (Outcome 7)

**Fallacies for agile practices:**

**F1:** Larger and vague features, epics, user stories leads to uncertain estimates, however, one shouldn’t wait for the estimation until detailed elaborations are performed.

**F2:** Size estimation shouldn't be confused with the estimation of the amount of time it takes to implement a feature.

**F3:** Don't re-estimate when the team thinks that they should have completed more points to increase velocity, when less "done" is completed.

**F4:** Create plans that focus on the delivery of the features that value to customer rather than completion of the activities. Avoid from activity based plans.

**F5:** Extension of the delivery dates indicates that there might be a problem in estimation or in delivering commitments

**F5:** Daily stand-up meetings which are limited to a short time are not optional since they ensure transparency and accountability among team members.

**F6:** Team member’s sign-up for additional tasks by themselves when finishing their tasks and not waiting for the scheduled time is up
## Agility Assessment Report of Organization N, Project #1

### 1. EXPLORATION ASPECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPLORATION ASPECT</th>
<th>Current Application</th>
<th>Improvement Suggestions</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.AP1:</strong> Capture the customer and user needs: <strong>Perform requirement envisioning activities with customer/user to obtain tacit knowledge and to capture functional and non-functional requirements as high level work items. (AE: user needs can be obtained as themes, epics or features. Involving users, customers to the team in determining what to build and reviewing what is being built is a better option than scheduled meetings [11])</strong></td>
<td>Advertisement team, content provider team, business intelligence team and end users are the sources of requirements. Requirements are gathered in regular meetings where the feedback obtained from real system are discussed and new trends are evaluated. The requirements are recorded to the meeting records.</td>
<td>Obtained business needs and requests should be recorded to a list or a system where a unique number is assigned each of the items</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.AP2:</strong> Elaborate requirements artifacts: <strong>Elaborate high level requirements artifacts into required level of detail for construction. (AE: Elaborate themes, epics, features into stories for further detail by communicating with the customer/user/team members.)</strong></td>
<td>Analysts and content providers work closely in a collaborative environment. Requirements are elaborated, workflow diagrams are developed when needed.</td>
<td>Elaborated requirements should be added to the &quot;requirements list&quot; keeping all relations.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.AP3: Detect and resolve conflicts of requirements artifacts</td>
<td>Detect and resolve conflicts related to requirements artifacts. (AE: prefer high bandwidth communication techniques)</td>
<td>Conflicts are resolved through communication channels among team members.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.AP4: Specify dependencies among requirements artifacts</td>
<td>Detect and specify dependencies among stories and other artifacts to prevent a failure caused by a missed dependent requirement</td>
<td>Dependency of a new or changed requirement to other requirements are defined based on the personal experiences of team members. Dependency identification process are person-dependent in organization N.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.AP5: Manage the requirement artifacts</td>
<td>Manage the change on requirements artifacts. Identify the impact of the change on artifacts and project timeline. (AE: agile conformant work item management strategies such as a product backlog or a work item stack can be utilized. Prioritize work items and communicate on the changed items with the team, update the backlog and re-prioritize the backlog items for change management).</td>
<td>Grooming activity are performed regularly at the end of each week for high level requirements. All parties are informed if there is a change on the requirements and requests.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.AP6: Make the artifacts visible to everyone</td>
<td>Make the requirement artifacts (AE: backlog items) visible to everyone in order to create collaboration and transparency.</td>
<td>Some of the requirements are made visible by application of Kanban Board. In addition to Kanban Board, the whole prioritized requirement list should be made visible to Project team.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation and identification of dependencies among requirement items are essential to manage changes properly and embrace change. Dependencies are needed to be identified in a relational matrix or on the system where requirements are defined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORATION Aspect – LEAN LEVEL Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iterative Attribute</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 2.1.1 Develop work products in an iterative and incremental way</td>
<td>Identification of user needs and elaboration are performed in an incremental and iterative way. The cycle time for each iteration are 7 to 10 days. Iterations are regular and consistent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 2.1.2 Communicate effectively</td>
<td>Communication interfaces are established between internal, external stakeholders. A real Kanban Board is utilized for all team members come together and communicate on daily activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simple Attribute</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 2.2.1 Balance the predictive work and adaptive work</td>
<td>High-level requirements are classified to phases and each requirement are elaborated and detailed with every iteration. Flow of the requirements are balanced.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 2.2.2 Employ minimally sufficient ceremony</td>
<td>Informal procedures are applied for the approval of requirements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A consistency in definition of the requirements are needed to be achieved. User stories or use cases can be preferred.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Criteria to write requirement documents are needed to be identified.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the identification of non-value added activities, regular retrospective studies are needed to be performed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORATION A. EFFECTIVE LEVEL Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical Excellence Attribute</strong></td>
<td>A backlog type structure is needed to record all business needs and other issues for development. Requirements should be included to this backlog. A unique number should be assigned to each request or business need. The backlog should describe &quot;what&quot; the system does rather than &quot;how&quot;</td>
<td>Backlog are needed to be kept in a prioritized order where every member of team could see.</td>
<td>GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering methods/practices to the aspect practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements should satisfy INVEST criteria. (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements should satisfy INVEST criteria. (Independent, Value-Added, Small, Estimable, Testable)</td>
<td>GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering methods/practices to the aspect practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning Attribute</strong></td>
<td>Tools such as Jira, VersionOne, MSF for Agile are needed to be included in the conduct of the aspect.</td>
<td>Tools such as Jira, VersionOne, MSF for Agile are needed to be included in the conduct of the aspect.</td>
<td>GP 3.1.2 Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility</strong></td>
<td>Requirements are analyzed and elaborated in a collaborative environment, team shares the whole responsibility.</td>
<td>Requirements are analyzed and elaborated in a collaborative environment, team shares the whole responsibility.</td>
<td>GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.2.2 Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people</td>
<td>When a problem or error occurred, team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.2.3 Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement</td>
<td>People learn and improve by their own efforts. They are not trained about agile approaches or practices. Lessons learned are not evaluated or kept.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is very beneficial to have an organizational training strategy and plan. Internal and external trainings are needed to be planned to facilitate agile adoption process. A system to record lessons learned on requirement activities are needed to be established. Lessons learned are needed to be shared to whole organization.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.2.4 Collect measures to support learning and improvement</td>
<td>A comprehensive infrastructure had been established to track measures real time from the running system such as number of videos viewed, video upload time etc. However, exploration aspect's activities are not followed through measures just direct observation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A measurement infrastructure are needed to be established to monitor the progress and identify improvement areas related to the exploration aspect.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 2. CONSTRUCTION ASPECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCTION ASPECT</th>
<th>Current Application</th>
<th>Improvement Suggestions</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CN.AP1: Elaborate the work items:</strong> Before building a solution, capture detailed information about the work items (AE: In agile projects, these work items are selected from the backlog. They can be either a user story, defect, technical spike or else. Detailed information may be captured in either writing executable specifications (acceptance tests—“tests as requirements”), either performing high level specifications, or either collaborative just-in-time modeling or else).</td>
<td>Details about high level requirements are revealed by developers, mock-up screens are developed. Business people are also involved in these studies.</td>
<td>When the details are obtained about requirements, backlog should be updated.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CN.AP2: Explore the design:</strong> Design the solution before building it, to avoid technical debt. Explore the solution for both of the functional and non-functional requirements/stories. (AE: Use alternative design approaches such as model storming (just in time brainstorming to explore alternative designs over models), architecture prototyping, user interface design, model-driven development (allows the UML models and the code be synchronized) and test-driven development (allows design refactoring) [1] Perform technical search, dependency identification, and risk evaluation activities in addition to design).</td>
<td>Alternative designs are evaluated, functional dependencies are considered.</td>
<td>Alternative designs should be evaluated not just for the graphical user interfaces, but for the architecture. Dependencies between design elements, impact of new requirements on current design elements are needed to be identified. (Dependency Structure Matrixes) Team should ensure that to be developed solution (design)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN.AP3: Develop the solution: Develop the software that conforms to the requirements.</td>
<td>PHP language is utilized for coding. Comments are added to code to specify changes, but not regularly.</td>
<td>Code should be commented regularly for maintenance activities.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN.AP4: Ensure the correctness of software at developer level: Test the correctness of the software units. Establish the test environment and maintain it. (AE: Software units are tested in an automated way before the integration. Automated unit test suites are constructed. Automated tests are triggered whenever a change is introduced to the software) [103]. Quality of the code is enhanced by adding static code analysis checks, reviews and inspections.</td>
<td>Developers verifies the code over GUI. Code is reviewed occasionally.</td>
<td>Coding standards are needed to be defined and applied. The best and easiest way to ensure application of coding standards is to add static code analysis checks to process. The efficiency of the developer tests are needed to be evaluated. Success criteria to be achieved before moving the code testing phase should be defined.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CONSTRUCTION Aspect – LEAN LEVEL Assessment (2nd Level) |
|---|---|---|
| **Iterative Attribute** |
| GP 2.1.1 Develop work products in an iterative and incremental way | Coding activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. | 3 |
| GP 2.1.2 Communicate effectively | Communication interfaces are established between team members and other stakeholders. Team members come together discuss daily activities through daily meetings. | 3 |

<p>| <strong>Simple Attribute</strong> |
| GP 2.2.1 Balance the predictive work and adaptive work | Code should be reviewed before testing. In agile development it is suggested that every team member could be involved in testing activities by coding unit tests. | 2 |
| GP 2.2.2 Employ minimally sufficient ceremony | An efficient approach to evaluate dependencies among design elements should be defined. | 2 |
| CONSTRUCTION A. EFFECTIVE LEVEL Assessment (3rd Level) | | |
| Technical Excellence Attribute | | |
| GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering practices to the aspect practices | Unit test should be written in terms of developer testing to obtain rapid feedback. It is suggested to apply test-driven development approach to construct a more reliable system. Shortcut solution to solve emergent problems create burden on code and cause technical dept. To avoid it code are needed to be regularly refactored. | 1 |
| GP 3.1.2 Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity | GIT tool and check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used for version control. Unified Modelling Language could be preferred for design development. | 2 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility</strong></td>
<td>Collaboration among team members are seen in development activities as well. Developers select their own tasks to work. Development team leader leads the team in technical issues.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GP 3.2.2 Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people</strong></td>
<td>When a problem or error occurred, team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GP 3.2.3 Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement</strong></td>
<td>People learn and improve by their own efforts. They are not trained about agile approaches or practices. Lessons learned are not evaluated or kept.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A knowledge management system should be established to share learned knowledge and organizational memory covering coding activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GP 3.2.4 Collect measures to support learning and improvement</strong></td>
<td>Construction aspect’s activities are not followed through measures just direct observation.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile metrics are needed to be defined and collected for construction activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. TRANSITION ASPECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSITION ASPECT</th>
<th>Current Application</th>
<th>Improvement Suggestions</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>T.AP1: Create and Manage the Workspace:</strong> Create an environment that the source code, database scripts, test data, build scripts, 3rd party libraries and deployment scripts are taken under configuration control and have the latest version. Record every change that has been made in the source code, data and testing and production environments. Prevent manual changes to these items</td>
<td>Code is under configuration control. There are two environment: “development” and “production”. However, for coding and testing activities same environment is being used. Check-in, check-out mechanisms are being used for labeling and versioning.</td>
<td>Uncontrolled change is performed on the code. A system should be established in order to link requirements or tasks to changesets or unique numbers of the requirements or tasks can be in the code as comments. Version control systems enables the attachment of code to the requirement items.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T.AP2: Integrate the Code:</strong> Integrate the code and “build and test” your application. AE: Integration is performed frequently. The application is built and tested automatically with every check-in to obtain rapid feedback about the changes that are committed [103]. The techniques that enable the build of the whole system can be done with a single command within minutes are adopted.</td>
<td>Code sets are being integrated in the “development” environment after they are developed in developers’ local computers.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T.AP3: Deploy the solution:</strong> Ensure that the builds are deployed to various environments and the target environment is running correctly after deployment. (AE: Deployment is performed continuously and automatically)</td>
<td>Code is automatically deployed to the “production” environment. This is a facility of PHP language.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T.AP4:</strong> Test the integrated solution: Test the integrated software for both functional and nonfunctional requirements. (AE: Automated test suites at regression and acceptance test levels are created. Software is tested through automated tests. Manual tests are also performed for exploration and usability testing purposes. High test coverage is ensured during the verification and validation.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test engineer has a right to access to the &quot;development&quot; environment via a Proxy code and tests the application via graphical user interfaces.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test preparation activities should start at the same time with development activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>T.AP5:</strong> Make the progress visible: (AE: Make the transition process visible to everyone who are involved in the process to improve transparency and collaboration)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All transition activities are needed to make visible to whole team.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>T.AP6:</strong> Create the supporting documentation: Create and deliver the support documentation to the stakeholders. Decide the amount of the documentation for negotiation with the team and the external stakeholders. Produce the documents required to maintain the software.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting documentation should be developed for the maintenance of the system or essential information should recorded on the software tool where information is available when needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TRANSITION Aspect – LEAN LEVEL Assessment**

| Iterative Attribute |
|---|---|
| **GP 2.1.1** Develop work products in an iterative and incremental way | Transition aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. | 3 |
| **GP 2.1.2** Communicate effectively | Team members share the same room and effectively communicate. | 2 |

Information radiator that is usually utilized to specify the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple Attribute</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP 2.2.1 Balance the predictive work and adaptive work</td>
<td>To balance the predictive work and adaptive work test preparation activities should be performed. Test cases are needed to be specified. (It can be started with regression test cases)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 2.2.2 Employ minimally sufficient ceremony</td>
<td>Informal procedures are applied for the approval of transition decisions</td>
<td>For the identification of non-value added activities, regular retrospective studies are needed to be performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status of the integration can be followed through integration tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSITION A. EFFECTIVE LEVEL Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical Excellence Attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering methods/practices to the aspect practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
same environment TDD approach is suggested. Another option is to separate development and test environments.

Continuous integration (code frequently committed to the mainline. Whenever a code check-out all code are compiled and all automated tests are run) are needed to obtain rapid feedback and keep the mainline always in a working state.

Automated test suite are needed to be developed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.1.2 Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity</td>
<td>GIT tool is being used for integration and transition activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility</td>
<td>Collaboration among team members are seen in integration and deployment activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP 3.2.2 Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people</td>
<td>When a problem or error occurred, team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**GP 3.2.3 Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement**

People learn and improve by their own efforts. They are not trained about agile approaches or practices. Lessons learned are not evaluated or kept.

A knowledge management system should be established to share learned knowledge and organizational memory covering transition activities.

**GP 3.2.4 Collect measures to support learning and improvement**

Transition aspect's activities are not followed through measures just direct observation.

Agile metrics are needed to be defined and collected for transition activities.

---

**4. MANAGEMENT ASPECT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGEMENT ASPECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspect Practice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.AP1: Initiate the Project: Perform a feasibility study and present the product vision and scope to bring the product dimension into alignment. Decide sufficient levels of documentation and tailor the practices based on the characteristics of the project. (AE: Use simple and low ceremony practices for project initiation activities such as the &quot;vision box&quot; for the vision and &quot;project data sheet&quot; for the project scope [25]. Improve the product vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.AP.2: Form the team: <strong>Form the team with right people who are from different backgrounds and are capable of developing the software product collectively with sufficient knowledge and experience.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.AP.3: Align and adopt the environment: <strong>Align internal and external stakeholders with agile values and principles.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.AP.4: Establish the physical workspace: <strong>Construct an open space where each team member can communicate easily with each other, construct quiet and private places, support usage of information radiators, allow outlets for fun to gain the energy back.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.AP.5: Plan the progress: <strong>Establish a high level feature based plan at the initiation phase of the project. Define approximate numbers of iterations to complete the project. Elaborate the plan with each iteration considering the prioritized list of user stories/use cases.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coordinate daily activities with the team. Ensure that each of these activities provide value. Let the team to participate in planning so that each team member reflects his/her expertise and experience.

| M.AP.6: Estimate the work items: Estimate the size, effort and schedule for the given requirements of the project. (AE: Estimate the size of user stories, themes, epics, or any piece of work in hand. Perform a whole team estimation to improve the accuracy of estimates. Add people to estimation process who are competent in solving the problem and encourage discussions in a collaborative environment. Re-estimate the feature when its relative size changes.) |
| Effort estimation is performed for requirements. Each member estimate his/her own task’s effort based on past experiences. |
| Size needs to be estimated besides effort estimation. An estimation approach is needed to be established. |

| M.AP.7: Monitor the progress: Monitor the progress of the projects through project parameters (effort, schedule, cost, etc.) (AE: Track the progress of the activities through daily and weekly team integration activities. Define the team’s rate of progress (velocity) for iterations from past experiences in terms of size. Update project dashboard (status of the work items, estimation and velocity updates) regularly with the new information arrives.) |
| Project managers track the project over the numbers of closed tasks. |
| It is not just to follow up the Project over completed tasks. Other parameters such as team velocity, the size of completed and remaining tasks are needed to be tracked. |

| M.AP.8: Manage (mitigate) the risks: Identify project risks, prioritize and track the status of them regularly. Take preventive and corrective actions |
| Project risks are not tracked, corrective actions are taken after a risk occurs. |
| Risk monitoring approaches are needed to be evaluated. |

**MANAGEMENT Aspect – LEAN LEVEL Assessment**

**Iterative Attribute**
| GP 2.1.1 Develop work products in an iterative and incremental way | Management aspect activities are performed iteratively and incrementally. | 3 |
| GP 2.1.2 Communicate effectively | Team members share the same room and effectively communicate. | 3 |

### Simple Attribute

| GP 2.2.1 Balance the predictive work and adaptive work | Decision are taken collaboratively, team shares the responsibility. The balance is achieved for the management activities | 2 |
| GP 2.2.2 Employ minimally sufficient ceremony | Informal procedures are applied for the approval of transition decisions | For the identification of non-value added activities, regular retrospective studies are needed to be performed. | 2 |

### MANAGEMENT A. EFFECTIVE LEVEL Assessment

#### Technical Excellence Attribute

| GP 3.1.1 Incorporate agile engineering methods/practices to the aspect practices | Effort is estimated. | Agile approaches are needed to be evaluated for size and effort estimation. | 1 |
| GP 3.1.2 Integrate tools to aspects to improve the productivity | Asana tool and Kanban board is utilized for management activities. | The information kept in real Kanban board can be transferred to management tools that provide effective management and tracking over metrics. | 2 |

#### Learning Attribute

| GP 3.2.1 Support collaborative work and shared responsibility | Collaboration among team members are seen in planning and estimation activities. | 3 |
| GP 3.2.2 Adopt agile leadership styles and adjust the behaviors towards mistakes of people | When a problem or error occurred, team quickly resolves the problem then performs root cause analysis of the problem and takes the actions to prevent reoccurrence of the error. | 3 |
| GP 3.2.3 Encourage people in the organization to participate in learning, teaching and improvement | People learn and improve by their own efforts. They are not trained about agile approaches or practices. | A knowledge management system should be established to share learned knowledge and organizational memory covering management activities. | 1 |
| GP 3.2.4 Collect measures to support learning and improvement | Management aspect’s activities are not followed through measures just direct observation. | Agile metrics are needed to be defined and collected for management activities. | 1 |
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